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TheDaily · . · 
astern News 
Monday,August25, 1986 
: . . will be partly sunny and warmer 
with highs in the middle 80s. Monday 
night will be partly cloudy wi-th a 30 
percent chance of showers and 
thunderstorms. 
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Dorm delivery -
Vice president quits 
Schick says April 1 5 is last day· 
By BILL DENNIS 
Administration editor 
After slightly more than two years in 
office, Edgar Schick, provost and vice 
president for academic affairs, has 
resigned effective no later than April 
15, said Eastern President Stanley 
Rives. 
"He came here as a college 
president, and I think that he has 
determined that he would like to return 
to a similar position," Rives said, 
adding that the resignation was 
"absolutely" on friendly terms. 
Schick was involved in several 
controversies with the Faculty Senate 
last year which were later called 
"communication problems" between 
the senate and Eastern 's ad­
ministration. 
Senate members w�re upset that a 
decision was inade to shift control of 
the Radio/TV center to the academic 
affairs office from the university 
relations office. 
When asked if these problems had 
anything to do with Schick's 
resignation, Rives said, "That's a 
better question · for Schick than for 
me." 
When contacted, Schick declined 
comment Sunday night. 
· 
However, the past and present 
senate chairs said this should not have 
played a large role in Schick's decision 
to resign. 
Edgar Schick 
concerned that the administrati<>n 
inform faculty boards about proposed 
changes. 
· 
"Administrators frequently com­
ment about the amount of paperwork 
they have to do," Ozier said. "Maybe 
he wasn't able to find the time to be 
both an educator and an ad­
ministrator.'' 
Current Faculty Senate Chair Mary 
Wohlrabe also said she doubted 
communication problems with the 
senate had much to do with Schick's 
resignation. 
Verne And�rson, father of freshman Lori Anderson, wisely uses a shopp­
ing cart to make deliveries to-Carman Hall during the Saturday afternoon 
move-in. 
"I really don't think that one issue 
would merit any comment as a reason 
(for Schick's resgination)," said 
former Faculty Senate Chair Jayne 
Ozier. 
"The senate in general is very 
"Actually, the Radio/TV center 
came under Margaret Soderberg's 
control, not Schick's," Wohlrabe said. 
(See VICE, page 9) 
Board members question removal 
By CHRYST AL PHILPOTT 
City editor 
Heads are still reeling after Mayor Murray 
Choate's surprise removal of two veteran city board 
members last week, and charges of patronage politics 
are already in the air. 
After a combined total of 27 years of service, 
Chairman Henry "Woody" Kramer and member 
Don Schaefer were told that they would not be 
reappointed to their positions with the Charleston 
playground . and recreation board at a council 
meeting Tuesday. 
Kramer and Schaefer were replaced by Jerry 
Decker, a letter carrier for the Charleston Post 
Office, and Bill Monken, a football coach at 
Charleston High School. 
Decker, whose wife, Linda, works in Eastern's 
admissions office with Choate, denied any 
knowledge about politics being involved in the 
decision. 
However, Schaefer said, "It could very well be 
political. The deck is certainly stacked now. 
"No one ever gave me any reason why I was 
replaced," he added. "Possibly the numbers game 
might enter into it here with Woody and I supporting 
other people on the board that now won't be sup-
ported. 
"It's just the way it was handled that concerns 
me," he said. 
"This type of handling has gotten Murray in 
trouble all the way down the line. He's made other 
decisions without anyone else, like the band shell and 
the medallion." 
Monken said, "As far as anything political, I 
really have no comment.'' 
In response to the possibility of patronage being 
involved in the decision, Public Works Com­
missioner Wayne Lanman said, "I wish I did know. 
If that was the reason, I-would like to know." 
Schaefer, who had been on the board for eight 
years, said he and Kramer were given no reason for 
the decision, only letters thanking them for their 
service. 
Kramer, an attorney who served on the board for 
19 years, said he received his letter on the day the new 
members were appointed. Schaefer, the assistant 
director of placement at Eastern, did not receive his 
letter until the morning after the council meeting. 
The usual process for making replacements is for 
the commissioner in charge of a department to make 
a selection, discuss it with the mayor and then submit 
(See BOARD, page 8) 
Parents' Weekend 
brings Hope back 
By DONELLE PARDEE 
Assistant activities editor 
Comedian Bob Hope will return to Eastern 
Nov. I as the main .attraction of the 32nd 
annual Parents' Weekend, Oct. 31 through 
Nov. 2. 
Hope performed in the 21st annual Parents' 
Weekend Sept. 27, 1975. 
Anita Craig, director of student activities, 
said the University Board first contacted Hope 
on Jan. 6. and received the signed contracts in 
· early July. 
"We would often get the urge to rip our hair 
out when we didn't hear anything and weren't 
sure what was happening," Craig said, 
describing the situation as very ''time con­
suming." 
Craig said the tickets, which cost $13 each, 
will have to be ordered through the mail. "The 
box offices will not begin selling tickets until 
two weeks before the show.'' 
· 
The order forms were mailed to Parents' 
Club members Aug. 21 and will be mailed out 
1 (See PARENTS', page 8) 
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Slai� postal workers mourned 
Over 300 villagers feared dead 
near toxic gas leak in Cameroon 
WATONGA, Okla.-Patrick Henry Sherrill, who killed 
14 Postal Service co-w<;>rkers and wounded six others before 
committing suicide, was buried Sunday in a family plor in 
his hometown. 
Sherrill, 44, was cremated and his ashes placed at the 
gravesite of his parents in a brief, private service attended by 
25 friends and relatives but no clergy. 
Sunday was declared an official state day of mourning by 
Gov. George Nigh. The declaration came as residents of 
Edmond, where the killings occured, gathered at a college 
football stadium for a memorial service for the victims that 
the Rev. Dale Carter, a Methodist minister, said would 
begin "our town's healing." 
Four firefighters kil led in crash 
BOISE, Idaho-More firefighters headed home Sunda; 
as blazes ebbed in Northwest forests, but four New Mexico 
firefighters were killed and 17 others injured when a truck 
taking them to camp crashed in Idaho. 
YAOUNDE, Cameroon (AP)-Toxic gas 
escaping from a lake in a volcanic crater in 
northwest Cameroon is believed to have killed at 
least 300 people, government sources said 
Sunday. 
· 
Travelers arriving in the capita1 of Yaounde 
from the region said as many as 1,000 people 
may have perished. 
An official communique reported President 
Paul Biya visited the region near the Nigerian 
border Sunday and declared it a disaster area. At 
least three villages were affected, according to 
the communique read over state television. 
It identified the toxic fumes as hydrogen 
sulfide, a flammable, poisonous gas. It called the 
escape of the gas from the volcanic lake a 
"geological catastrophe." 
Hydrogen sulfide is a colorless, flammable 
poisonous gas that smells like rotten eggs. It 
usua.lly is formed by putrification, such as 
animal matter that is found in most volcanic 
gases and many natural gas and petroleum 
deposits. 
Cameroon is an oil-producing West African 
country the size of California and has natural gas 
reserves estimated at 3,500 billion cubic feet. 
In face of the disaster, which reportedly 
started late Friday, the government called for 
international aid. 
· The communique said the United States and� 
Britain agreed to supply logistical support for 
evacuation of villagers from the Menchum 
region, while Israel is providing medical teams 
and France offered unspecified material help. 
Israel's medical team is to arrive Monday 
morning with Prime Minister Shimon Peres, who 
left Tel Aviv for Yaounde Sunday, his 
spokesman said in Jerusalem. Israel has close ties 
to Cameroon, and Peres is expected to announce 
a resumption of diplomatic relations between the 
two countries during his four-day visit. 
· 
Most of the 21  people in a 5-ton National Guard truck 
were thrown from the vehicle when it crashed and rolled, 
said St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center spokeswoman 
Claudia Keys in Boise. She said she did not know the extent 
of injuries. 
Priest hurt in  South African jai l 
The crew was returning from the Anderson.Creek fire, a 
17 ,800-acre blaze about 30 mi.les northeast of . Boise, 
authorities said. 
Deere will close during strike 
MOLINE-Deere & Co. announced Sunday that it is 
shutting down production at 1 1  factories in Illinois and 
Iowa because of a strike by United Auto Workers union 
members at three other plants. 
But union officials instructed the 7, 700 workers not on 
strike to report for their normal shifts on Monday, raising 
the possibility of of a confrontation with the company. 
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP)-A 
court affidavit, quoted in a Sunday newspaper, 
said a black priest who was. being held in 
detention for 10 weeks was forced to stand 
blindfolded for 20 hours last week during in­
terrogation. 
It said he later had trouble walking. 
The priest was identified as the Rev. 
Smangoliso Mkhatshwa, general secretary of the 
Southern African Catholic Bishops Conference. 
He has been in detention since June 12, when a 
nationwide state emergency was decreed. 
Tree allows authorities to detain people 
without charge. The government told Parliament 
last Monday that it was holding 8,501 ·people 
under the state of emergency. Some detainees 
have been released since. 
· A Pretoria Supreme Court was . scheduled to 
hear testimony Monday from two doctors who 
examined Mkhatshwa on Friday. 
The priest's attorneys asked the court to 
restrain police from what they said would be 
further assaulting or torturing of their client, 
said City Press, a newspaper for Johannesburg's 
black community. 
Oxfam, a British humaµitarian agency, said it 
has received reports from church contacts in 
South Africa about Mkhatshwa's being tortured. 
THINK AHEAD 
Snyder's Restaurant and Donut Shop 
Breakfast Served All Day Specials Every Day 
fresh Donuts & Rolls 
RENT NOW FOR SPRI NG SEMESTER 
PRIVATE BEDROOM 
Call 
345-2520 
345-2363 
Lincolnwood 
Pinetree 
, offices at: 
91 6 Woodlawn , 
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Just Drinks & Donuts Served 
Welcome Students! 
All famous Name Brandsl 
Shorts, Tops and Swimwear 
We have Danskin! 
9-6 daily 
except Sunday· 
Charleston 
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Study session 
Members of the Pink Panthers study the upcoming halftime show steps at 
Friday's practice session with the Panther Marching Band. They will perform 
PAUL KLATT I Photo editor 
the routine at Eastern's first home game against Northeast Missouri and at the 
Chicago Bear's home opener against the Cleveland Browns. 
Central registration begins at McAfee Gym 
By ERIC WEDEKING 
Staff writer 
Students who have not preregistered 
for fall classes must do so at central 
registration Monday and Tuesday in 
McAfee Gym. 
New students must have a 
registration permit and returning 
students are required to bring an 
Eastern ID card to central registration. 
Tuition is also required. 
· Central registration begins at 9 a.m. 
and the doors of McAfee will be closed 
at 3 p.m. on both Monday and 
Tuesday. 
M i k e  T a y l o r ,  d i rec tor  o f  
registration, said all students should 
attend .a registration orientation 
meeting at 8 a.m. in the Grand 
Ballroom of the Union on the day they 
are to register. 
Attending the orientation will 
provide students with the information 
they need to get through central 
registration smoothly, Taylor said. 
Scheduling for registration is in the 
order of the first initial of the student's 
last name, as follows: 
•Monday 
A ...................... 9 a.m. 
Building hours set for fall 
By STEVE SMITH 
Campus editor 
The Textbook Library will have 
revised hours this week to allow ad­
ditional time for students to pick up 
books for their classes. 
The Textbook Library will be open 
Monday and Tuesday from 8 a.m. 
until S p.m., Wednesday and Thursday · 
from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. and Friday from 
8 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. 
Booth Library will also have revised 
hours. this week. The library will be 
open on Monday and Tuesday from 8 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Wednesday and 
Thursday from 8 a.m. until 11 :45 p.m. 
and Friday from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m. 
Booth library will be closed through 
Labor Day weekend, but will re-open 
Sept. 2 when regular hours will resume. 
Regular hours will be from 8 a.m. until 
11:45 p.m. Monday through Thur­
sdays, 8 a.m. until 5 p.m. Fridays, 9 
a.m. until 5 p.m. Saturdays and 1 :30-
11 :45 p.m. Sundays. 
Hours for other campus buildings 
are as follows: 
Health Service will be open from 
7:30 a.m. through 4 p.m. Monday 
through Friday. An evening nurse will 
also be on duty from 4 to 11 p.m. on 
Monday through Friday. 
Lantz gymnasium will be open from 
7-10 p.m. on weekdays, from 1-10 
p.m. Saturdays and from 10 a.m. until 
10 p.m. Sundays. 
The weight room in Lantz will be 
open from noon until 8 p.m. on 
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, 
from 1 · to 9 p.m. Tue�days and 
Thursdays and from 1 until 5 p.m. 
Saturdays and Sundays. 
Lantz swimming pool will be open 
from 7 to 9 p.m. on weeknights and 
from 2 until 5 p.m. Saturday and 
Sunday. 
The swimming pool in the Buzzard 
Building has not yet opened. The pool 
is expected to open shortly when more 
help is found, said a spokesman for the 
intramural office. 
B ........ ........... 9:35 a.m. 
C .... : ............. lO:lOa.m. 
D .................. 10:45 a.m. 
E-F ................. 11 :20 a.m. 
G .................. 11:55 a.m. 
H .................. 12:30 p.m. 
1-J .................. 1 :05 p.m. 
K ................... 1:40 p.m. 
•Tuesday 
L ...................... 9 a.m. 
M ................... 9:35a.m. 
N-0 ................ 10: 10 a.m. 
P-Q ................. 10:45 a.m. 
R .............. .... 11 :20 a.m. 
S ................... 11:55 a.m. 
T .................. 12:30 p.m. 
U-V .......... . ..... 1:05 p.m. 
W-Z ................. 1:40p.m. 
After students are finished with 
central registration, they may go to the 
Union Ballroom up until 3 p.m. to 
receive a new ID card or have their old. 
ID card validated. 
r Students are required to pay fees 
when obtaining their ID card. Either a 
paid fee card or an ID card must be 
shown to obtain textbooks, · Taylor 
said. 
, Textbooks may be obtained by 
students at the Textbook Library 
Preregistered students 
pick up materials Monday 
By ERIC WEDEKING 
Staff writer 
Students who have preregistered 
for fall semester classes can obtain 
their class scedules and paid fee 
cards, as well as have their Eastern 
ID cards validated, in Lantz Gym 
. Monday and Tuesday at scheduled 
times. 
Retuming students should bring 
their old ID cards to have them 
validated. New students who have 
preregistered can pick up their ID 
cards in Lantz when they pick up 
their other materials. 
Students are to pick up class 
schedules and paid fee cards at the 
time determined by the first initial 
of their last name. Scheduling is 
as follows: 
•Monday . 
A-C ......... 8:30 to 10:30 a.m. 
D-F .......... lOto 11:30 a.m. 
G-K ....... 11 :30 a·.m: to 1 p.m. 
L-M ................ l-3 p.m. 
•Tuesday 
N-Q ........... 8:30 ti) 10 a.m: 
R-S .......... 10 io 11 :30 a.m. 
T-Z ....... 11 :30 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
Any student who is unable to pick 
up their materials during their . 
scheduled time may do so from 1 to 
3 p.m. on Tuesday. 
Students should to use 'the main 
entrance to Lantz Gy m when 
picking up their materials, said 
Mike Taylor, director . of 
registration. 
After students receive their paid 
fee cards and have their ID cards 
validated, they may go to the 
Textbook Library to get the books 
they need for their classes. 
Opinion 
Editorials represent 
the majority opinion 
of the edit.orial board 
The Summer Eastern News 
Monday, August 25, 1986 
You're lucky 
to have. such a 
long vacation 
One of the facts of lite most college 
graduates quickly bemoan is they don't get 
summer vacations anymore. If they're lucky, 
they may g.et two weeks per year in which 
to frolic. 
As students, we get about 1 2  weeks. So 
with that in mind, consider yourself lucky 
Editorial . your summer vacation has come to a close. 
And if you buy this 
logic, we have some swamp behind the 
Tarble Arts Center to sell you. 
Despite being touted as the "Friendly 
City," Charleston represents little more than 
culture shock for the 1 0, 000 or so students 
making yet another educational pilgrimage 
here. 
It's not that Charleston is that bad. It just 
boasts a public .university with about the 
lowest tuition rate in the state. Thus, 
Charleston is a "friend" to most parents' 
pocketbooks. 
Not much has changed while a deluge of 
summer campers took the place of students 
these past three monfhs. 
A spillway ravaged last year by heavy fall 
rains still is inoperable .  City politics remain 
under the reign of Mayor Murray Choate , 
whose unauthorized use last year of city 
moniesJor pet projects created a furor. And 
hopes for a new facility for Eastern's 
College of Business, as usual , focus on 
next year or the year after. 
With the return of students, Charleston 
again becomes a college town . The bars 
have their taps ready, and the concept of 
"hitting the books" is chic-provided the 
last week of the semester is upon us. 
With the onslaught of the student 
population , there will be opportunities to get 
more involved on and off campus. 
Academics is the main purpose of being 
here, but so much more can be learned by 
getting involved with other activities 'outside 
of the classroom .  
Take advantage of the Student Senate's 
Organization Day. This will introduce you to 
all this academic community offers. Apathy 
should be out and participation should be all 
the rage. 
Take a deep breath and get ready to 
enjoy! Summer's over. 
Youi:turn 
'Powers that be' 
cause problems 
Editor : 
This is my last class day at 
good ol' EIU and thanks to the 
"powers that be," my summer 
has· ended as frustratingly as it 
began! 
As a student who graduated 
twice from EIU in 1973 and 
1 9 7 5, I can speak with authority 
that bureaucratic red tape at 
Eastern has not changed in 11 
years. Fall 1 986 
students-BEWARE! 
You must get a parking sticker 
early! Even if you have a sticker 
you are not assured of a place to 
park. 
After commuting from home 
during a 45-minute drive, I 
arrived on campus to discover 
that yellow tape blocked Lantz 
Gym's parking lot. Supposedly 
the lot was to be asphalted. It 
took two days to do the 
preliminaries and on the day the 
job was done, a notice finally 
appeared in the Daily Eastern 
News. 
How I avoided getting a ticket 
from the campus police I'll never 
know! I did however lose a left 
shoe to the sticky asphalt! 
To add insult to injury, I found 
out I �d missed the summer 
textbook sale. In ·order to buy my 
history book, pencil marks and 
graffiti included, I had to pay 
$17.06, the replacement cost 
plus taxes. (The sale cost was 
about $10). 
The lady at the desk said the 
information had been published 
in the Official Notices. How was 
I to know that I needed my 
magnifying glass to scan those 
notices? 
She also mentioned that the 
· sale date had been posted on 
the textbook library door. After 
living in Coleman Hall with two 
political science courses and one 
history course for eight weeks, I 
barely made it past Booth 
library. 
My one trip to the Union was 
my last because I could never 
get food on campus. 
Oh yes, I tried the candy 
machine in Coleman Hall and 
Student Services promised a 
long time ago to send my $2.50 
refund. 
I must commend the organizer 
of the summer exam schedule. It 
FRoM All- ·TfloS£,, 
GARI>� S/11A1<. l Sf 
takes a knowledge of Latin and 
Greek to comprehend. Fifty 
percent of students in two of my 
three classes were commuters. 
They drove anywhere from 20 to 
90 minutes one way each day to 
get to campus. I would like to 
thank the person, who through 
analytical statistics, discovered 
that 7:30 a.m. exams are 
beneficial for quality education. 
Thank goodness I still have 
friends in Booth Library. Ron, 
Esther and Juanita all laughed 
when I had returned my 1 8 
books on Winston Churchill in a 
tomato box. (The chicken box 
was too big to carry from Lantz!) 
As a librarian for 11 years I 
learned two important lessons 
from my summer school ex­
periences. 
One, never go back to college 
and expect to be treated ac­
cording to your age and ex­
perience. Lucky us, we are 18 
again! 
Secondly. if you plan on eating 
candy bars and Cokes to sustain 
your nutritional needs stay away 
from Coleman Hall. Its caody 
machine is diabolical. 
Maude Hartma n 
Page 4 belongs to you, the reader 
This page is unique in that there are no news 
stories. This page's primary purpose is to present 
the views of the editorial board of The Daily Eastern 
News , as well as the views of our readers. 
All editorials represent the majority opinion of the 
editorial board. This board consists of five permanent 
members-the �ditor in chief, editorial page editor, 
· managing editor, the news editor and the associate 
news editor-and two rotating staff editors. 
Editorials represent a final opinion but should also 
attempt to present as many sides to an issue as 
possible. 
Page Four is also a vehicle for readers to express 
their opinons on issues, the most common of which 
is the letter to the editor. All letters must be signed 
and include the telephone number of the author so 
they can be verified. We do not accept unsigned 
letters. 
Sometimes the News receives dozens of letters 
concerning one particular issues and the letters start 
to become redundant even though they are written 
by different authors. In these cases, we may 
discontinue running these letters after a certain point 
to allow room for the discussion of other issues. 
Readers can also express opinions through 
Viewpoints. These are personal columns from 
people who are not associated with the regular News 
staff. We encourage Faculty members and students 
who want to voice an opinion to contribute 
Viewpoints. · 
Newsnote: 
Larry Smith 
Another facet of Page Four is personal columns 
from staff members. These represent the opinions of 
the author of the column. Better known as Personal 
File columns, these tend to give unique perspectives 
on a variety of subjects. 
Page Four also tries to give readers perspectives 
from other college newspapers from around the 
country in. the Crossviews column. These columns 
will give a different opinion from another part of the 
country on similar subjects. 
Editorial cartoons give sometimes humorous and 
sometimes serious views on current issues. The 
cartoons will try to either strengthen editorials or 
explain views that are best expressed in drawings, 
and are the opinion of the cartoonist. 
It is ultimately the responsibility of the editor in 
chief to assure that all views reach Page Four. 
However, the reader is the glue that holds the page 
together. Page Four is the reader's page, and 
contributing your thoughts and views will help make it 
well balanced and complete in expressing opinions. 
-Larry Smith Is the editorial page editor o; The Dally 
Eastern News. 
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'Welcome Week' offers food, entertainment 
By VICKY WOLSTENHOLME 
Staff writer 
The University Board has various activities 
planned to provide free entertainment for Eastern 
students during Welcome Week '86 .  
Cecilia Brinker, assistant director o f  student ac­
tivities, said "The Sure Thing" will be shown 8:30 
p.m. Monday in the South Quad. 
"The movie is a comedy and a romance," Brinker 
said . "It ' s  basically about two friends going away to 
college . "  
Brinker said Welcome Week i s  a campus-wide 
theme that UB adopted to help provide activities and 
events to welcome back Eastern students . 
"We want to provide activities mainly for 
freshmen and transfer students," she said . "It ' s  to 
help them socialize and adjust to Eastern . ' '  
"This is the second year UB and student activities 
have sponsored Welcome Week along with the 
academic departments," Brinker said . 
"We started planning the different events at the 
end of the last school year and also meeting in the 
summer to try to coordinate the times of the events so 
they wouldn't conflict with anything else," she 
added. 
Student Senate and UB will co-sponsor Student 
Organization Day from 12 to 5 p . m .  Tuesday in the 
South Quad . 
Brinker said the day will mainly consist of various 
college groups setting up tables in the quad to recruit 
and talk to other Eastern students . 
" We are trying to arrange to have food there, 
too," she said . 
Brinker said the five man band Mr.  Meyers will 
perform from 12 to 2:30 p . m .  . 
"Mr.  Meyers plays a wide variety of music from 
reggae, pop, and top 40, to caribbean rock," she 
said . 
Tuesday's  activities will conclude with comedian 
Ed Fiala performing at 8 p . m .  in the Union Subway. 
" He (Fiala) is originally from Illinois," said 
Brinker. " His comedy is mostly sound effects and 
pantomime. "  
Brinker said in 1984 Fiala was voted the Funniest 
Person in Illinois, awarded by Showtime and The 
Movie Channel.  
"He's  a Red Skelton-type comedian," she added . 
Brinker said Fiala has been on the Johnny Carson 
Show and has toured local night clubs and college 
campuses . 
Wednesday' s  schedule features comedian­
caricaturist Steve Gibson, who will perform at 8 p . m .  
i n  the Union Subway. 
Brinker said Gibson plays music to set the mood 
for his character drawings . 
" He uses a big screen to show the drawings to the 
audience as he makes humorous remarks about the 
characters," Brinker said . 
Anita Craig, director of student activities, s'lW 
there will be dancing in the Subway after the per­
formance until 1 a.m.  
Craig said UB plans to  have the food service open 
in the Rathskeller during the evening business hours 
of Welcome Week to provide food for the students . 
The University Board recruitment activities, for 
any ·Eastern students interested in UB, will begin 
Tuesday and last until Sept.  4. 
Brinker said UB will haye a table set up in the 
South Quad as part of Student Organization Day to 
help recruit . 
Then, from the rest of the week until Sept .  3, UB 
will have tables set up in the Union tcom 10 to 3 p . m .  
The recruitment .activities will come t o  a close on 
Sept. 4 with Recruitment Night from 6 to 9 p . m .  in 
the Union Subway, Brinker said . 
"The students will get a chance to .meet all the 
current UB members and the chairpeople of each 
program committee and ask questions to find out 
what UB is like, "  she said . 
After one is on UB, they have the opportunity to 
serve on one of 15 different program committees, 
Brinker said. 
Any student interested is encouraged to sign up 
next week at the UB recruitment tables. 
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Welcome Back 
Drawings 
$25 cash Grand 
Prize 
Welcome to Eastern's 
Newest Store Next to: 
Delivery 
Service 
345- 5117 
at midnight every 
night this week­
other prizes & giveaways 
Band Upstairs Tonight 
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS 
MERLE NORMAN 
COSMETIC STUDIO 
WEST PARK PLAZA • Charleston, IL 
345-5062 
• Ladies cuts ..... 700, 900 & goo 
. . . . . . . . . 500' 700 & 900 . • Men's cuts . 
•* 
•* 
Ladies body waves. 36°0, 37°0 & 38°0 
Men's texture waves 33°0, 34°0 & 35°0 
* lnCludes Cut and Style! 
• Manicures $5 • Sculptured Nails $250 
(Single nail) 
• Sculptured Nails rru11 set) $25 
• Conditioners 
and 
•Shampoos 
345•5712 •Closed Mondays• 
Located Across from Wilb Walkers 
on 6th St. Coach Eddy's & 
The Berry Patch JAMAICA 
JOES 
Open: 10 a.m - 8 p.m. 
(We will not be undersold!) 
CARDS 
Every style 
Paddles Fresh 
Mon. - Thur. 
·Fri. 10 - 6 
Sat. 10 - 6 
Sun. 1- 5 
CANDY 
Jewelry Contemporary 
Glassware t----------1 
FRESH 
BY 
THE 
LB. 
For: Favors 
Little Sisters 
1 Big Brothers 
RECORDS: 
SUPER 
STUFFED 
ANIMALS 
TOP 
100 
TAPES-C.D.'S 
SUPER 
LOW 
PRICES 
POSTERS 
, 
BACi<BACKS � 
1/2 price · �· 
Super Buy 
$1.00 
2 - 3 Subject Notebooks 
The Best 
Selection 
in Town 
EASTERN 
GLA'2£,WARE 
etc. 
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MIKE'S ..MARATHON 
UNIVERSITY 
MARATHON 
Previously Old Main Marathon 
Now Under New Management 
FULL SERVICE STATIONS 
with competitive gas prices 
Both Handling All Types of Automotive Repairs 
Available at Both Locations: 
.-Tow and Road 
Service 
•Tune-ups 
• Tire repair 
• Oil Changes 
•Brakes and 
•Exhaust 
•Shocks 
• Air 
Conditioning 
Work 
•Etc. 
Tires , Visa and Mastercard 
.MIKE!S 
MARATHON 
702 West Lincoln 
(Next to IGA) 
345-1511 
Accepted 
UNIVERSITY 
MARATHON 
515LINCOLN 
(Next to Ike's) 
345-5958 
6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 
7DAYS A WEEK 
FOR FRIENDLY SERVICE DRIVE ON IN 
MICHAEL W. OWEN 
( The thickest ) 
sandwich 
in town 
lt's a Meal 
WELCOME BACK 
This Week's Special 
Chicken Salad 
Tun��alad $1.99 
w/chip, pickle 
small coke 
croissants - 25¢ x-tra 
YOGURT 
SPECIAL 
Rename the BLIZZERT 
Special 
99¢ small 
Reg. $1.59 
Help us change it's name 
4 Flavors 
Always on 
Tap 
SAMPLES 
FREE 
Banana 
French Vanilla 
Blueberry 
Chocolate 
Pina Colada 
· Strawberry 
Peanut Butter 
Peach 
ALSO: 
Sorbets 
Strawberry 
Peach 
WELCOME 
EASTERN STUDENTS 'Let us take care of all your banking needs 
The Bania 
ol Charleston 
621 West Lincoln •Charleston • (21 7) 348-8131 
Hours 
Drive-up 
Monday-Friday 8: 30 to 5: 30 
Saturday 8 : 30 to 12 : 00 Member FDIC 
Lobby 
Monday-Friday 9: 00 to 5: 30 
Saturday 9 : 00 to 12 : 00 
''We fVant to be Your Bank'' 
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Council accepts 
dam, electric bids 
Marching on to glory 
The Charleston City Council 
accepted bids at Tuesday's city 
council meeting for electrical work 
ai the water treatment plant and 
for the building of a cofferdam." 
Band al l set for busy schedule 
A bid of $78,888 was accepted 
from Commercial Electric, a 
Mattoon company, for electrical 
work at the water treatment plant. 
Bruce Scism, the public health 
and safety commissioner, said the 
bid was $2,000 below what was 
budgeted. 
A bid of $216,385.24 was ac­
cepted from the A . J. Walker 
company in Mattoon to build a 
cofferdam. 
The cofferdam will serve as a 
temporary emergency restraint to 
protect the reservoir . 
The cofferdam is expected to be 
finished by Sept. 30, Mayor 
Murray Choate said . 
By CRAIG EDWARDS 
Assistant Verge editor 
While most students were still at 
home getting ready for their trips back 
to Charleston, members of the Panther 
Marching Band were already on 
. campus preparing for the fall semester. 
Eastern' s  marching band, under the 
faculty direction of Thomas Brawner, 
will make eleven appearances this fall, 
includiog one at the Chicago Bears 
opening football game. 
The fall marching season also in­
cludes ·six home football games, the 
homecoming parade and pep rally, an 
on-campus concert and a recording 
session. 
Senior Ray Rickert, the band 's  drum 
major, said members return to campus 
early each year for a week of intense 
practice . 
He said there are 155 members in the 
Monday 
2 for 1 Drinks & Drafts 
No Cover! Open at 8 
Tuesday 
All the Beer You Can Drink! 
Until 12 $3 cover 
Juniors, Seniors & Grads ••• 
GM YOURSELF 
SOME CREDIT! 
·Just bring a copy of 
your school 1.D. 
• No cosigner required 
APPLY NOW ON CAMPUS! 
Date: Today Through Wednesday 
Time: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Place: University Union Bookstore 
CITIBAN<O� 
band this year, including the flag corps 
and Pink Panthers.  "That 's  about 10 
more members than we had last year, ' '  
Rickert said . 
The band's  first performance this 
year will be Saturday, Sept. 6, during \ the pre-game and half-time shows of "'.\ 
the first home football game against I 
Northeast Missouri . 
Rickert said the band's  first show 
will include "Festive Overture," 
"Take The A Train, " "St. Elmo' s  
Fire" and . Whitney Houston's "The 
Greatest Love of All. ' '  
The band will travel t o  Chicago on 
Sunday, Sept. 7 to represent Eastern at 
the Bear' s  game against the Cleveland 
Browns. Paul Klatt I Photo editor 
Rickert said this will be the fourth 
year Eastern's  band will perform at a 
Bear' s  home opener. 
Senior band member Larry Quicksall 
studies his music notes during a hot 
practice Friday afternoon on the Ninth 
Street field. 
Linda's Sporting Goods 
On �he square-510 6th St. 
Phone: 345-4717 
• Special Orders 
. •Trophies/or al/ Groups 
•Intramural Team 
Uniforms 
•Plaques 
Goop 
Discounts 
I�\..'. I! _I : •I ' I �1 : ,.,, - - - · - -
8&1 W.JAtal M�COMa·u:.·-� 
--
• Dorm Floor-Shirts 
& Sweatshirts 
• EIU T-shirts 
• EIU Fraternity and 
Sorority Jackets 
Linda Wass-Owner 
Jerry Cole-Manager 
. 1417 4111 st -.J CllAILHlll IL. 
--
���=========i�:i::::�========:;-�
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S81aries increase despite Thom pson ' s  cuts 
ployed . .  will cost about $ 1 3 ,650. By BILL DENNIS 
Administration editor - The five contracts approved include: •a  total 6.5-percent hike for 15 members of the 
Eastern Police Association. The increase includes a 
5.5-percent salary increase and a 1 -percent equity 
adjustment to bring their · salaries in line with 
comparable occupations in other state universities. 
A 5.5- to 6-percent salary increase for Eastern's  
nearly 500 -civil service employees approved at 
Wednesday's Board of Governor's · meeting will cost 
Eastern about $420,650. 
"It will cost a little bit ,"  said BOG Chancellor 
Thomas Layzell, "but it is within available 
resources.' '  
•a  5.54 percent increase for 207 members o f  Local 
98 1 of the American Federation of State, County and 
Municipal Employees (AFSCME) in janitorial and 
kitchen personnel classifications. Their increase will 
cost about $ 1 90,000. Four of the contracts will go into effect retroac­
tively on July 1, with the AFSCME 981 contract 
going into effect Sept. 15. 
Layzell said a planned 6-percent increase was 
included in the BOG's budget requests , but was "cut 
back a little when (Gov. James R. Thompson) cut 
everyone's  budget back." 
•a 5.7 percent increase for 207 members of Local 
31 of the AFSCME in various technical and clerical 
classifications. Their increase will cost $159,000'. In other business, an emergency purchase of a 100-
ton air compressor for fine arts building was also 
approved. It  will be bought from Hunzeker Service 
Agency of Peoria, Ill., at a cost not to exceed 
$13,960, said Pamela Meyer, assistant vice­
chancellor for public affairs. 
The contracts give 470 civil service in five different 
bargaining units a salary increase averaging between 
5.5 and 6 percent, Layzell said. 
•a 5.46-percent increase for 27 members of Local 
149 of the United Association in powerhouse and 
maintenance classifications. Their increase will cost 
about $38,000. 
Layzell said estimates of the cost of the increases 
are based on the number of people currently em-
•a 5.44-increase for 14 members of Local 26 of the 
Teamsters in groundsworkers and maintenence 
equipment operating classifications. Their increase 
The BOG is the governing board for Eastern and 
four other state universities. 
it to the council for a vote, Lanman 
said. 
In this case Public Property 
Commissioner Richard "Dick" Corbin 
was the commissioner . overseeing the 
recreation board. 
" It was a selection of Mi. Corbin 
and Mr. Choate ,"  said Lanman. 
Corbin could not be reached for 
comment Saturday or Sunday. 
Schaefer said, "The mayor probably 
has more to do with it (replacements) 
than anyone. The. official appointment 
comes through the mayor.' ' 
Following Tuesday ' s  council  
meeting, Kramer stood and said, 
"Thank you for allowing me to serve 
on the board for almost 20 years. 
Thank you for' letting me know I was 
being replaced. If I didn't happen to 
see the letter which was delivered to my 
Page Q)ne �rn -
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Del ivery 
Service 
345-51 1 7  
office late this afternoon, I would 
probably have read about it in the 
paper. ' '  
Once the meeting was over, Kramer 
went home and called Schaeffer, who 
had no idea he had just been replaced, 
Schaeffer said . .  
Schaefer said the board was suf­
fering a serious. loss by losing Kramer. 
' 'Woody had the legal expertise we 
called upon several times free of 
charge. I think they lost a lot of ex­
pertise. I think he (Choate) is going to 
hurt the rec board by letting Woody 
go," he said .. 
"As long as they (members of the 
board in general) are doing a good 
j ob , "  Lanman said , "there's generally 
never any replacements made on the 
board. It 's ' seldom someone is 
replaced. As far as I know Mr. Kramer 
Page Q)ne 'Qavcrn -
Keg 
Delivery 
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345-51 1 7  
NEED CASH? . 
WE DELIVER 
Domino's Pizza, the world 's largest pizza 
del ivery company, is now h i ring del ivery 
d rivers. If you are 1 8  years old , have a val id 
d r.iver's l icense, automobi le i nsurance, a 
good d rivi ng record , and access to a car, 
you can : 
• Make an average of $7-$1 0 an hou r. 
• Enjoy the freedom of being on the road . 
• Work flexible hours. 
• Be part of the excitement of the world 's 
· fastest-growing pizza del ivery company. 
and Mr. Schaefer were doing a fine 
j ob. " 
Schaefer said the last time a member 
was replaced was when long-time 
board chairman Merv Baker was 
replaced last year for living outside city 
li�its. "As soon as this current ad­
ministration took over he (Baker) was 
let go," he said. 
While Kramer and Schaefer were 
unaware that anything was going on 
until Tuesday· and Wednesday, Decker 
said he received a phone call Sunday 
wanting to know if he were still in­
terested in serving on the board. He 
refused to say, however, who called 
him, other than that it was a com­
missioner. 
Decker said he · received a letter 
Tuesday from Choate saying he was 
going to submit Decker' s  name to the 
council to vote on appointing him to 
the board . ·  
Decker said h e  had no confirmation 
that he had been appointed, however, 
until Wednesday morning when he 
read it in the Charleston Times­
Courier. 
" I t  was as much of a surprise to me 
as it was to the members who were let 
go," he said. 
Monken said he found out about the 
shake-up "around the day it was 
published" in the paper. 
" People called me and asked me if I 
was interested, I said l was and gave 
my views," he said . "l was put on the 
rec board . I really have no comment." 
" I ' m  not discouraged by all  this," 
Schaefer said . "I 'm not  ruling out 
serving on any other committees or 
boards." 
YOU PLAN IT 
YOU LOVE IT 
YOU CAN'T WAIT 'TI L  IT STARTS. 
IT 'S DANCIN' 
ROMANC I N' 
THEN TIME TO DEPART. 
BUT ALAS! 
YOU JUST MET A CUTIE 
WHO SAYS YOU'RE A BEAUTY! 
IF THAT IS YOUR FATE 
IT 'S NEVER TOO LATE 
TO IMPRESS THAT NEW LOVE 
WITH A JIMMY JOHN SUB! 
THE PARTY·GOER'S BUDDIE. 
JIMMY JOHN'S 
''WE'LL BRING 'EM TO YA'' 
345- 1 07 5 
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Vice ____ ____..from page 1 
"The academic affairs office is a very 
big place. 
' ' I had a feeling the problem wasn't 
as much between him and the Faculty 
Senate as it was between the Faculty 
Senate and the administration." 
, 
In March and April last semester , 
senators were upset about what they 
said was a group formed by Schick to 
review the roles of various academic 
councils under senate jurisdiction.  
Schick said then that the group was 
formed to "review the current 
procedures and bylaws of the in­
dividual councils . . . to be sure that 
they are in harmony with each other . "  
Under review were the Council on 
Academic Affairs, Council on Teacher 
Education and Council on Graduate 
Studies . 
Sometime within the next two weeks ,  
a committee will be started to search 
for a replacement for Schick,  Rives 
said . No plans have been made 
regarding the search committee' s  
composition, but Rives said i t  should 
be similar to the 13-member board that 
originally recommended Schick. · 
W ohlrabe said Rives has asked for a 
closed senate meeting. Although she 
does not know the reason, she said it 
may be to discuss faculty membership 
to the committee. · 
Schick became vice president in June 
1 984.  He replaced Rives , who left the 
post to become president.  
Schick served as president of Nasson 
College in  Springvale , Maine, from 
1 980-83 . Prior to that, he was vice 
president for academic affairs and 
dean at St. John Fisher College in 
Rochester, N. Y . , from 1 972-78  and 
from 1 978-80 he was executive vice 
president there . 
From 1 969-72,  Schick was assistant 
to the president at State University of 
New York at Binghampton . Schick has 
taught German at both graduate and 
undergraduate levels on a part-time 
and full-time basis . 
Parents _______from page 1 
to remaihing families of Eastern 
students the second week of Sep­
tember , Craig added . 
"A total of 1 4 ,000 order forms will 
be mailed to be sure the families receive 
them, "  Craig said . Extra forms can be 
obtained through the University Union 
Box Office or the UB office . 
Craig said the forms can then be 
turned to the box office and will be 
stamped with the date , since the tickets 
are sold at a first come first serve basis . 
The number of tickets sold will 
determine Hope's  cut because he 
" performs on a guarantee basis , "  
Craig said . " H e  earns a percentage of 
the door receipts . "  
Craig said one thing different about 
this year's  show is that the stage will be 
put in the center of the basketball 
court . 
Craig sa id  t h e  new s tage  
arrangement will increase seating from 
52,000 seats to 60,000 seats because it 
opens up the back wall where the stage 
usually is . 
LA ROMWS PIZZA 
OFFERING TH I N  CRUST,  DEEP PAN 
AN D STU FFED PIZZA 
OTH ER ENTREES ITALIAN BEEF,  PIZZA 
BREAD SU BMARI N E ,  HAM & C H EESE,  
C H EF SALAD AN D PIZZA SLICES 
NOW OPEN 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1.A ROMWS PIZZA 
FREE DELIVERY $ 1  00 Off 1 / 1 6 oz .  Pepsi • with del ivery of small 
or medium pizza 
2 / 1 6 oz . Pepsis 
Limit one per pizza with large or x-large 
OPEN AT 1 1  AM EVERYDAY EXCEPT SUNDAY ---- ------- ---- - - - - --
SALE 
THI AMIRICA• FLYER , 
...... ...... 
... ..... 
complete• 
_ walnut or 
oak finish 
ON CHARLESTON'S SQUARE 
HOURS: DAILY 11-5 
STUFFERS NEEDED 
at The 
Daily Eastern News 
DEN 
* Preferably freshman , 
sophomore or jun ior standing 
* Work early morn ing hours 
* Easy work, good pay 
-ALSO NEEDED-
H EAD STU FFER 
* responsible for scheduling stuffs 
* supervising a staff of eight 
See Glenn Robinson 
The Daily Eastern News Office 
BEB North Gym 
� �B rit t any 
� � Ridge 
Now Renting 
Ne w 3 & 4 Bedro on1s 
To wn Houses 
Sta rt i n g  a t  $ 1 3 5°0 
Wash er-D1;1er 
R efrigera t o r  
O ven & R a nge 
Micro wa ve 
Co n zp /e te/y 
Carpeted 
Dish wash er 
D isp osal 
Drapes 
2 1/J  Ba ths 
Cab le T V  
Acrnss from Cam pus 
Ca l l  3-48-1 323  
·office loca tion : 
L in coln Plaza Su ite 4 
Office Hours: 
1 0: 00-5: 00 
Monday-Sa tu'rday 
9 
1 0  · Monday, August 25, 1986' 
10.5 oz. Frozen Pkg. 
Tyson Chicken 
Cacciatore or Marsala 
On-Cor 
Chicken Nibblers 
Pkgs. of 5 1bs. or fv1ore 
Gov 't. Inspected 
70 % Lean 
Ground 
Beef 
12 oz. can Frozen 
Minute Maid 
Orange 
Juice 
age 
46 oz. can Assorted Flavors 
Hi-C 
Drinks 
18 oz. jar Creamy or Chunky 
Skippy 
Peanut Butter 
1s9 
32 oz. jar 
Kraft 
Grape Jelly 
139 
Con venience for 
your college days 
Fast fresh food for you! ' . 
• Refuel with fast. fresh meals from our Chef"s Kit
chen like . . 
• freshly prepared pizza. . / 
• sandwiches piled high with sliced-to-order del
i meats. 
California 
Cantaloupe 2/$1 
10 /b. bag 
Wisconsin 
Russet 
Potatoes 
129 
10 " pot Areca Palm, 
Rubber Tree or Benjamina 
Floor 
Plants 
121 12 oz. cans 
Pepsi or 
Coke 
99 
pkg. of B 
Tostitos or 
Ruffles 
Potato Chips 
99 
• Everything from breads and rolls to bagels 
and 
birthday cakes! . . th muffins and big gourmet • Try our mT
e
h
lt-in-yok
u; gn;.��t late night and afternoon cookies. ey ma 
snacks ' 
Get cash conveniently! 
• For quick check approval and fast ca
sh. 
come to Jewel. 
Jewel for details! 
• Visit the service desk at your 
_,. 
/ 
'!!!::. -J.bE'bally Eastern News 
99 
Kretschmar Baked 169 
Hickory Smoked Ham u lb 
American 
Potato Salad 
BA KE SHOP 
Pkg of 9, Fresh Baked 
Petite 
Cinnamon Rolls 
69� 
Hyg�ade 69¢ Hot Dogs 
• We 're open late 7 days a week for you
r 
convenience! Delicious donuts and danish! O';��r Mayer 259 
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Residence hal ls revam ped , $600 ,000 spent 
By STEVE SMITH 
Campus editor 
Students arriving on Eastern' s  
campus may notice some o f  the many 
new improvements in the residence 
halls because of an estimated $600,000 
spent on projects this summer, said 
Eastern Housing Director Lou 
Hencken . 
One of the more unnoticeable 
repairs included asbestos removal from 
the Gregg Triad · and East Hall at an 
estimated cost of $100,000 . 
Yet another improvement is more 
obvious .' . Several residence halls 
received computer terminals . 
Several co.mputer terminals have 
been placed in East Hall . Carman Hall 
not only received computer terminals, 
but a computer room as well . 
Hencken said the computer room is 
located in the Carman Hall lobby. He 
estimated that the total cost of the 
computers was close to $20,000. 
The decision was made to install the 
computers in residence halls the 
greatest distance from exsisting 
computer terminals located in Booth 
Library and the Student Services 
building, Hencken said . 
Roof repairs totaling close to 
$20,000 were done to Pemberton Hall, 
Hencken said . 
Triad resident hall rooms lost the 
bolsters that adorned the walls, but 
each gained a new chest of drawers . 
" In the fall we asked (Ttiad 
residents) what they would like," 
Hencken said of a poll taken by 
students living there . The students 
decided they would prefer the chest of 
drawers over the bolsters . 
Hencken said the resident assistants 
of the Triad thought the drawers "gave 
more room" to the residents . 
Counselors in Weller and Ford Halls 
will be able to enj oy new offices in the 
lobbies of these residence halls . 
"Many students didn ' t  want to 
bother the counselors in their houses," 
Hencken said . " This way (students) 
will be able to see if they are in (their 
offices) or not . "  
Lawson, Lincoln, Pemberton, 
Weller and Taylor halls received either 
new mattresses or box springs, and in 
LERCH RETU RNS 
tonite at TED ' S  
G REAT TU N ES - PAIZ.ES 
25� BEERS - 65� i������� 
LAS T  YEA R WAS JUS T THE 
BEGINNING! 
.. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : ... ..++<··: .. : .. :· ·:· ·:··:· ·:··:· ·:· ·:· ·:· ·:· ·:· 
Check al l the latest •i• 
.. . 
•:• scores in the Sports section ! ·!· + .. .. .... . . .. .............................. ...... ...... ...... .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . ........ ............. � .,,,....... . ......... ...... ...... ...... ............................... . 
'. some cases both. Hencken said the cost 
was close to $80,000. 
Hencken said 100 new drapes have 
been received for Taylor Hall, but have 
yet to be installed . 
Taylor and Thomas Halls also had 
carpeting installed on the floors and 
walls of the hallways . "The floors are 
much quieter," Hencken said . " We 
hope to finish carpeting all the floors in 
the two buildings . "  
Hencken added t h a t  other  
modifications may go  unnoticed, 
including the replacement of heating 
pipes at the University Apartments and 
further heating repairs in Lincoln, 
Douglas and Ninth Street halls . 
Costs to repair the heating in these 
halls was an estimated $125,000. 
Other relatively unnoticeable im­
provements include the installation of 
three-pronged electrical outlets in 
Gregg Triad and East Hall . Also, the 
north stairway of Stevenson Hall was 
repaired . 
Cracked and damaged sidewalks 
outside the University Apartments 
have also been replaced, Hencken said . 
- - -
"Many old students are going to say, 
· 'Gosh, this is great, '  when they see the 
improvements," Hencken said, adding 
that many new students would not 
recognize the improvements be_cause 
they hadn't lived in the residence halls 
before.  
"So far we have had positive 
response from the RAs," Hencken 
said . 
Hencken said most of the residence 
halls also received fresh coats of paint, 
both inside and out.  Some of the 
exterior work has yet to be completed, 
he said . 
Hencken said close to 77 residence 
hall improvement projects were un­
dertaken at the conclusion of the 
spring semester . 
"We began the repairs May 12 , ' '  
Hencken said, "and have been 
working ever since. 
"A lot of different people did (the 
repairs)," Hencken said, noting that 
workers at Eastern ' s  Physical Plant did 
much of the work . "A maj ority of the 
work was from the university, " he 
said . 
' 
CO·ED ST'f HA!?:9JING 
I 
' 
' 
' . New Owner-Anna Bumpus ' 
' Mindy Coffey- Formerly of Hairbenders I 
Kim Woolever • Dorinda Kemper I 
I 
Fall Specials 
' Perms starting at $22 
' Includes Haircut • Regularly $32 I M-F 9-5 Offer expi res 8/30/86 
Sat. 9-5 348-781 8 ' 7th & Lincoln Walk-ins Welcome I I 
mwil�ooo 
AT KERASOTES TH EATRES 
WILL ROGERS 345-9222 
A l l  Seats S 1 
WELCOME EIU 
FRI 1 3TH 6 (R) 
TOP GUN (PG) 
235-35 1 5  
Armed and Dangerous (PG) 5 • 7 • 9 
Crazy Summer (PG) 
5:05 • 7:05 • 9:05 
2 58-8228 
Nothing In Common (PG) 
4:30 . 7:00 . 9:20 
Ruthless People (R) 5 • 7:10 • 9:1 5 
Texas Chainsaw 2 4:45 • 7:05 • 9:10 
NO ONE UNDER 1 7  ADMITIED 
1 Hour Service 
Gary's Photo 
Service 
1 309 Reynolds Dr. 
Charleston , IL-345-6898 
(Behind Wrangler) 
·BACK STUDENTS 
LOWEST PRICES.AVAILABLE!! !  
Sanford® Highl ighter 
(Yel low) N2-25005 
Reg . .  79 
�o� 
\.�Gr 
• 
70 ct. 
• Notebooks 
• 
Reg . .  69 
Papermate® Office Pen 
Med. Pt. Reg . .  29 
N1 -331-1 1 BE 
N1 -331-1 1 BK 
Fine Pt. Reg . .29 
N1 -336·1 1 BE  
N1 -338�1 1 BK 
NOW .05¢ 11 * * .* * * * WHILE QUANTITIES LAST-LIMIT 6 EACH * * • • • • Sennces 
• School supplies • Drafting supplies • Computer supplies • Daily parcel service 
• Typewriter & calculator sales � Typewriter rental & repair • Calculator repair 
607 Monroe 
Downtown 
Charleston 
a.•n oesb 
We Sell Used Office Furniture 
For Budget Minded Students I:� cor.es COUNTY OFFICE rnonlJC'l'S V . 
5-4944 
Store Hours: 
9-5 M-F 
9- 1 Sat. 
-Monday ' s  
1 2  Augpst 2 5,  1 986 Classified ads 
Monday's  
TV 
Digest 
Crossword 
6:00 p.m. 
9-WKRP in Cincinnati 
38-Andy Griffith 
6:05 p.m. 
5-Green Acres 
6:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Wheel of Fortune 
3-PM Magazine 
9-Alice 
1 O, 1 7-Newlywed Game 
38-Too Close For Comfort 
6:35 p.m. 
5-5anford & Son 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Valerie? 
3, 1 C>-Scarecrow & Mrs. King 
9-0empsey &- Makeplace 
1 2-Wild Seas, Wild 
Seals-Documentary 
1 7  ,38-Baseball-ABC plan­
ned to air either California at 
New York Yankees or Boston 
at Texas. 
7:05 p.m. 
5-Movie: "The 
Jayhawkers. "  ( 1 959) Fess 
Parker as a Federal prisoner 
offered his freedom if he will 
help capture a notorious 
outlaw. 
7:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Amazing Stories 
8:00 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5-Movie: "A Time to 
Live . "  Liza Minnelli stars in 
this story of a mother and her 
terminally ill son, who has 
been stricken with muscular 
dystrophy. 
3, 1 0-Kate & Allie 
9-Greatest American Hero 
1 2-American Masters-Do· 
cumentary 
8:30 p.m. 
3, 1 0-Newhart 
9:00 p.m. 
3, 1 0-Cagney & Lacey 
9-News 
9:05 p.m. 
5-Movie: "Cat Ballou. "  
( 1 965) Amusing parody of the 
Old West, about vengeance 
turning a rancher's daughter 
into an outlaw leader. 
9:30 p.m. 
9-lnn News 
1 2-Do You Hear the 
Rain?-Documentary 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0, 1 5 , 1 7-News 
9-Soap 
1 2-Doctor Who 
38-Marshal Dillon 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5-Tonight 
3-MASH 
9-Trapper John , M .D .  
1 0-Magnum, P . I .  
1 .2-Movie: "Hills o f  Home. "  
( 1 948) A mistreated collie 
( Lassie) faces hazards for her 
new master, a country doctor. 
1 7-0ne Day at a Time 
38-Nightline 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Hart to Hart 
1 7 -Nightline 
38-Hawaii Five-0 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Late N ight With David 
Letterman 
9-Movie:  "Too Much, Too 
Soon . "  ( 1 958) Superficial 
account of Diana Barrymore's 
life and work. 
1 7-Three's Company 
1 1 :40 p.m. 
1 0-Movie: "The Wild Wild 
West Revisited . "  ( 1 979) 
Midnight 
3-Richard Roberts-Religion 
1 7-News 
38-Sanford & Son 
1 2:30 a.m. 
2-News 
38-Jimmy Swaggart 
WEIU-TV 
9:00 a.m. 
The Independents - "The Last 
Pullman Car" 
1 0:00 a.m. 
American Interests 
1 0:30 a.m. 
Financial Inquiry 
·1 1 :oo a.m. 
Mid-Day Market Report 
1 2:00 p.m. 
FNN: Shop Talk - "Stocks 
Options/Futures" -
1 2:30 p.m. 
Marketwatch P. M. 
1 :00 p.m. 
Sew What's New - "Waterloo" 
1 :30 p.m. 
Bluegrass Banjo 
2:00 p.m. 
The Search For Solutions 
"Modeling" 
2:30 p.m. 
Powerhouse - "Something For 
Nothing" 
3:00 p.m. 
Market Wrap 
3:30 p.m. 
Money Talk 
4:00 p.m. 
Wall Street Final 
· 5:00 p.m. 
What's News 
5:30 p.m. 
FNN: Evening News 
6:30 p.m. 
Time Out for Trivia 
7:00 p.m. 
Huddle Up 
7:30 p.m. 
EIU Connection - "Peace Meal 
Program" with Mike Strader 
8:00 p.m. 
Film Classic Theatre - "Till the 
Clouds Roll By" 
Sign Off 
ACROSS ll Starr of 1 1  Caligula's 
horse 
41 Expenditure 
43 "L'--, c'est 
moi" 1 Take a risk 5 Blood of the 
gods 
11 Thailand, 
formerly 
14 Exude 
15 Feature of a 
lariat 
11 Ruin 
17 Alexander's 
horse 
II Twice DL II  
2t Neighbor of 
Mex. 
2l �r for 
scope 
22 Pact, in Paris 
24 " . . .  -- is the 
night" : Keats 
2t :.ciminister 
28 Brother of Eris 
30 Sort of roof 
33 Donkey 
36 Lacking 
enthusiasm 
38 Type of hold 
39 Later 
40 Georgia nut 
41 - libre 
42 Fam. member 
43 Flynn of film 
fame 
44 Puzzle 
45 Type of cheese 
47 Shield 
49 Tidier 
51 Paean 
SS Shack 
57 " Paradise 
Lost, "  e.g. 
59 Eggs for Cato 
60 " . . .  but as it 
--, it ain't" : 
Carroll 
11 The Duke of 
Wellington's 
horse 
14 Italian wine 
center 
15 Emulate 
Stephen 
Douglas 
football fame 
17 Stagger 
18 Hen 
19 0ne of the 
Se tons 
DOWN 
1 Actor's first 
performance 
2 Divert 
3 Puerto -
4 Time of juin 
5 Be innate 
I Christmas. 
stocking item 
for brats 
1 Sank a putt, 
with "out" 
8 Columbus inst. 
I Curb 
10 Poisonous 
plants of the 
cashew family 
12 Access for a 
miner 
13 Actuate 
18 Beginner for 
dactyl 
23 Cleave 
25 Fix a sock 
27 Transfix 
21 Creator of 
Tristram 
Shandy 
31 Lap or ward 
follower 
32 Letter opener 
33 Fish or singing 
voice 
34 Part of an 
army 
35 Quixote's 
horse 
37 Type of system 
40 Rigid code 
See page 1 3  for a n swers 
44 Snuff quantity 
41 Soup 
ingredient 
48 Certain dive 
50 Compensate 
52 Snead 
contemporary 
53 "Ay, -- inch 
a king" : Shak. 
54 A ray 
55 Fibber 
51 "- Quam 
Videri," N.C.  
motto 
58 Rose or 
Rozelle 
12 Old Danish 
coin 
13 Rhyme 
scheme 
fiiiiitServices.Otfered 
" M y  Secretary , "  word 
processin g .  Professional 
resume packages, letters, 
quality term papers, thesis. 
903 1 8th. 345- 1 1 50.  
--------�00 
Srnyser's Auto Repair. 208 
N .  7th, Charleston. 348· 
5232 . 
9/3 ff Help Wanted 
3,000 GOVERNMENT Jobs 
list. $ 1 6 ,040-$5 9 , 2 30/yr. 
Now Hiring. Call 1 -805·687 · 
6000 Ext. R-9997 .  
_________ 9/22 
HELP WANTED. START 
I M M E DIATELY . Individuals 
needed to assist in mem­
bership drive for new, rapidly 
growing book club. Unlimited, 
ongoing earnings for spare 
time efforts. Cal l :  (2 1 7) 348-
8006. Write: R .R .  1 Box 269, 
Charleston, IL  6 1 920. 
________ 9/5 
After school babysitter for 8-
year-old boy. Elementary ed. 
or Speech and Hearing major. 
Sophomore or Junior class 
standing . Must have own 
transporta i ton . 3 4 8 - 8 9 8 1 
(Close to campus) . 
________ 8/27 
Post advertising materials on 
cam p u s .  Wr i te : Co l lege 
Distributors, 33 Pebblewood 
Trail ,  Napervil le, IL 60540. 
_________.8/26 
Part-t ime Del ivery Help 
wanted (must have car and 
insurance) also part-time in 
shop. Apply in  person between 
2-4 p . m .  at Jimmy John's Sub 
Shop. 
. 
______ 8/27 
'7 Wanted 
WANTED JUNK CARS. We 
pay cash . 348·5232 . 
________ 9/3 
W a n t  h o m e s  t o  
clean-honest, dependable, 
quality work. Phone 349-
839 7 .  
________ 8/29 ft Roommates 
Third male needed to share 
two bedroom townhouse ; 
newly redecorated; close to 
campus; own parking space. 
$ 1 45/month plus y, utilities . 
Call 345-3 1 20.  
________ 8/2 7  
For Rent 
Dorm-size microwave ovens 
and refrigerators. Rent by the 
semester as low as $1 O per 
month. Carlyle Rentals. 348· 
7746.  
_________ o. o 
August 1 5-2 bedroom 
furnished and unfurnished 
apartments available on 9 or 
1 2 month leases. Carlyle 
Apartments. 348-7746.  
_________ oo 
FOR RENT-2 bedroom 
part ial ly furnished apt. 
Avai lable immediately on 
monthly basis or lease. 41 5 
Harrison . Close to campus. 
CALL 348-5032.  
________ 9/3 
Nice house with 4 pvt. 
bedrooms. Carpet, 2 showers. 
Ave. Util . $70/mo. 4 people 
$ 1 25 ea. Large backyard and 
off street parking. Call Bill at 
348- 1 7 50.  
________ 8/27 
2 bedroom furnished apt . ;  
close to  E IU ;  excellent cond . ;  
$ 3 20/month ; laundry & 
parking. 345-7286 .  
----_,,..,..,...., __ �8/29 
LAR G E  HOUSE . F U R ·  
NISHED. 4 - 5  STUDENTS. 
348- 1 6 1 4 . 
________ 9/5 
ti For Rent 
'7  4 Monarch Marquis, 1 2  x 
65,  steps, refrig . ,  stove, 
u n d e r p i n n i n g , c u rta i n s ,  
drapes, nice carpet. Located in 
good park. Some furniture if 
wanted $6,000/best offer. 
Location is Charleston. 1 -849-
3 1 07 after 7 : 30 
________ .8/26 
Report error• lmmedl•t•ly •t 511 ·211 2. A correct •d 
wlll 1ppe1r In th• next edition. Unln1 notified, w• 
_ c1nnot be re1pon1lbl• for •n Incorrect •d 1fter It• flr1t 
ln•ertlon. l>Hdllne 2 p.m. prevlou1 d1y. 
For Sale �� .. ____ F_o_r_S_al_e 
U S E D  F U R N ITURE at 
Treasure Island. West Rte. 
3 1 6 .  Mon-Sat 1 0·5.  348-
1 04 1 . 
--------�8129 
GOVER N M ENT HOMES 
from $ 1  (U repair) . Also 
delinquent tax property. Call 
805-687-6000 Ext. GH-9997 
for information. 
_________ 9/1 5 
Kitchen table and chairs. 
Like new $75.  Couch and 
chair in good condition $75.  1 -
849-3 1 07 after 7 : 30.  
________,8/26 
New and Used Furniture. 
Some Antiques. We are loaded 
9ome on down . PAUL'S 
FURNITURE.  202 Walnut 
Ave. , Charleston; across from 
Baker Field. 348-0333 . 
U S E D  C L O T H I N G  at 
TREASURE ISLAND. West 
Rte. 3 1 6 .  Mon . ·Sat. 1 0-5.  
348- 1 04 1 . 
_________ .8/29 
Foosball table for sale $200 
or best offer, phone 345· 
1 26 1 . Ev_enings. 
________ 8/29 
J EWELRY at Treasure 
Island .  West Rte: 3 1 6 .  Mon.·  
Sat. 1 0-5. 348- 1 04 1  . 
________ 8/29 
FOR SALE . MAY TAG 
DORM ROOM WASHER AND 
DRYER. EXCELLENT CON· 
DITION. PHONE 345-7982.  
________ 8/27 
Need a place to crash? Or 
just to hang your hat? Find one 
in the Daily Eastern News 
classifieds! 
Regency Apartments 
Welcome to El(] 
Vacancies Available $ 100 Mo . and up 
* CLOSE TO CAMPUS * 
PooVMa!ntenance/Game Room/Laundry Facilities 
Cf fu. J?E.9E.nc.y [J ma9E. 
[/t 11. a Cf rz.adltlon 
8 1 0  Rege ncy C i rc le . Char leston 
OFFICE HOU RS:  
Mon . - Fri .  9 - 1 2 . 1 · 5 ,  Sat .  1 0- 1 2 . 1 · 4 .  S u n .  1 -4 
3 4 5 - 9 1 0 5 
FI RST BAPTIST 
C H U RC H  
O F  CHARLESTON 
Join us for Sunday Morning 
Worship Service, and our 
College Class 
Sunday School 
Our church van will be at 
Union Hall at 9 A . M .  
W e  look forward to seeing you 
BRING A FRIEND 
Services: 
9:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m. Sun 
7:00 p.m. Wed. 
Phone 345-5081 
-� 
MICROWAVE OVEN 
& REFRIGERATOR 
RENTALS - ONLY $4 goo - 9 month lease 
EIU DELIVERY SCHEDULE 
AUGUST 25th & 26th 
Pemberton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9-1 0  a.m.  
Lincoln, Douglas, Stevenson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 0-1 1  a.m.  
Ford, McKinney, Weller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 1  a.m.-1 2 p .m . 
Taylor, Lawson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 2-1 p.m. 
Thomas, Andrews . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1-2 p.m.  
Carman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2-3 p.m. 
East Hal l  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3-4 p.m. 
Keep this schedule and meet our trucks 
on August 25 or 26 
Call for later deliveries: 
(21 7) 345-7746 in Charleston 
CARLYLE RENTALS 
Monday's  
Classified ads Report errors Immediately et 581 -281 2. A correct ad wlll appear In the next edition. Unless notHled, we cannot be rnponslbl• for en Incorrect ad after Its first Insertion. Dudllne 2 p.m. previous day. · 1 3  
Lost/Found <J .A nnouncr mf'nh 
LOST: Checkbook, brown 
r. Somewhere between 
d Building and Jerry's 
. Reward offered. Please 
345·9 1 84.  
A nnowlCe ments  
1 2  Sweetheart Roses for 
7.99.  For one additional 
ny get 1 3  more roses. (25. 
for $8.00) Cash and 
only: Noble's Flower 
. 345-700 7 .  
_____ c.8/25 , 27  , 2 9  
T O N I T E  A T  T E D ' S -
NDAY) J IM,  RAZOR, GIL, 
, LIZ , GANGE, AL, JOHN,  
THE WILD BUNCH. IT'S 
E TO PARTY . LERCH.  
_______ 8/25 
for 
-=--,.---=-- -�·8127 TED'S IS OPEN TONITE 
DAY) LERCH,  YOUR 
VORITE DJ IS BACK. 25¢ 
STYLE & 65¢ FLAVORED 
HNAPPS. T-SHIRT-HAT 
W. 50¢ ADMISSION. 
________ .8/25 
Every Wed. nite , starting this 
Wed.-ROMANS at the top of 
Roc's-$3.00 all 'u' can drink. 
Be there ! !  
�-------�8/27 
ROMANS - all 'u' can drink. 
$3.00, at the Top of Roe's this 
Wed. nite-Don't miss the fun ! !  
________8/2 7 
Puzzle Answers 
0 A R E . , C H O R  • s I A II 
E II I T • N 0 0 S E  • u N 0 0 
a u  C E p H  A l u s  • II C I Y 
u s  A • T E  l E • T R A  I T E 
T E  N 0 E R  • o  I R E C  T •• 
--- A  R E  S •  II A N S A R 0 
a u  R R O• T E p I o• T 0 E 
A N  0 N • p E C A N  • C  U 8 A 
S I S •  E R R 0 l • p 0 S E R  
S T I l T 0 N •  E G  I S ---
-- N E A T  E R • A  N T  H E II 
l E A N T 0 • E p I C •  0 Y A  
I S N T I C 0 p E N  H A  G E N  
A S T I O R  A T E  B A  R T  
R E  E l l A y E R •  A N  y A 
Read 
the 
Class ifieds 
BLOOM COUNTY 
BLOOM COUNTY 
1-Z.� 
by Berke Breathed 
..--������ ....... �// . ·. ··� .,. J ,1;· 
by Berke Breathed 
--��������� ... 
I W/15 
II/MIMI 
MK llWT 
�K&/6'S 
H/176. CllN'T 
5liE HOW I 
IJtOa7Y Wlll 
/tf/556' �-
/ 
Offlclal ·Notices . Official  Notices a re pa id for through the Office of U niversity Relations. Questions · concerning notices shou ld be .directed to that office. 
Requests to Withhold 
Information 
Students wishing to make 
uests to withhold in ­
ation under ttie notices 
blished below must do so 
h year . Students who 
uested last year that 
ectory information withheld 
st make a new request if 
y wish the information 
'thheld in 1 986-87 school 
For additional i n ­
tion, call 58 1 -598 1 . 
niversity Relations, Old Main 
1 1 .  Requests must be filled 
and signed no later than 
tember 8, 1 986.  
PUBLIC NOTICE 
Categories of lnfonmation 
h i c h  Easte r n  I l l i n o i s  
niversity Has Designated as 
· ectory lnfonmation :  
Under the Educational Rights 
Privacy Act of 1 974,  
tern Illinois University . is 
· ed to give public notice 
the categories of student 
formation which it has 
· nated as directory in­
tion. Those categories 
published below. 
To request that any or all of 
a d irectory information 
ing him or her should 
be released without prior 
val, a student should 
in person prior to 4:30 
.m . September 9, 1 985, at 
a Office of University 
-ui;,,,,,., Room 1 1 1  , Old 
, and make the request in 
on forms provided by 
University. 
I Directory 
tlon 
Hime, Sex, Local Telephone 
, Student Classification 
•reshman, Sophomore, etc.),  
and/or Major, Local 
ess, Home Address. 
lractory Information 
Alumni Actlvltltes 
Date of G r a d u at i o n , 
Spouse's Name, Year At­
tended EIU , Degree, Per­
manent Address. 
Directory l nformatlon­
Athletlc Activities 
Athlete's Position on Team or 
Squad , Height, Weight, High 
School Attended. 
Privacy Act Rights 
Under the Educational Rights 
and Privacy Act of 1 9 7 4, each 
student of Eastern Il l inois 
University is granted the· right 
to inspect and review his 
education records in  ac­
cordance with the policies and 
procedures adopted by the 
University to implement the 
Act. 
Copies. of the Eastern Il l inois 
University policy on the 
Privacy Rights of Eastern 
Il l inois University Students are 
available in the Office of 
University Relations, 1 1 1  Old 
Main. 
A student requesting access 
to his education records shall 
proceed as follow: 
1 . · A student wishing to 
review his education records 
shall complete a request to 
. inspect personal records at the 
designated office where those 
records are maintained. 
2. A student shall be granted 
review of his education 
records as soon as possible 
and no later than 45 days after 
receipt of his request. The 
specific time and locatiori for 
such review shall be deter­
mined by the custodian of the 
record. 
The Custodian shall ensure 
that the student (a) has flied a 
written request, (b) presents 
appropriate identification, (c) 
views only his record, and (d) 
reviews his own record under 
appropriate supervision. 
3. Records or partions of 
records may be provided to the 
student upon request for a fee 
which covers the cost to the 
university for copying the 
record. The amount charged 
shall be copying charges 
regularly established by the 
university . 
4. A student may challenge 
the content of his education 
record on the basis that one or 
more items are misleading, 
inaccurate , or otherwise 
inappropriate. He may request 
that the item(s) be amended, 
corrected, or deleted . (Grade 
appeals are administered 
under a · separate university 
policy. 
If his challenge is not 
resolved to his satisfaction , the 
student may make a formal 
request for a hearing on a form 
available at the designated 
office where the records in 
question are maintained. 
The student and custodian of 
the records shall thereafter 
schedule a meeting with a 
review officer appainted by the 
President.  An ad hoc com­
mittee of faculty and ad­
ministrative personnel , ap­
pointed by the President, shall 
act as an appeal review 
committee in the event a 
challenge is not resolved . The 
review committee shall con­
duct its hearing according to 
established federal regulations 
and repart its decision within 
1 4  calender days from the date 
of the request for a hearing. All 
decisions may be appealed to 
the President. 
If a student believes that the 
unviersity has failed to comply 
with requirements of the Act, 
he may make a formal com­
plaint to the Family Educational 
Rights and Privacy Office 
(FERPA) of the o8partment of 
Education. 
Students are herein advised 
that it is university policy to 
forward appropriate education 
records on request to a school 
in which a student seeks or 
intends to enroll. 
The following is a list of 
student records maintained by 
the University, including the 
location and custodian of each: 
A C A D E M I C ,  i n c l u d i n g  
permanent rfcord, g�de 
changes and removal of In­
complete forms, high school 
transcripts, transcripts and 
evaluations from other post­
secondary educational in­
stitutions, academic w&ivers, 
letters of academic dismissal, 
and letters of reinstatement. 
Registrar 
Room 1 1 9, Old Main 
ADVISEMENT, Including 
grade reports and test scores 
for students assigned to the 
Academic Assistance Center. 
Academic Assistance Center 
Room 201 , Student Services 
Building 
I nd iv idual  Advisors ( as 
assigned) 
ALUMNI information sub­
mitted with application for 
graduation . 
Director of Alumni Services 
Room 1 09. Old Main 
C A M P S  A N D  C O N -
FERENCES 
Director of Housing 
Room 2 1  4 ,  Student Services 
Building 
CAREER PLANNING and 
P l a c e m e n t ,  i n c l u d i n g  
credentials, student teaching 
e v a l u at i o n s ,  e m p l o y e r  
references, and college and 
university recommendation. 
Director of Placement 
Rooms 1 1 .  1 2 , and 1 3 , 
Students Services Buildil)g 
CONTINUING EDUCATION, 
including registration materials 
for short courses, workshops, 
non-credit courses, academic 
conferences, and off-campus 
courses. 
Director Continuing Education 
Room 205, Old Main 
D I SC I P L I N A R Y  a n d  
Behavioral Records 
University Judicial Hearing 
Officer 
Room 2 1 4, Student Services 
Building 
EVALUATIVE Items and 
Reports Relating to Student's 
Progress Toward Graduation . 
Office of Approprt.te Dean 
College of Applied Sciences 
Room 1 03 ,  Applied Arts 
Education Center 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Room 202, Old Main 
College of Busness 
Room 1 09, Blair Hall 
College of Education 
Room 2 1 0, Buzzard Building 
College of Fine Arts 
Room 2 1 9, Doudna Fine Arts 
Center 
Graduate School 
Room 206, Old Main 
College of Health, Physical 
Education, and Recreation 
Room 1 64, Lantz Building 
Off ice of A p p ropriate 
Director or Coordinator 
Board of Governors Degree 
Coordinator 
Room 204, Old Main 
Career Occupations Degree 
Director 
Room 304 , Applied Arts 
Education Center 
FINANCIAL Aids, including 
loans, financial aid ,  . scholar­
ships, and health insurance. 
East Wing Student . Services 
Building 
FOREIGN Students 
International Students Advisor 
Room 2 1 1 ,  Old Main 
FAA TERNITY and Sorority 
Membership 
Assistant Director of Student 
Activities 
Room 3 1 6 ,  University Union 
GRADUATE Assistants 
Dean, Graduate School 
Room 206, Old Main 
GRANTS-in-Aid and Talented 
Student Awards 
Grants-In-Aid Officer 
Room 1 02 ,  Student Servies 
Building 
PETITIONS for Rein-
statement 
Vice President for Student 
Affairs 
Room 1 1 5, Old Main 
REGISTRATION, including 
schedules and changes, fees 
paid, and outstanding bills 
Oirecotr of Registration 
R o o m  1 6 , S o u t h e a s t  
Basement, McAfee Gym­
nasium 
SCHOLARSHIP Data, (EIU 
Foundation) 
Fiscal Agent, EIU Foundation 
Room 1 1 1 , Old Main 
STUDENT HOUSING, In­
cluding application material, 
bllllng, and assignment In-
formation. 
. 
Director of Housing 
Room 2 1 4, Student Services 
Bui Id Ing 
STUDENT PERSONNEL, 
Including academic progress, 
reports, attendance records 
and absence reports, with-
drawal forms, and reinstatment 
petitions. 
Assistant Dean , Student 
Personnel Services 
Room 2 1 9 ,  Old Main 
V E T E R A N S , i n c l u d i n g  
Veterans Admin istration 
educational re.cords and 
educational items relating to 
use of benefits. 
Dirctor, Veterans Services 
Room 1 02 ,  Student Services 
Building 
Daniel E .  Thornburgh, 
Director of 
University Relations 
University Relations 
Phone Campus 
As of August 20, 1 986 , the 
entire U nviersity Relations unit 
wi l l  have NEW PHONE 
NUMBER: 581 -598 1 . 
This includes Dr. Thorn­
burgh, Harry Read, Brenda 
Guppy, and Ellen Hanners in 
Old Main 1 1 1  ; Mary Blackbum 
· in OM-1 1 0; and Dave Kidwell, 
Don Kojich, Martha Libbey, 
Mary Beth White, Lola 
McElwee, and Bill Edwards in 
OM-1 09. None of our per­
sonnel will be in OM-1 08.  This 
c h a n g e  a f f e c t s  I n ­
formation/Publications and 
Sports Information, and all 
phones wiU be answered 
"University Relations." You 
will then be transferred to the 
person or department you 
were calling. YOt.I wlll note that 
some personnel have changed 
or wiU be .  changing room· 
location . 
Daniel E. Thombllrgh 
Director, 
Unlv9rsity Relations 
IGL CHECKS 
Participants In the Illinois 
Granted Loan prognm amy 
pick-up Fall 1 986 IGL checks 
on August 27 & 28 from 8:30 
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at the ticket 
booths located In the Martin 
luther King Union. 
To pick up your IGL check, 
you must present your EIU ID 
that Is: 
. . 
1 . Validated for Fall, 1 986 
semester 
2. In good condition 
Max L. Jones 
Asslatm'lt Burser 
f 4 
Perry sack 
ices Cards. 
CHICAGO (AP)-It was only an 
exhibition game and, in time, the 14-7 
final score by which the St. Louis 
Cardinals defeated the Chicago Bears 
will be forgotten. So will the disruptive 
fights which marred the contest. 
Long remembered, however, will be 
the sacking of quarterback Neil Lomax 
by William ' 'The Refrigerator' '  Perry . 
Early in the second quarter, Perry 
got to Lomax for a sack. Instead of 
holding Lomax or dropping him, Perry 
picked up . the Cardinal quarterback 
and slammed him into the ground. 
"The play wasn't  over," explained 
Perry. "The referee didn't blow the 
whistle. If I had let him go, he could 
have thrown a touchdown pass. As far 
as I 'm concerned, the officials didn't  
show up really . ' '  
Bears Coach Mike Ditka didn't  
condone Perry's  action and said, "I 
would have called it  (p�nalty), I don't  
like to see anyone get hurt. I wouldn't 
want that to happen to any of my 
quarterbacks. ' '  
Tryouts set 
There will be  a mandatory meeting 
at 4 p.m. Monday in the north balcony 
of Lantz Gym for all those interested in 
trying out for Eastern's women's 
tennis team, coach Gail Richard has 
· announced. 
Baseball 
All those interested in trying out for 
the baseball team are required to at­
tend a meeting at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday 
in the west bleachers of Lantz Gym, 
coach Tom McDevitt announced. 
Since there will be no spring try outs, 
all must attend. · 
· 
All returning ·,�r recruited players 
must attend a meeting at 4:30 p.m. 
Tuesday in the west bleachers of Lantz 
Gym. 
Softball 
All those interested in walk-on 
tryouts for the:!INsoftball team are 
required to atten� meeting at 4 p . m. 
Tuesday in the A�;antz Club Room, 
coach Janet Marquis announced. Bring 
a pencil and clasS>sehedule. 
Men 's tennis �" 
All returningiWIJayers and those 
interested in wailtiDn tryouts for the 
men's tennis e are required to 
attend a meetin�4 p.m. Monday in 
Lantz Fieldhousotd'>ach John Bennett 
announced. AnyOrt'e unable to attend 
the meeting should call Bennett at 581-
5934. 
-
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Welcome Back 
D rawi ngs 
$25  ca s h  G r a n d  
P r i z e  
a t  midnight every 
night  this week- · 
other prizes & giveaways 
Band U psta i rs Ton i g h t  
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a t  midnight every 
night this week­
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LA l<E LAN D COLLEG E H AS TRANSFERABILITY! -
Eastern I llinois University students have been taking courses they need from Lake Land College 
and transfering their credits earned to E . l . U .  for nearly 20 years. So why wait, select a course 
from the l ist below and Register Now!  Course numbers .1 00 through .299 are transfer courses. 
See your Eastern adviser for specific requirements.  
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• Low Tuition Rates-$28 Day/Evening or $22 Evening 
only per credit hour 
• Textbooks furnished-No additional expense in 
purchasing books 
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Charleston High School 
Dale Alexander, Coordinator 
Registration: Monday, August 25, 6:30 p.m. 
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Mattoon Jun ior H igh School 
Contact Judy Heckle (217) 234-2423 
Registration: Friday, August 22 
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CLASSES BEGIN THE WEEK OF AUGUST 25 
LATE REGISTRATION AUGUST 25-29 
• Easy Payment Terms-Cash, check, VISA, 
MasterCard, Deferred Payment Plan 
• Three Convenient Locations-Main campus - 20 
minute drive 
LAKE LAND COLLEGE . 
South Route 45, Mattoon, IL 61 938, 
(21 7) 235-31 31 , or (800) 252-41 21 , Ext. 253 
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pikers face chal lenge of 'crazy ' sched u le 
JOHN STROUD 
. sports editor 
Plunging head first into the fire is a 
move that can either lead to eye­
ning success  or imminent 
re-some may call it "crazy, " said 
tern volleyball coach Betty Ralston. 
The fourth-year coach has scheduled 
· 1985 Top 20 teams for the first 
weeks of this fall ' s  schedule as 
Panthers prepare to improve on 
year ' s  1 6- 1 7  record (3-6 in the 
teway Conference for seventh 
ce) . 
"Crazy" might be the perfect 
ription to some, but Ralston sees it 
a different light, with the goal being 
provide the team with a challenge 
ly on in hopes of gaining experience 
the long season ahead. 
She especially doesn ' t  want to see a 
t of the 1 985 season when the 
thers roared to their best start in 
ory (l 1 -2) then stumbled through 
second half of the season including 
conference schedule to finish below 
"That won't happen this year , ' '  she 
. "Last year was very disap­
ting . There was a little bit of 
nsion and attitude problems 
0pitated . We didn't  have positive 
ership take charge: It was a 
plete destruction of the team . "  
timism is runn ing high in pre­
n practice as the Panthers add 
talented freshmen to a core of 
t returning veterans who are 
red to start anew. 
tern opens with a tournament at 
hem Illinois Friday and Saturday 
re embarking on a trip to 
fornia where the Panthers will 
t San Diego State Sept. 3 and 
·cipate in the U niversity of San 
Classic Sept . 5-6.  
e Panthers then return for 
hes against Illinois and Penn State 
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do Luna, Dan Bruns, Filomeno 
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pare , Garry Laidlaw and Dan 
m should provide the needed 
for the Panthers . 
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however, fol lowing an injury on 
ractice field Tuesday . Vaughn 
ned a swollen ankle after he 
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esday) , "  Mosnia said . 
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" It isn 't  the ideal schedule, "  Ralston 
said . · "But you can' t  turn down the 
chance to play three Top 20 teams and 
go to California. 
" I'm really impressed, "  Ralston 
said of the players ' performances in 
practice. ' 'They came back really ready 
to work. Within this next week we'll be 
tuning up. . . getting the freshmen 
acquainted to our methods . . . and 
getting rid of bad habits . ' '  
Ralston feels that ,  while i t  usually 
takes freshmen a half a season to 
adjust,  Eastern 's  four new faces are 
ready to play . 
Donna Sieber (Oak Forest) , Sue 
Schamberger (Lena-Winslow) , Beth 
Brennan (Benet Academy) and Ann 
Ruef (Guilford) make up the Panthers ' 
rookie line-up . 
The middle attack of senior Maura 
LeFevour and sophomore Gianna 
Galanti along with the outside forces 
of sophomore Laura Bruce and junior 
Diane Eiserman will provide a strong 
offense. Junior Jeanne Pacione is 
expected to offer the setting honors . 
LeFevour also has good feelings 
about her final season at Eastern . 
"Our setters are smart , "  she added. 
"We'll have a smart team-maybe not 
powerful , but smart." 
-
LARRY PETERSON I Photo editor 
Eastern's Donria Sicher releases a set to freshman Beth Brennan during 
preseason practice in McAfee Gym . The Panthers open their season Friday at 
the Northern Illinois Tournament. 
Bruce, who practiced with the 
Panthers last year after transferring 
from George Washington University 
but was ineliglble to compete due to the 
mandatory NCAA transfer rule, agrees 
that things look good at this point. 
"We definitely look good. We're all 
working together, "  Bruce said. "And 
we need to keep on working together . 
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Defensive q uest ion mark loom s for Panthers 
By DAN VERDUN 
Sports editor 
An old question mark is coldly staring Eastern's 
football team in the face as the Panthers prepare to 
embark on their 1986 season. 
And what is that question mark you ask? Why, 
defense of course. 
Although the Panthers return a high-powered 
offense th averaged better than 20 points a game in 
'85, the success of the '86 squad will rest on the 
defensive s de of the line. 
But this 'ear's defensive puzzle is certainly nothing 
new to the Panthers . Eastern faced the same question 
in last yea s preseason camp. 
Unfortu ately for the Panthers, last season's · 
defense tu ned out to be an inconsistent force that 
played a ajor factor in Eastern's  6-5 season and 
disappoint ng third-place tie in the Gateway Con­
ference standings . 
Fourth-�rear Panther coach Al Molde is striving .to 
change the tide in ' 86 .  
· 
" (Defen e,) that's  the challenge to our football 
team this year, "  Molde said . "How much better can 
we be defensively? I think therein lies the key to our 
success . "  
And)t isn't only Molde stressing the play o f  the 
defense. 
"How _our team does is going to be determined on 
how our defense plays, "  senior quarterback Sean 
Payton said . 
Junior nose guard Carl Parker is confident of an 
improvment on defense this -season. 
"Everybody is more experienced and we've played 
together now for a few years, "  Parker said . "We 
know the defense in and out so there should be no 
hesitation about it this year. We should snap right to 
it and get the job done. ' '  
-
But defense isn't  the only phase of the Panther 
game that is being questioned heading into Satur­
day's season opener at Illinois State. The kicking 
game is also weighing on Molde's  mind. 
Gone from the Panther roster is punter-kicker 
Evan Arapostathis who found himself in the training 
camp of the NFL's  St. Louis Cardinals this summer. 
"Our kicking game right now is an unknown, "  
Molde said . "We're just not sure how it's going to 
evolve because the principles in our kicking 
game�the punter and the field-goal kicker-are new 
to the program . ' '  
Top candidates for place-kicking duties are junior­
college transfers Gordon Acton (Triton JC) and 
Seketa accepts 
promotions job 
with Clemson 
John Seketa, promotions director at Eastern's 
athletic department, assumed a similar position 
August 22 at Clemson University. 
Seketa, a Benld , Ill. native, had been the 
promotions director at Eastern since the summer 
of 1985 . 
" I  enjoyed Eastern immensely, it's a fine 
academic and athletic school," Seketa said . 
"But, obviously it' s  a real chance for me to move 
up here at Clemson. 
"I wish only the best for the students, coaches, 
athletes and administrators at Eastern. I also 
hope they will continue to support their athletic 
program. ' '  
Eastern Athletic Director R.C.  Johnson said, 
"This is a great step forward for John. He did a 
tremendous j ob for us and we wish him well . "  
Seketa earned an undergraduate degree at 
Southern Illinois-Edwardsville and a master's 
degree at Western Illinois University. He also 
interned with the promotions office at the · 
University of Illinois . 
Eastern running back DuWayne Pitts (right) 
prepares to take a handoff during a preseason 
Panther practice. Pitts , Eastern's leading rusher and 
Richard Ehmke (Grossmount, Calif. CC) . Mean­
while, Acton and Steve Tillotson (Grossmount CC) 
are the front runners at punter. 
Despite the major question marks facing the 
Panthers, Molde can take heart in his potent pass­
oriented offense spearheaded by All-Americans 
Payton and Roy Banks at wide receiver .  
"We have virtually our entire offensive unit back 
from a year ago and I think that is a big plus this 
season for us, "  Molde said . 
Molde added that a deeper offensive line will also 
be a boost for the Panthers this season. 
"We're approaching the point where we have two 
offensive lines that could go in and play for us that 
have a little experience," Molde said . 
Molde is also searching for a little more balance 
from his pass-oriented attack from the past two 
seasons . Thus, junior scatback DuWayne Pitts will 
be counted upon to supply running punch out of 
Eastern's  one-back set. 
PAUL KLATT I Photo editor 
receiver last year, will again be a vital cog in the 
Panthers' offense this season. 
"One of my goals is to get 1,000 (yards rushing) , "  
Pitts said . " I  came pretty close last year (968) .  1 
know I ' m  pretty much going to be in the offense 
again a lot this year. ' '  
As for the Gateway title chase, Molde i s  i n  full 
agreement with the selection of defending champion 
Northern Iowa as the consensus conference favorite . 
"The Panthers of Northern Iowa had an un­
believable year last season and they deserve the 
nod," Molde said . " However, I also feel there are 
three or four other teams in the league-and I would 
put ourselves in that group-that have the potential 
to win the conference championship . ' '  
Eastern, however, will b e  faced with the difficult 
task of playing four of its six Gateway games on the 
road . 
" If things go right for us,  we stay free of injuries , 
and we get our share of breaks, we could be one of 
the contenders , ' '  Moldc said . 
Tuesday: A look at the offense 
Revam ped booters confident 
Newcomers vital to Panther soccer success 
By DOBIE HOLLAND 
Staff writer 
Eastern soccer coach Cizo Mosnia has presided 
- over the 1 986 version of the Panthers with the calm 
resolve of a brain surgeon-which may surprise 
soccer fans . 
Since they already know the unit will operate 
minus the Panthers ' top scorer and AMCU Player of 
the Year Larry Pretto (nine goals last season) . Pretto 
chose to play for the Canadian national team, 
Mosnia said . 
One would dare say that Mosnia will be hard 
pressed to improve on last season's 11-5-1 record, 
which was good enough for third place in the 
AMCU . 
But with the new recruits in · camp practicing 
feverishly and proven veterans returning enthused, 
Mosnia is ready for the challenge. 
" It ' ll be tough," Mosnia admitted . "But the 
attitude in camp is fantastic . We brought in nine new 
players this year and it appears we have more 
depth. "  
Last year's  playoff hopes were thwarted b y  injuries 
and lethargy. The team flashed its brilliance too 
infrequently for Mosnia's  liking. 
One advantage the Panthers will have this year is 
senior Matt Gamache as team captain. Gamache 
replaces the graduated trio of Paul Kelly, Rick 
Lansing and Neil Swindells . 
Known for his cool demeanor and steady play, 
Gamache has already earned the respect of team­
mates and is an important key to Eastern's success, 
Mosnia said . 
Junior Mark Simpson was outstanding in goal last 
year and Mosnia expects him to continue his success . 
" We will be a better defensive team," Mosnia 
said . 
With the return of sophomores Craig Hartman, 
Greg Muhr, Scott Taylor, Curt Elchuk, Mark 
Noffert and Brian Henn, Mosnia sees improved play 
due to a year's experience gained last season. 
Mosnia said juniors Roger Gusloff and John 
Glendinning along with seniors Kevin Vaughn and 
Greg Oidtman could further assume the leadership 
role . 
One junior who will not return to Eastern is striker 
Ossie Molinari . Molinari, who scored six goals last 
season, decided to complete school in Canada where 
they will have facilities for his x-ray technician major 
that Eastern does not have, Mosnia explained. 
Freshmen and newcomers are also expected to 
make contributions to the team, Mosnia said . 
Junior John Krohe and freshmen Mike Barklay, 
(See REVAMPED, page 15) 
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Coleman plan g iven okay 
South Quad site of col lege annex 
By BILL DENNIS 
Editor in.chief 
The . long-delayed Coleman Hall 
addition took one step closer to 
completion this summer as plans for 
building the College of Business annex 
on the South Quad were approved. 
The four-floor addition would be 
built on the north end of the South 
Quad between Coleman and the 
Applied Arts and Sciences buildings , 
with bridges connecting the structures 
with the addition, said Ted Ivarie, dean 
of the College of Business. 
The preliminary plans for the ad­
dition were unanim<i>Usly approved by 
the Council on University Planning 
and Budgeting at on July 2 1 .  
Most officials said the addition 
would not harm the quad aesthetically. 
"Visually, it' s  not a great loss , ' '  said 
CUPB member Robert Whittenbarger. 
" Looking north · from the South 
Quad, all you could see is Garfield and 
a parking lot ," Whittenbarger said. 
"There was a lot of concern that the 
grassy area would be lost. But it will 
take up less of the grassy area than 
people thought.' ' 
" I ' m  very pleased" with the CUPB's 
decision, said Eastern President 
Stanley Rives. "I had intitial reser­
vations about building on the South 
Quad, but I think it will in fact enhance 
the quad. I think the architects 
(Retburg-Grubber of Champain) did a 
good j ob in presenting the addition as 
increasing office space without in­
terfering with the quad. ' '  
Ivarie said "we went a s  far north as 
possible because most student activities 
take place on the southern area of the 
quad." He added the area that would 
be lost is used mostly by pedestrians. 
Suzzane Murrie, summer senate 
speaker, said the if the project is well 
planned, it will be a nice addition to the 
business school. 
" It seems like a good idea ,"  Murrie 
said. "The business school will really 
help the university. 
" I ' m  all for it, as long as it is well 
thought out and planned, ' �  she added. 
The addition would provide a 
centralized faciiity for the college of 
business, aiding its accreditation ef­
forts. 
Ivarie said the "tentative" plans 
would allow all of the classrooms and 
offices currently in Blair HaU to move 
to the new addition freeing up 14 
classrooms and 35 faculty offices 
there. 
However, little room would open up 
in Coleman. 
Pre-teach ing test started 
B y  MICHELLE MUELLER 
Staff writer 
Beginning in the fall ,  students will be 
required to take the Pre-Professional 
Skills Test before being admitted to 
Eastern's College of Education. 
The Illinois General Assembly has 
required universities to make sure their 
future graduates in education are 
proficient in the three R's before they 
graduate to become teachers. The 
meathod of determining this was left 
up to individual school' s ,  said Charles 
Joley, dean of the College of 
Ecucation. 
The test "seemed to us to be a very 
clear-cut way to deal with it, ' '  Joley 
said. 
The $39 test, designed by 
Educational Testing Services, has three 
parts, said Herb Bartling, director of 
Testing Services. 
The first part is a reading test, 
consisting of 24 multiple choice 
questions. Students will be given 40 
minutes to complete this section. 
The second part is a mathematics 
test, has 45 multiple choice questions 
and lasts 50 minutes. 
The third portion tests writing skills 
and consists of two parts , each ·lasting 
30 minutes. The first half has 45 
multiple choice questions, and the 
second half is an essay question, 
Bartling said. 
The PPST will be offered twice each 
semester and once in the summer, said 
Shirly Moore, dean of academic 
development. Eastern will have no 
control over the testing dates , she said, 
because schools must give the test on 
national testing dates set by ETS. 
The test costs $39 the first time it is 
taken, Moore said. Each section of the 
test costs $ 10,  the company's  price of 
the test-plus a $3 charge from testing 
services that will hip cover the cost of 
administering the test, Joley said. 
"It is an expensive test , ' '  Joley said. 
"That bothers me." 
All students will pass the first year 
the test is given, Joley said, because the 
first scores will be used to set the 
standards for following years. 
Eastern is not the only university 
taking steps to make sure students 
entering the teaching profession are up 
to par. 
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Bus, ride service offered 
MONICA Mc ADAMS 
Staff writer 
Students in need of tran­
sportation home can take advantage 
of five services offered to Eastern. 
The Great Lakes Coach bus 
service, started last year by a 
University of Illinois graduate 
student, will still be in operation to 
serve students in the Chicago area. 
The service, which also serves U 
of I students, won't start until the 
weekend after Labor Day, said 
Joann Gossett, union business 
operations manager. 
"I t  will be starting one week later 
than last year because that ' s  when 
the U of I students go back to 
school , "  Gossett said. "The bus 
stops there and fills up." 
The cost for a round trip ticket to 
Chicago last year was $43.50 and to 
the Skokie · area it was $44.95. 
Gossett said the price will probably 
be the same this year, but a definite 
price was not been determined. 
More information about the bus 
available at the check 
cashing desk in the union. 
Amtrak · provides service from 
Mattoon to the Chicago area. The 
train stops in Champaign, Rantoul, 
Kanakee, Homewood and down­
town Chicago at Union Station. 
The train runs seven days a week, 
- but times and prices are subject to 
change, especially during holidays. 
The Greyhound Bus Company 
also provides service to many cities. 
The bus prices range from $7.35 
one way to Champaign to $48.85 
round trip to Chicago. 
Checker Top Cabs of Mattoon 
offers transportation to both the 
bus and train stations. The minimun -
cost is $10, but for two or more 
passengers the cost is $6 per person. 
For the cheapest rate of tran­
sportation, rider boards are located 
throughout the campus which list 
names of students who are looking 
for rides or who are driving. 
Boards are located in most 
residence halls. The largest board is 
located across from the Sugar Shack 
in the Union. 
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Personal  advice avai lable 
By GREG GUERTLER 
Staff writer 
Whatever you need, wherher it 's  just 
a helping hand or a friendly ear to hear 
you, Eastern' s  Counseling Center is 
there for your use. 
At a ' cost' anybody can afford, tue 
Counseling Center, with its five­
member staff, offers free service to 
Eastern's  entire student population. 
About IO  percent of Eastern 
students used the facility last year, 
counselor Genie Lenihan said. Of 
those students, more than 500 students 
requested personal counseling, more 
than 150 requested career counseling, 
and more than 1,270 attended the 
workshops and the outreach programs. 
The Counseling Center has a wide 
range of services available. It offers 
personal, career and vocational career 
library counseling services Lenihan 
said. She said students can come in 
with any problem. Whether it ' s  about 
home, college or roommates, it will all 
be kept in the strictest confidence, she 
said. 
Students should first try talking over 
problems with the people around them, 
such as friends, parents, ministers 
resident assistants or hall couns�lors: 
Director Bud Sanders said. 
But, if this doesn't work, students 
should feel free to come to the center 
located j ust north of Health Service o� 
Seventh Street, and talk to one of the 
counselors, Lenihan said. 
The Counseling Center is open from 
8 a.m to noon, and 1 p.m. to 4 :30 
p.m., Monday through Friday. 
The Counseling Center workshops 
this year will to be: ' 'Anxious 
Eating-What To Do? ",  "Make A 
Match: A Career Choice Workshop" 
and " Dating and Abuse-Women 
Against Rape." 
This year's  study skills workshops 
will be "Study Skills Workshop" and 
"Testing 1, 2, 3 ! ". 
Dates of the life skills seminars are 
Sept. 10, " Making Contact-Saying 
HELLO ! ", Sept. 24, "Surviving an 
Unhappy Family," Oct. 8 " Making 
Sexual Choices" and Oct. 22 "Sensible 
Dieting." Registration isn't necessary. 
Just drop in, bring your lunch if you 
wish, and j oin us, Lenihan said. 
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Editorials represent 
the majority opinion 
of the editorial board 
The Summer Eastern News 
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Publications 
cou Id benefit 
al I students 
Welcome to Page Four of The Daily 
Eastern News. 
All editorials represent the majority 
opinion of the Editorial Board. Personal Files 
represent personal opinion of student staff 
members. Viewpoints are writen by 
members of the campus community and 
C r os s  v i e w s  a r e  Editorial opinions selected from 
newspapers. 
o t h e r  c a m p u s  
Your Turn, the letter to the editor section, 
is open for anyone wishing to �xpress an 
opinion on any issue relating to the campus 
community. 
' 
However, we will use this Page Four to 
introduce readers to $tudent Publications. 
The Daily Eastern News is published 
exclusively by students-no member of the 
faculty or administration takes part in the 
editorial content of the paper. 
Contrary to what many believe, one need 
not be a journalism student to take part in 
News operations. 
The News received first place for over-all 
excellence in last year's Society for 
Collegiate Journalists national contest and 
placed in several others catagories. 
The Warbler, Eastern's yearbook, is 
distributed free of charge to all full-time 
students as part of student fees. The 
Warbler is also an award-winner. The 1 985 
edition placed in six categories in the SJC 
contest, winning third place for over-all 
excellence and first for "concept" and 
"reporting in words." 
The Vehicle is Eastern's literary 
magazine. It is published twice a year. The 
Sigma Tau Delta English honorary society is 
responsible for soliciting and selecting 
entries, incl\:Jding prose, photography and 
art. 
Anyone may submit work for con­
sideration. 
The Minority Newsletter informs students 
about Eastem's black communtity and is 
pubHahed twice a semester. Most of the 
newsletter's stories are directed to black 
readers, but not al staff members are black. 
There is something for everyone to do 
regardless of race. 
There's plenty of room for participation. 
We encourage you to become lnvoled In 
one or more of these publications. 
President welcomes new students 
Dear Eastern Students: 
On behalf of faculty and staff, a warm 
"welcome home" to returning EIU 
students and a special welcome to new 
freshmen and transfer students who are 
with us for the first time. 
Founaed by the General Assembly in 
1895, Eastern Illinois University is now in 
its 1 0th decade of service to the people 
of Illinois. Eastern is an institution with a 
proud past and a bright future-it is the 
smallest of the public universities in Illinois 
which aims always to be the best. We're 
glad to have you with us. 
We are proud· that the North Central 
Association granted continued ac­
creditation to the University for the 
maximum permissible 1 0-year period. 
The NCA evaluation team said, "Eastern 
Illinois University is accomplishing its 
mission and doing so with distinction." 
We continue to be an institution where 
students can be assured of getting a 
good education at reasonable cost. 
There have been some changes on 
campus during the summer. WEIU-TV 
went on the air for the first time July 1 , 
joining WEIU-FM. The coal conversion 
project has essentially been completed, 
though some testing may still be in 
progress as we begin the school year. 
Ninth Street Hall residents will find a 
complete renovation on that facility, and 
several other residence halls have had 
Viewpoint: 
President 
Stanley Rives 
extensive renovation. 
Finally, a few words of advice as you 
begin the new academic year: Keep your 
priorities straight. While we want to 
engage you in a wide variety of campus 
activities, your most important single 
activity should always be study and 
preparation for classes. We know that 
you have the potential to graduate or you 
woulc.. not have been admitted. 
We want to count you as an Eastern 
graduate-to accomplish that, you have 
only to remember that your first oblig(\tion 
is to be a student in the academic 
meaning of the word. 
Academic standards at this institution 
are, and should be, high. While much will 
be expected of you academically, seek 
help if and when needed. 
Talk with your instructors if you have 
difficulty with course content; use the 
Writing Center, the Academic Assistance 
and Counseling Centers, your adviser, 
your residence hall counselor. All of 
these people are here to help you, but the 
final responsibility is yours. 
Have a good year and do well. 
Hints to avoid 'freshman' label 
(Editor's note: This column by Barry Smith, 19 76-
7 7 editor In chief of The Daily Eastern News, has 
become a tradition in in the pages of the News's 
Back to School and New Student editions. ft remains 
classic "advise" for freshmen. Enjoy it-with a grain 
of salt.) 
It can probably be argued that most young people 
continue into college after high school so that they 
can be something: nuclear physicist, teacher, man, 
married or whatever. 
But, when on that first day on campus you sit in 
your dorm room, a little bewildered at being cut off 
from your friends and family (perhaps with some 
relief), your aspirations will seem a long way off. 
It's time to learn how not to be something-a 
freshman. Don't look for help from upperclassmen, 
most of whom will deny ever being freshmen. I was 
never one. I came to Eastern with all the wordly 
knowledge and suave sophistication of. at least, a 
graduate student. 
And you can't expect aid from other freshmen. 
What do they know? 
But, out of my own kindness, and the generosity of 
The Daily Eastern News, I have compiled a few tips 
essential to getting through the first few days. Follow 
my instructions and within two weeks people will 
stop whispering behind your back and pointing to 
you on the sidewalk. Hell, you may even get invited 
to a party. 
First of all, make sure everybody knows you live in 
a donn. All freshmen must live In dorms, but most 
make the mistake of trying to hide the fact. By freely 
admitting It-even saying that you like It-you take on 
the 888Ured air of one who lives there not by law but 
'by choice. Namely an upperciaasman. 
Frequent the tt>rary Instead of the bars. Freshmen 
atll have four y8818 to catch up on their studies, 80 
most use al that free time to "socialize," which 
means loosing the use of al five senses through 
some kind of stupor-inductng drug. 
Juiiors sld especially seniors are atil trytng to 
make up al those lncomptetes aid are carrying 21 
credit hours to cover up for dropped claaaea, 80 
you'I seldom find one living It up. Besidea, you will 
probably be carded, and that's a dead glvaway. 
If you decide to go out, there are some things you 
Personal file: 
Barry Smith 
should know about the male-female relationship on 
campus. If you are a good-looking young female, 
make it a point to seek out senior men and offer to 
buy them a drink, especially if they look like they 
might work for the campus newspaper. 
Male freshmen should simply sit back and enjoy 
their own company b�cause, face it, you have no 
chance. Look forward to spending a lot of time 
talking to your own pillow. 
The ability to dress like an upperclassman is an 
acquired trait. The only way to fit in is to have an 
inherited wardrobe from an older brother or sister 
who put in at least three years at college. 
That's because being a student doesn't pay very 
well, and there's not much attention to neatness. So 
those two pairs of Levi's and the clean shirts yru 
parents bought you won't look right until they've 
been reduced to a lump of wrinkled rags in the comer 
of your room and have stayed there for no less than 
two winters. 
There is one way to get the proper look. Whatevlr 
clothes you have on right now, don't take them GI 
until at least midtenn. Of course, if you're th� d 
joining a fraternity or sorority, ttte problem is nu:h 
simpler. Invest in a truckload of double knits, Ihm 
when you arrive on campus buy anything with � 
letters on It. 
As far as academic life goes, you1 be anchcnd In 
a bw1Ch of low4evel ciassea that al frWmen nallt 
take. You can skip the dlaadYantage by� 
subtle hints that you ''she>Ud have pasaed this� 
the first time." It won't neceaaarly be a II; r­
probebty covered the same stuff when you Wiii I 
sophomore in high school. And you IUUd .... 
too. 
If you do happen to get into ... upper-tevel � 
ariawer aa maiy of the inatructor'a queetlonl • )1GI 
can, even if you don't know the anawera. I wl 
clearty label you as a freshman, but the urt 
perclassmen will thank you for it. 
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Restaurants open in union 
ltza Pizza plan s campus delivery 
By CHERYL TICKNER 
Staff writer 
The Panther Lair , a new restaurant 
which replaces Hardees in the 
University Union after the contract ran 
out, is open for business. ltza Pizza, 
also in the union, will be opening at the 
beginning of the fall semester, Diana 
Swinford said.  
Itza Pizza will be located in the 
Rathskeller, and will be open from 1 1  
a.m. to 10 p . m .  Monday through 
Friday, ARA Campus Dining Services 
Asbestos removal 
complete in halls 
Asbestos, a carcenogenic substance 
once used in building materials, was 
discovered in several campus buildings 
a year ago ,  but removal from the 
residence halls is essentially complete, 
Martin lgnazito, acting director of 
Eastern's  physical plant said in June. 
The remaining asbestos is in areas 
where students are not l ikely to have 
any exposure; such as mechanical 
areas, lgnaz.ito said . 
Asbestos was removed from the 
Linc o l n-St even s on-Do u g la s food 
service, the Thomas-Andrews and the 
Taylor-Lawson food services during 
Christmas b reak .  
Asbestos w a s  also removed from 
Taylor Hall rooms, from elbow pipes 
in Pemberton Hall, Gregg Triad and 
Carman Hall as well as from a 
mechan ical eq u ipment room in 
Douglas Hall during Spring Break . 
Manager Jim Kasteres said . 
It will be open on the weekend , but 
the hours are undecided, he said . 
Kasteres said Itza Pizza will serve 
"full meals" including hamburgers 
and will have a small deli bar in ad­
dition to pizza by the pie or slice. 
Itza Pizza will also deliver p izza on 
campus and possibly to fraternity and 
sorority houses, Kasteres said . 
· 
Kasteres added that such weekly 
specials as a potato bar or a taco bar 
will be included . 
The Panther Lair is open from 7 :30 
a . m .  to 2 p . m .  Monday through 
Friday, Kasteres said . 
It will not be open on weekends, he 
added. 
The Panther Lair serves breakfast 
items, sandwiches and soup of the day, 
and features a deli bar and a salad bar .  
Itza Pizza and The Panther Lair are 
run by ARA Campus Dining Services. 
ARA Campus Dining Services began 
their five-year contract with Eastern 
June 1 .  
"where the 
books are" 
Fees cover health needs 
By TRACY L OSBURN 
Staff writer 
Due to the great demand for 
medical attention needed by 
students , health services a:·c 
provided by Eastern on campus. 
The Health Service building is 
located at the corner of Seventh and 
Hayes Streets across from the 
Doudna Arts Center. 
Health Service is open Monday 
thru Friday from 7:30 a . m .  to 4 
p . m .  and Saturdays from 1 0  a . m .  to 
5 p . m .  A night nurse is also 
available for emergencies from 4 
p . m .  to I I p . m .  
· 
When Health Service is closed , 
emergencies can be taken care of at 
Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Center 
located on Rt. 1 6  west of 
Charleston. 
Health Service should then be 
notified of emergencies at the 
earli�st opportunity to ensure the 
proper processing of insurance 
claims and payments of medical 
charges. 
An insurance plan of major 
medical coverage, which is offered 
by the Financial Aids Office, 
compliments services normally not 
available to students through the 
University Health Service. 
The insurance plan covers serious 
accidents and extreme cases of 
illness. 
Health Service provides a number 
of services for students, such as,  
treatments of colds and viruses, 
standard X-ray procedures, limited 
dental care, birth control counseling 
and blood testing for marriage 
licenses. 
Full-time students are not charged 
for individual visits to Health 
Service, but the pharmacy does 
charge a $ 1 .50 per prescription. 
Health Service also provides 
tuberculin skin tests to cover 
requirements for student teachers 
and student food service employees. 
It is up to the student to notify 
instructors of missed classes due to 
illness; not Health Service. 
A WELCOMING WORD TO THE WISE 
Ready to Roll? (on the Prowl) Check us out First! 
And don't stock up on Workbooks until you do 
because it really pays to come cross-campus to 
THE LINCOLN BOOK SHOP 
Sixth & Buchanan 
"One Block North of Old Main" 
Removal of asbestos in Thomas 
rooms was also done . 
Yes! We have great (UN-Hallmark) cards! Calenders! Posters! 
wonderful Dutch Chocolate! A music room & a houseful of books! 
During the summer,  asbestos was 
removed from other halls . Removal 
from East Hall rooms was done in 
May . Ford , McKinney and Weller 
followed in June. 
Mon. -Fri. 10-5 
Sat. 10-4 
345-6070 
We ALSO have A traditional FIRST WEEK SALE! . . . . . 
TAKE 103 OFF EVERYTHING YOU BUY AUG. 27-SEP1. 3 
MRS. B's 
TEACHER SUPPLIES 
3225 Marshall Mattoon, IL 6 1  938 
2 17-235-6323 2 11-235-0820 
PARENTS and TEACHERS 
��� CHECK US OUT! 
Pre-school Through 8th Grade 
Large Increase Inventory 
5 New Companies Added 
Summer Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. 
Starting August 25th-2:00-6:00 p.m. 
********************** 
DYNASTY INN i 
WELCOMENEW& � 
RETURNING STUDENTS i 
ANDFACULTY * 
ELEGANT DINING i 
Finest food in town : 
Daily resaurant : 
& lounge specials � 
····················� 
(& you better believe that adds up fast on workbooks!) 
'as always: while supplies last/no double-discounts/no individual orders 
"Oltl Worltl Ito/Ion Dlnln11" 
Full line menufeaturing: 
• All you can eat Spaghetti- $2. 95 
(everyday, includes salad & garlic bread) 
• 12 different sandwiches 
• American & Italian cuisine 
•Seafood 
•Salads 
• Fine bee.r & wines 
• Happy Hour, Mon-Thur 5-8 p. m. 
16 oz. mug of beer- 75¢ 
Glass of Paul Masson Wine- 95¢ 
Free Hot Hors d'oeuvres 
• Carry outs available 
Open Daily 345-9321 
Mon-Thur 11-9; Fri-Sat 11-10 
West Park Plaza (Between Walmart & Osco) 
llll llllllll llllll ll!!IJl!!!ll!!!!!�lll�ll!lll!ll!!l!!Valuable Coupo __ l'�rl----------:ii�g�i:(�F:f 
1 �d � equal or less value) I)::::-  FOR l/2 PRICE! . 
I "Oltl Worltl ltollon Olntn;" h d • ) I ·(present coupon to waitress w en or enng 
-------�------ -----------.---
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS! 
��'J/� ,.•�POSTERS��� .. I� -Garfield · . ��-
• souvenirs 't-- M · R k 
• glassware '-
- ov1e & oc stars .... 
i -Hunks , "- · 
I • paddles \.,_ -Cars \) ' I,/ =�=��us \ �We're Completely� &;:;���rside .1 4/ j.1 , 1 & lots more \ + � f � , j : &.11i l\11 L111\·\ .!:-.• . Restocked 4'1', 
� ..... ��•i_ . and � .C!'�/J/--;.� Remodeled BestSelectioninTown (-B;�:��cks--�'.� 
;�. $10"0 OFF �\Y 
, � I YI ,;;"� 
),, ,,. .... \ A �"- if I,,•*' ;.·'-. ' : ·"' ...... I : . . · _.A ·. __ ....._ 
'""• I i .. \ ' --"" 
Complete ""' 
V Gift Department , 
\.¥'. featuring- _ · ,  
,, ; "The Sweet 
·. \ l � Spot,, ' , 
\ � (5and� & Treats\�\ ) 
�ii,, k\\v> 
The University Village's 
ORIGINAL Check 
Cashing Service 
•------COUPON-
.
----, 
· CHECK CASHING 
REGISTRATION 
$ 2. 00 with coupon 
Reg. $5.00 
* Out of town banb welcome 
* Money order1 
* Parente checb 
* Payroll checb 
• lJberal llmltl 
OPEN weekends 
· & evening for 
· your convenience 
Explrn9/15/86 
2-3 
Subject 
Your 
School Supply 
Checklist 
Y"' pens 
Y"' pencils 
Y"' paper 
\I_. Y"' notebooks 
Y"' folders each notebook contains \ � over $20 in valuable I 1 
i( f , - • coup0ns 1 � Cl 
Y"' calculators 
Y"' art supplies 
WE HA VE IT ALL! 
['. � J . . ,' { 
... ___.·� 
Tokens 
Film Center . 
, Overnight Service 
· • Enlargements • Reprints 
r----------- COUPON ---------, 
I * Free 5 x 7 Enlargements · I 
I with every roll processed I I ·good until 9/15/86 I I * color film only 1 1-------------------------� 
���:;� . ./¥'Check Out � • 
� our EIU Section �� 
1' _. -glassware '._ 
• 1 -hats 
' 
• -buttons \ 
1. · -pins , d" h" �" -sta wm cus ions: 
II 1' _' & the list goes on! &: 
' l '•· l ilfl\ l·,� .. 
HOURS: Mon-Thurs 9-8 
Fri 9-6Sat10-5 Sun 1-5 
Phone: 345-4600 
hecking it out' 
Booth Library otters 
more than just books 
New students on campus may make it their first 
"ority to " check out" Booth Library and see what 
to offer them. 
While the library is open from 8 a.m. - 1 1 :45 p .m.  
nday through Thurday, 8 a . m . -5 p .m.  Friday, 9 
.-5 p.m.  Satm:day and 1 :30 p.m. - 1 1 :45 p .m.  on 
day, the library does have special hours on 
days that are posted in the library at the times of  
holidays . 
e library has many other services besides 
king out books said Wilson Lequin;:, dean of 
rary Services. 
nday newspapers are available at the opening of 
library each Sunday morning for our use in the 
, Lequire said . He also said it is for our 
·ence and for our savings because the we (the 
) buys the Chicago, St. Louis , Decatur and 
paign papers for the students . 
puter terminals, videocassette players and 
equipment are just a few of the items available 
students use in the self-study materials center, 
athleen Jenkins,  assistant professor in library 
ce services . Students who wish to use any of 
terials in the SMC should go to the main desk 
area, located on the main level , she said . 
in the R&R center, there are also records 
all the time, and a student can request an 
to be played from the popular records 
on, and they will be put on a list to be played 
uire said . 
serve books and government documents in 
rence section on the main floor may be 
out over night and the regular books may be 
out for 30 days , Lequire said . 
e policies for the books are 25 cents a day 
r books, $1 a day for periodicals that are 
, Lequire said . "We are· not interested in 
our money-we are trying to keep the 
Monday, August 25, t 986 
Bits and Bytes 
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•. BILL DENNIS I Staff photographer 
U of I graduate student Jeff Hochmuth and home Library computer terminals .  There are many other 
economics jun ior Cheryl Caffil l, standing, instruct services available in the l ibrary besides just checking 
accounting jun ior Cindy Doehring in the use of Booth out bookS. 
materials in the library . Fines go directly to the State 
of I llinois General Revenue funds , "  he said . He also 
said the replacement cost for books are the actual 
cost of the books plus a $5 processing fee . For 
periodicals,  the cost is $35 for bound volumes , $5 for 
loose volumes plus $5 processing fees . 
Copy machines , located on the main and upper 
levels , cost 5 cents a page, while copies of microfilm 
are 20 cents a page, "which are a bargin, because the 
machines are underwritten by the library , "  Lequire 
said . " We aren' t  looking to make any money off the 
machines, "  he said. .-: '
�--.------.---. 
Student orientation 
starts here. 
If you remember only one thing al:x>ut orientation, remember where to find 
White Hen Pantry. It's the place to run to for late night snacks, early morning 
pastries, delicious deli sandwiches, cold fountain drinks, and more. White Hen 
Pantiy makes the all-nighters and the 8:00 a.m. c1asses a little easier to take. 
More of what you run out for ... that's a White Hen Pantry �rence. 
Simi as )00 like All \'arieties Frisbee Platter Chunk or sliced ln•cold 
Boiled 
Ham 
$l.S1121h 
"' Potato Regular sandwich, American 114 lb. salad. and c• 15 oz. fountain drink Cheese 
7 oz. twiii pack �� 99e 1121b. 89e each $1.99 •po1a1n salad. macaroni salad or role slaw 
Offers good thru 9f2186 only at location lisred. 
200 East Lincoln Ave. •Charleston• 345-4240 
Bill & Dot Helland, Owner/Operators 
When You Run Out, Run Out To. . . . 
w�.!!l!��'!!!!"J 
Coke 
6-12 oz. can� 
·-·c:c�9 
1 
RA lack To School Edition 
$25/MO. AND UP 
Monday, Au�ust 25, 1986 
APARTMENTS 
$120/M0.-4 STUDENTS 
VCR RENTALS 
$25/MO. 
CARLYLE RENTALS 
The Dally Eastern News 
ROOM-SIZE 
CARPETS 
$19911 AND UP 
W. Rt. 16 
345-7746 
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pro career in the Cards? 
Former Panther defensive lineman Tom Moskal, No. 69, tries out a little of­
as he blocks for running back Vai Sikahema, a fellow rookie, in a scrimage 
game at the St. Louis Cardinals training camp held on campus in July. Moskal 
tried out with the Big Red along with.former Panther kicker Evan Arapostathis. 
or freshman, freedom means responsibility 
llCHAEL CLARK 
· /government editor 
.For the first time in your life, you are on your 
making decisions for yourself. With no 
ews or parents looking over your shoulder, you 
finally prove that you're independent. 
This is the typical attitude most new students will 
"ence one time or another during their first few 
sofschool. 
But with the new-found freedoms, there will · 
ys be those unexpected problems. Many students 
are away from home for the first time experience 
liness, lack of confidence and numerous other 
lems. 
h Tankersley, Taylor Hall counselor, said that 
oping self esteem is the toughest challenge 
most college freshmen. . 
I feel it's important for freshmen and any new 
ts to get to know a lot of people," Tankersley 
• "This can help strengthen their self esteem.'' 
of the toughest adjustments is breaking away 
high school friends who have been there 
thick and thin. 
When a person comes from high school," 
ersley said, "they've gone to school with the 
people all the way through. When they come to 
· ersity, they suddenly find they are lonley 
they don't know that many people. 
should get involved with activities to help 
p their self-confidence." 
Tankersley said some other problems fresh­
encounter are competition, peer influence and 
· es roommate problems. 
· g the\first week, students should try to be 
informed when registration and add-drops are," 
Tankersley said. "Because a lot of times, students 
)VOn't realize when these are taking place." 
Tankersley said that freshman should also try to 
"stay on top of their homework," because it 
sometimes very difficult to catch up when they get 
behind. 
Senior Peggy Mahoney said that budgeting time is 
the key to academic success in college. 
"My freshman year, I was at Marty's every 
night," Mahoney said. "My grades were not that 
high. 
"But I joined a sorority and they helped me get my 
grades up," she said. 
· 
Mahoney said the· sorority requirements and the 
help she received from her sorority sisters. helped 
improve her study habits. 
"Don't be afraid to ask," she said. "There are so 
many services on campus, like tutoring, counseling, 
that can really help students.'' 
Mahoney said another important aspect to the 
college adjustment is being courteous to your fellow 
student while living in the residence hall. 
"You should act like yoti would at home," she 
said. "They've got to realize they are not the only 
one living on the floor.'' 
But the key to her accademic success, Mahoney 
said, would have. to be her "Study Eventful" book 
that she obtained on campus. 
Mahoney said the book enables students to list 
dates, times and activities. This allows a person the 
luxury of seeing what they have to do, thus allowing 
them to budget their time wisely. 
Janet Zielke, senior resident assistant in Taylor 
\ Don't get the boot · 
,, , 
� -•->;,«'/ .... �"'"'� .. 
Parking is always a problem on 
campus. Getting a parking permit 
will help you avoid some of 
headaches. Times and places for 
applying for permits are listed. 
Seepage12A 
Hall, said that freshman should not forget their 
priorities and why they are here. 
"You are here for classes first, not partying," 
Zeilke said. "Freshmen shouldn't forget their 
priorities." 
She said some of the problems she has come across 
include budgeting time, grades, phone bills and 
relationships between friends. 
"The first couple of . weeks here is a lot of 
homesickness," she said. "But they soon get new 
friends, which m�kes it a little easier.'' 
'Senior Jeff Young said that freshman have got to 
realize they are now responsible for their finances 
and there is a tendency toward "over-spending." 
"When you're a freshman, you tend to always 
want to call your friends at home," Young said. 
"When I received my first phone bill, I was in shock 
· about how expensive it was." 
Young said that a student should know that 
evening hours are the cheapest time to call. 
But Young also emphasized the importance of 
·getting involved and meeting people. 
Senior Jeff Nowakowski said that a person 
shouldn't wait for the last moment to do homework. 
''Don't go drinking during the week," 
Nowakowski said. "Don't wait til the night before a 
test before beginning to study for a test." 
Nowakowski also said that living on campus for 
your first two years will allow students enough time 
to meet many different types of people. 
Senior Harold Wissel said freshmen should just try 
to be themselves. 
· 
"Be yourself," he said. "You don't have to follow 
anyone�" 
Et tu, Caesar? 
Students will notice a change this 
fall as an area pizza restaraunt 
undergoes a name-change in a 
"Battle of the Caesars." 
Seepage12A 
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College courses 
" 
for career success. 
Add 
· Military Science 
· . MSC 1001 
to your Fall Schedule. 
· 
· It's not too late to 
�. get a head start on the future. 
.·· 
�t' • • . 
For more information, 
call Maj. May, 581-5944 
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 
t ' " f ' • ' I • ' ' 1 • • 1 • \ \ \,o- \ • � \ 'llo ,.· � I.�· • \ 0 .  I 0 ' ' 
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Caesar's agrees on name change Sole area health store hits crunch, packs up By LARRY SMITH 
Staff writer 
"Little Caesars demanded we change our 
name," Myerscough said . ·ey MONICA McADAMS 
Staff writer Students coming back from summer vacation wfll soon notice the absense of a familiar name in 
the pizza business .  
"So I decided not  to take the issue to court 
because I didn' t  want to take the chance of losing . The only local store Eastern students could buy 
health food closed it ' s  doors over the summer. Caesar' s  Pizza, located on the corner of Fourth 
Street and Lincoln Avenue, will be changing its 
name by September 1 because of trademark 
confusion ·with Little Caesars , Caesar' s  owner 
Jerry Myerscough said . 
"If I lost I would be liable for royalties and 
residuals . All this would cost in the neighborhood 
of $30-40,000," Myerscough added. Mama's  Truck Whole Foods,  1 1 39 6th St . ,  closed it ' s  doors July 27. Mama's  specialized in homebaked 
breads ,  cookies and granola . Myerscough said he thought it was more "prudent" to change the name. "We agreed to 
change our name by September 1 . ' '  Owner Ann Spear would not speak t o  the Eastern News, but distributed a letter to customers explaining The confusion started when Little Caesars 
opened in Charleston last spring. "We received a 
letter from their lawyers requesting us to send all 
pertinent information about our name to them " 
Myerscough said . ' 
"My brother and I registered for a state 
trademark in 1 978 when we opened Caesar' s ," 
Myerscough said . "He had a Caesar's  in Mattoon 
and l had one in Charleston . I eventually bought 
The similarity in names also caused confusion 
for customers . Myerscough said customers would 
come into Caesar' s  trying to redeem· Little Caesars 
coupons . Customers also would order pizzas from 
Little Caesars and come to Caesar's  to pick them 
up.  
the reasons for closing. · · 
In the letter she blamed many things for forcing 
her to close : the stress of government taxation and 
manipulation , unhappy partners, good help leaving, 
old equipment breakdowns, family adjustment 
problems and the normal costs of learning. Caesar' s  is holding a drawing to change its 
name, Carol Myerscough, co-owner said . The 
winner and new name will be announced Aug .  1 .  
Mama's  truck is the only local store that specializes 
in health foods.  The closest store now is Strawberrv 
Fields ,  located in Urbana. 
· 
him out . "  
Little Caesars registered for 
trademark in 1 965, Myerscough 
Caesars didn ' t  need to register 
trademark . 
a national 
·said . Little 
for a state 
"It will be expensive because we have to buy 
new menus, a new sign and repaint our delivery 
trucks ," he added . All the changes should cost 
ab�ut $2,000 but would be a lot cheaper than 
$30,000, Mverscough said . 
"It ' s  going to be horrible," customer Denise Krafr 
said . "She (Spear) makes a lot of her own food like 
granola, bread and pasta salad, plus there are lunch 
specials that I ' ll miss . I buy all my produce and dairy 
products here."  
Clodfelders Goodyear 
Auto Center 
Back to School Specials 
•Life-time Muffler $29.95 installed 
(most US cars, clamps extra) 
•Front Brakes $39.95 
Parts & Labor (most US cars) 
•Air Conditioner Charge $12.95 
1422 W. Madison 345-2130 
���������������������������������� 
� Wqe e = ;lJhtliau Iblaherll e 
= . atth e 
� �pagqetti �ouse � = 348-7777 345-7777 lr. 
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EVERYDAY SPECIAL TIES 
From our Bakery 
Fresh Baked Bread (16'" loaf) .............................................................. 75 
Maked & Baked from scratch 
Garlic Bread (whole loaf) .................................................................. 1.50 
(half loaf) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  �85 
Gondo (whole) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . .  2.50 
(half) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.50 
ham. salami. lettuce & cheese on a 16" loaf 
UGobbler (half) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .  2.05 
It's turkey, what else! With lettuce and mayo 
UGobbler Deluxe (half) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.55 
Turkey with ham, swiss cheese & mayo. It's Deluxe! -
American Beef (half) . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • • . . • 2.55 
Lean roast beef served with crisp lettuce & mayo, 
ketchup, or BBQ sauce. With cheese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.65 
Lllub Supreme (hall) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.35 
Ham, salami, American cheese, ftlmato, lettuce & red onoins, 
served hot with ·mayo or try of hOuse V.O. It's Great! 
Pizzi Bre11d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .... . . .. . .... . . . ...... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .... . . . .  '. 1.25 
A half loaf of fresh bread served open faced with our 
special sauce and cheese toasted. 
Him a CheeH ................................................... '. ...................... 1.80 
Sliced ham and American cheese, served hot. 
1111111'1 Metltball . .. . . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . .. . . ... . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . ......... . . . ........ . . . . . . . 2.60 
An 8" loaf stuffed with meatballs, smothered In sauce and 
·covered with cheese, baked. 
Pizzi Burger ............................................................................. 2 .85 
Italian sausage, green pepers, mushrooms and onoins, 
covered with sauce and topped with cheese • 
............................................................................... 2.65 
Lean roast beef with a hint of spaghetti sauce and of 
course pepperocinis. With cheese . •  . , .. : ...................... 2.85 
7th & Lincoln 
MAZUMA 
RECORDS and VIDEO 
1414 FOURTH 
records: 
new and used 
domestic/import 
and indie 
v_ideo: 
specializing in 
cult, classic and 
concert film 
books: 
western and science fiction 
PH. 345-331.4 
• • • • • 
Barbeque Stromboli . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............................. 2.55 
Seasoned meat, green peppers and onoins, tangy 
BBQ sauce and cheese of course! 
Gyros . . . . .  . ............ ................. 2.55 
Traditional spicey meat with onoins. tomatoes. and real 
zita sauce. (cucumber sauce) 
PASTA 
1/2 Gallon Spaghetti Special · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  3.25 
For carryout only-it's 24 ounces of meat sauce covered 
with noodles, enough to feed 4 people. , , 
Spaghetti Ala Carte . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... '.<�.-." . . ,, .... :,.75 
Noodles and meat sci.uce only. 
� 
' •' ... .... .,. �paghettl Dinner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... �. . 3.35 
Our meaty sauce and noodles, salad and half loaf of garlic bread . 
Bakect Spaghetti ............. . .  .. .. 3.35 
Childs Spaghetti 
A Feast of green peppers, onoins, mushrooms, layered 
with meat sauce and baked with cheese! 
1/2 the ala carte for the light eater. 
.99 
Meatball• . . . .. . ... . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , .............................. 65 
Four fabulous morsels 
Salad . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -. .......................................................... 85 
With our only dressing. It's Italian! 
Chet Salad .......... . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ......................................................... 2.so 
Mounds of lettuce peppered with ham. turkey, salami, 
and two kinds of cheeses. 
We're known for our made from scratch 
baked bread, for sandwiches, Gondo's 
and our famous unique garlic bread. 
Pasta too, is our trade mark with 
Eastern's unique serving, the Y2 gallon 
spaghetti special. It feeds your gang 
of four, for under$ 5. 00 
Monday, August 2 5 ,  1 986 The Dally Eastern News 
Old Main started Eastern 
By MICHELLE MUELLER with the exception . of Lincoln and 
Staff writer • Douglas Halls , the Library and 
Eastern has grown by leaps and . McAfee gym, were built during his 
bounds since it first opened it's doors administration. 
in September of 1 899 with one He estimated $52 million was spent 
building, the Livingston C. Lord on building under Doudna ' s  
Administration Building. presidency. Residence halls sprung up 
This castle-like building, usually almost yearly during his term. Thomas 
referred to as Old Main, is the first was built in 1964, Andrews in 1965 , 
sight many students have of Eastern Taylor in 1966, Lawson in 1 967 , 
and was the sole building of the Stevenson in 1968, Carmen North in 
Eastern Illinois State Normal School 1 970 and Carman South in 1 97 1 ,  
for many years . I t  provides classroom Hencken said . 
space as well as administration offices . Also built during Doudna's  term was 
Livingston C. Lord, the school' s  the Life Science Annex, Lantz Gym, 
first president, then pushed for a the Triad residence halls , part of the 
women' s  residence hall , so Pemberton Union and Married Housing. Ad­
Hall opened its doors in 1 909. Named ditions to Pemberton and the Library 
for Sen . Stanton C. Pemberton, who were also built,  Doudna said . 
initiated passage of a bill which made . Eastern purchased East Hall in 1 975 
the hall possible, Pemberton was the . and the Ninth St.  Hall in 1 984, 
first women's residence hall to be built Hencken said . 
at any state college in Illinois . 
Parking perm its on sale 
By MONICA McADAMS 
Staff writer 
Parking permits for students will 
be on sale Aug. 27 , the first day of 
classes . 
They will be sold at the Union 
beginning at 7 :30 a . m . ,  said a 
spokesman for the campus police. 
Student parking lot permits will 
cost $6 for the entire year . These 
lots are located across from the 
football stadium, across from 
Lawson Hall , across from Andrews 
hall and north of Carman Hall on 
9th Street. 
Permits for other lots on campus 
are sold for $20. These are lot . E, 
behind Lantz gym, and lot D ,  
between t h e  Applied Science 
building and the Life Science 
building. 
Residence hall permits are applied 
for at the residence hall desk . Thf!Y 
are sold for $3 per semester . 
Residence hall permits are sold on 
the b�sis of a student' s  housing 
date. 
M o s t  commuter student s ,  
students with proof o f  j obs that 
require transportation and students 
· who need to go home often for 
medical reasons will get permits , but 
not necessarily for the lots they 
request, said James Johnson, dean 
of student services . 
"We try to help those people who 
have a definite need for parking 
spaces ," Johnson said . 
These special cases must be 
cleared with Johnson. 
Things were a little different in the 
early days of Pemberton.  Room and 
board was $4 per week, mandatory 
study hours were enforced and 
chaperones were required in most 
CHARLESTON LANES .:INC. 
1310 E. Street • Charleston, I llinois 61920 • (217) 345-6630 
instances . . 
The third major building added to 
campus was the Training Scho.ol 
Building, now Blair Hall, which was 
completed in 1 9 1 3. 
In 1 929, the Practical Arts Building, 
now the Student Services Building, was 
added to the school , renamed Eastern 
I llinois State Teacher' s  College in 
1 92 1 .  
• Women's Night (Mon . ,  Tues., Thurs.), Afternoon (Wed.,  F ri .) 
• Men's Night (Mon. ,  Tues., Wed. ,  Thu rs.) 
• Mixed Doub1es (Wed. ,  Thu r. ,  Fri . ,  Sun.)  
• Youth-Ages 5-1 9 (Sat.) 
• Scratch-Men's (Tues.) . 
Feeling . the gymnasium in Pem­
berton was too small , Lord pushed for 
a new facility . It was not until after his 
death that the Health Education 
Building, now McAfee Gym, was 
• Morning-Men & Women (F ri .) 
• EIU Students, Facu lty, Employees, etc. Shorter season (Wed .,  9 pm) 
For more information call Charleston Lanes - 345-6630 
Monday thru Saturday After 1 :00 PM 
completed in 1 938 . . ?huilding accelerated in the '60s and 
early '70s . Quincy Doudna, president 
from 1 957 through 1 970, oversaw a 
time of expansion when the enrollment 
jumped from 500 to 600 students as the 
baby-boomers entered college, said 
Lou Hencken, director of student 
housing. 
OUR PRO SHOP 
Features Professional fitted & 
drilled Bowling balls and bowl­
ing apparels 
Shoes • Shirts • Bags • Ad. 
Virtually all the c.ampus buildings 
south of the Student Services Building, 
You Are Invited To 
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH 
AND 
STUDENT CENTER 
902 Cleveland Avenue 
(across from Tarble Arts Center) 
Sunday Service 
8:  15 & 10 :45 a.m.  
Holy Eucharist 
Every Sunday 
t ., 
,, J 
Sunday School & 
Bible Study 
9:30 a . m .  Bob Hackler-Pastor 
BU Student Bible Study 
4:30 p . m .  
Sunday Cost Supper 
5:30 p.m.  
Wednesday Evening Devotion 
9:30 p.m.  
ALL LUTHERANS & OTHERS WELCOME 
THE INDIAN LOUNGE 
Has friendly surrounding 
Mixed drinks • cold beer 
and 6 famous draft beers, 
FREE POPCORN 
• A ttitude Adjustment • 
Hour! 
THE TROPHY SHOP 
Specializing in custom made:­
tD-order trophies, plaques and 
engraving 
Welcome Students 
and Facu lty ! ! 
S E E A L L  T H E N E W 
FA L L  C LOTH I N G 
• A rrow shirts 
• Wembley ties 
• Corduroy sportcoats 
• Dress sf ax & Sportswear 
.• Suits 
SHOP OUR 
DOWN U N DER 
ROOM 
• JEA NS 
• A CTI VE WEA R 
• CORDS 
• S WEA TERS 
LEE JEANS SALE 
Stretch Pre-washed cotton 
2488 1 .988 
SHAFER'S 
Downtd- Chariest- - Use Your Viso or Most•rcord 
Mondav. Au•ust 2 5 .  1 986 
EIU'S MOST UNIQUE . 
. ITALIAN RESTAURANT 
. ' 
OUR STYLE SERVES YOU 
GIVE US A T  ASTE 
THE ITALIAN BAKERY 
I 
& SPAGHETTI HOUSE 
7th & LINCOLN . · · ·  
348-7777 Or 345-7777 - · - · - ­
WELCOME · 
EASTERN STUDENTS 'Let us take care of all your banking needs · 
The Bania 
Member 
ol Charleston FDIC 
62 1 West Lincoln • Charleston • (21 7) 348-8131  
Drive-up 
Monday-Friday 8 :  30 to 5 : 30 
Saturday 8 : 30 to 1 2  : 00 
Hours 
wbby 
Monday-Friday 9 :  00 to 5 :  30 
Saturday 9 : 00 to 1 2  : 00 
''We JtVant to be Your Bank ,, 
• 
CHARLESTON 
PAWN SHOP 
W e  buy, sel l ,  trade and make 
loans on Diamonds , Gold , 
Silver, Coins, Stereos & 
most anything of value .  
DIAMO NDS & C O I N S  
A R E  O U R  SPECIAL TY 
1 4 4 8  9th St Charleston, IL 
3 4 8- 1 2 1 4  
r;;ATTON 
�Ill!! & ff!!r!l 
• Resumes · 
• Copies 
• Club Cards 
• Personal Stationery 
CVixieCream 
TWO LOCATIONS 
300 Lincoln Ave. 
41 0 7th Street 
6 a. m. - 1  p. m. 
Mon. ·- sat. 
7 a .m. - 1  p. m. 
Sunday 
345-5005 
1 MALE needed tor 2 BR 
Furn . Apt . Close to EIU . 
Many extras included . 
9 %  mo. lease $ 1 40°0 • 345-4508 
"'-- - - - - - - -
2 BR Apt. Furnished. 
Water, garb. , Cable TV included 
in rent. New furniture. 9 Y2 mo. 
lease $1 40°0 tor 3 .  345-4508 
i--- - - - - - - -
PARENTS NOTICE: 
For Sale 2 BR Mobile Home 
t 2 x 60 . Stove , Refrig . ,  Air Cond . ,  
included. Excellent buy 
tor Student. Located in nicest, 
most quiet TR. CT. in town .  
$3 , 50000• 2 1 7-345-4508.  
BAPTIST STUDENT 
MINISTRIES 
1505 7th St. 
Sylvan Knobloch 
Campus Minister 
WEEKLY FELLOWSHIP 
Thur$. 7 p.m.  in the Kansas Room 
In Martin Luther King Union 
Activities include: Evangelism Teams, 
Retreats. Mission Trips, Dorm Bible 
Study Groups!! 
Unity Gospel Choir - 3 p.m. Sun . 
University Baptist Church 
The Dally Eastern N ews 
Make F11n 
With the Honda Spree� you never 
have t9 settle for just getting t:Ilere. You can . 
have a �ood time along_ the way. 
Tfiis is our most a1f ordabie scooter. Push­
button starting and no shifting make it easy to 
use. And it's afinost maintenance-free . 
. · So come see the Spree yoursel£ Because 
the road never ends. Neither should the fun. 
HONDA &d' 
�N1h�r 
$499°0 TOTAL 
(License excluded) 
1 001 Lincoln 
Phone 345-6544 
Designed k>r �aror use only. 
Alwa� wror a helmet & eye prorecrion. 
We love you just the way you are. 
. · . 
Relax . . .  no need to 
change! Domino's Pizza 
is only a phone call away. .-·••••••••••••••••••••, • 
Serving Charleston Area: 1 5 0 � Order a delicious 1 
348-1 626 I � ��;��:=���et I 
6 1 1 7th St. I 50$ off the total I Hours: I QFF price. I 1 1  AM- 1 AM Sun .-Thurs. I I 
1 1  AM-2 AM Fri. -Sat. I ~ One coupon I 1 · per pizza. 1 DOMINO'S I . : . I PIZZA I - Not valid with I V 51111 I • any other I DELI ER IL promotion or offer. I FREE. ••••••••••••••••••••• .. 
Our - cany - 1Nn '20.00. Umlled .--Y -. O I M4 0omln9'a l'lzu. 1nc. 
The Dally Eastern News 
Free legal services 
provided for Eastern 
full-t ime students 
By MATTHEW MILLS 
Staff writer 
Free legal advice is offered to all full­
time students by Eastern's  legal ser­
vice. 
However, it's also a service most 
students don' t  know about . 
Their range of help is limited . They 
offer legal advice for contracts , leases 
and misdemeanors . 
Leases for off-campus students are 
the number one trouble that he ex­
periences , said Steve Davis , legal 
services director.  The problems 
students face range from repairs that 
aren' t done on time to security 
deposits .  
However, students trying to get out -
of leases is becomming a big issue, he 
said . 
Davis said "contract disputes and 
municipal ordinances are a problem 
also," but are minimal. 
Davis said he "can't  represent 
anyone in court ," but he can give 
advice on who a defendant should see 
when faced with a court appearance." 
The service is free unless the student 
has to go to court , and then there are 
only court fees, Davis said . 
Davis said students with troubles 
within the scope of the legal service 
should use the service, because the it is 
paid for in student fees and is there to 
help students . 
Legal services is located in the in the 
mezzanine of the west wing of the 
Union.  
Mondav . Au�ust 2 5 .  1 986 
Buy One PIZZA 
Get One FREE! 
Back lo School Edltlon 15A 
Buy any size Origi nal Round Pizza at regular price and get the 
identical pizza FREE with th is coupon! 
... - -- - VALUAILE COUPON ----,----- VALUAa.E COUPON ----, 
I FREE Buy Any Size Original . I TWO PIZZAS Large Size Pizzas I Round Pizza at Regular Pnce 'fth Ch & I I and Get the Identical Pizza I $ 9 . w eese FREE! I 27 ONE Item I I PIZZA . CHARLESTON CHARLESTON I 3 WEST LINCOLN AVE. I 3 WEST LINCOLN AVE. I 34s-4743 I ,.... ... 345-4743 . I 
'1 1 Extra 11· ems and extra cheese ava1·1abfe 1 Price varies depending on size and number of toppings ordered. Valid with coupon at at add1t1011al cost Valid with coupon at participating Little Caesars• n,..+;c1pating Little Caesars•. One I I Carry Out Only. Expires 911 5186 I co:;"� per customer. Carry Out Only. I · I Expire& 911 5186 I •(fl)��� · (fl)��·�· �---- VALUA&E COUPON ----�--- - VALUAa.E CC>l.aM ----� 
C1986 little (aesar Enmprises, Inc. 
Copy-X Printing 
SEMESTER SPECIALS 
r;;�'l/]f!ll!il- -· - - ·  
BACK-TO-SCHOOL We Are Your Ful l  Service Printer, 
C lose to Campus 
LET COPY - X  
Provide you with a tailor-made resume 
We are now offering a 
RESUME SPECIAL 
You Get: 
One-page resume typed 
50 printed copies 
50 matching second sheets 
50 matching envelopes 
e offer: A wide variety of formats 
A wide variety of distinctive borders 
Several types and colors of paper 
Sever�I type styles to choose from 
One-day service in most cases 
Quantities from 1 O on up 
Matching envelopes 
FAS1PRINT - (Close to campus) 
� � 107 Llncoln Ave. 
�.�- 345-63 1 3  
1/2 PRICE SALE!* 
Buy one pair of athletic 
shoes and get the ��� 
second pair .at 
half price. 
•Second pair must be 
of equal or lower price than first 
Dai ly Eastern ·News 
ADVERTISERS 
Always give you a 
FAIR DEAL 
. l 
/ 
-
"' 
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EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY THEATRE 
198 6-87 STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION SEASON 
One Play FREE! 
* SAVE . .  .as a season subscriber , you save 25% over the price of single adm ission or $4 .00 on a 
pair of tickets . 
* HAVE GUARANTEED SEATS OF YOUR CHOICE • . .  subscribe early and have choice seats 
each time you attend the theatre on your scheduled performance night.  
* ENJOY CONVENIENT TICKET EXCHANGE • . •  should you f ind yourself unable to attend 
your scheduled performance , exchange your tickets up to 24 hours before performance 
time for the best seats available . 
* HURRY • • •  subscription sales end October 1 4 , 1 986 . 
MERT ON OF THE MOVIES by George S. Kaufman and Marc Connelly 
October 1 0, 1 1 ,  1 3, 1 4-8:00 p.m.  October 1 2-2:00 p.m.  
Dramatized by Kaufman and Connelly from the novel by Harry Leon Wilson , M E RTON OF THE MOVIES remains one of the 
American plays. As a stirring story , a picture of American youth , an interesting commentary on motion pictures 
ly human study of characters , it is a comedy not to be missed by audiences who love the theatre . 
most popular 
and an intense 
; l uED DA GABLER by Henrik Ibsen I 
November 20, 21 , 22, 24-8:00 p.m .  Novem ber 23-2:00 p.m. 
In  H EDDA GA BLEA I bsen created one qf his most arresting characters in the heroine who refuses to face- life and is en­
r own instability and the irony of circumstance . Hedda is a fascinating study in psychopathology and shows 
had travelled since his first plays. 
trapped by he 
how far Ibsen 
I THE GOOD DOCTOR by Neil Simon I 
February 2 0,  21 , 23,  24, 1 987-8:00 p.m. February 22-2:00 p.m. 
A n  lnterprete rs Theatre production of Neil Simon's adaption of stories by Anton Chekhov. The portraits are droll and at­
e humor infectious and the fun unending . Through the development of these stories , Neil  Simon's comic fancy · f ectionate, th 
ent. 
· 
is always pres 
l rnE SKIN OF OUR TEETH by Thornton Wilder I 
April 1 7, 1 8, 26, 27-8:00 p.m.  April 1 9-2:00 p.m. 
Winner of  the Pulitzer Prize , THE SKIN OF OUR TEETH is the story of the Antrobus family down through the ages from the 
ar-any war . They have survived a thousand calamities by the skin of their teeth , and the play is a tribute to their 
ty and a statement of faith in humanity . 
time of the w 
indestructabili 
- - - - - - � - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Clip and r eturn to : University Theatre , Theatre Arts Department, Eastern I ll inois University , Charleston ,  I llinois 6 1 920 
UNIV ERSITY THEATRE 1986-87 STUDENT SEASON TICKET ORDER FORM: 
Please send me __ season tickets at $6 each.  Name 
Enclosed pie ase fine payment of $ Address 
Make checks payable to : City __________ .State ___ Zip ___ _ 
Eastern Illinois U niversity 
MERTON 
HEDDA G 
OF THE MOVIES 
ABLER 
D DOCTOR THE GOO 
THE SKIN OF OUR TEETH 
-
Phone ----------------'----�
CIRCLE ONE DATE FOR EACH SHOW: 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Sunday Monday 
Oct. 1 0  Oct. 1 1  * Oct. 1 2  Oct. 1 3  Oct. 1 4  
Nov. 20 Nov. 21 Nov. 22 * Nov. 23 Nov. 24 
Feb. 20 Feb. 21 * Feb. 22 Feb. 23 Feb. 24 
Apr. 1 7  Apr. 1 8  *Apr. 1 9  Apr. 26 Apr. 27 
• Sunday Matinees at 2:00 p.m. 
Other Performances are at 8:00 p.m. except where indicated. 
O 'Brien Field fix-up 
The 86 football season is looking 
"bright" for the Panthers as the 
Brighten O'Brien Project, which will 
add l ights, new track and new press 
box, nears its Aug . 2 completion 
date. 
See page 2 
V-ballers add 3 
A lack of . out-of-state scholarship 
oppotunities helps make summer a 
time of l ittle rest for Eastern volleyb811 
coaches as tt:\ey recruit three for next 
year's squad in hops of upping last 
year's 1 6- 1 7 record . 
See page 1 1  
21 lack To School ldltlon 
0 '�Brien renewed.· 
Project nears Aug ust 
completion for l ights 
By CINDY BEAKE 
Sports editor 
The "Brighten O'Brien" fundraising campaign to 
refurbish O' Brien Field should be completed as early 
as August 2, said R. C. Johnson, Eastern' s  athletic 
director.  
The $440,000 project was started to raise funds for 
a variety of improvements at O'Brien Field including 
resurfacing of the track , the addition of lights and 
renovation of the press box .  
"Trenching for t h e  electrical work for the lights i s  
being done now , "  Johnson said . "The press b o x  has 
been painted and the track has been striped . "  
As of July, there were 476 donations , and a total 
of $ 1 1 2 ,  766 . 79 had been collected for the project. 
There are basically two types of pledges:  actual , 
personal pledges, which are signed and then billed to 
individuals , and a number of pledges that volunteers 
agree to raise. 
The funds for the project are raised without the 
help of the finance office's assistance, said Verna 
Armstrong, Eastern's vice president of ad­
ministration and finance. 
"We need lights to help increase �ttendance at 
home football games, " , said Eastern ,president 
Stanley Rives. 
· 
For the first time, · Eastern's  football will · be 
playing a majority of their home games under lights . 
Al Molde, head coach for the. football Panthers 
looks forward to playing under the lights this fall . 
" I  think it' s (night football) going to give us more 
flexibility, "  Molde said . " People who work on 
Saturday can still come to our games . And we won ' t  
b e  competing with Illinois (University of I llinois) for 
time . "  
Improvements o n  the track began immediately 
following the IHSA state track meet which is held at 
Mondav.  Auqust 2 5 .  1 986 
Reconstruction for the Brighten O'Brien Project is 
expected to be complete by Aug. 2. The $440,000 
worth of improvemen�s include resurfacing of the 
. . . ' , . � ,, · ·-
Eastern .on the last weekend in May every year. . . 
"It cost $ 1 95 ,000 to improve the track , ' ' ·sai(fNeil 
Moore, coordinator of .the track Teconstrudion and 
head track coach . "It's  . going t0 be a better track 
than before-layout andthe surface. "  · 
· 
Moore said the layout of the track area was · 
changed as well as resurfacing the track . 
"We moved the pole vault to the outside of the 
track for safety reasons . There were a couple. of times 
when a serious accident might have happened , "  
Moore said . 
According to Moore, the track was not only 
repainted, i t  was given another one-inch layer of · 
The Dally Eastern N ews 
• CINDY BEAKE I Staff photographer 
track, building a new press box and the installation of 
l ights for night football games. 
· 
,-. � 
\ l:' - , .J"  
asphalt .  ; ,  . . . 
" It has a little for cushion and more red : top 
. coating, "  Moore said . "The one-inch · new b.ase 
makes for a good foundation and great tra'ining' 
surface. "  . .  
"We now have one of the better facilities in ·  the 
state if not in the country , "  Moore said . "The im­
. portant thing now is to keep the track in good shape 
so that it lasts more than seven years . "  
· The pressbox is the last item t o  be worked on ; said 
Johnson . " I t  is number three on our list , "  he said . · 
The renovation of the pressbox includes adding a 
top deck to the present facility. 
- Welceme Back Students fanfar�-. 
I 105 ltf 
Let Sirius Fitness help you keep that 
summer shape & that great summer tan 
1 Semester . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $65.00 
2 Semesters . • . . . . • . . . • . .  $1 00.00 
1 Month . • • • . • • . . • . • . . • . .  $1 8.00 
For unlimited use of weights & machines or A erobics 
1 O Tanning Sessions in  1 of our 2 
Wolff Tanning Beds Only $32.00 
Appointment Necessary 
Discount Rate for groups 
Sirius now offers: 
Free weights 
Badger machines 
Large spa 
Sirius =: ... ;1£' 
... 
Juice bar 
Locker & shower facil ity 
Aerobics-many classes 
Reserve our spa on 
Fri. or Sat Evening 
For 1 or 2 couples 
1 couple . . . . . . .  $ 1  O/hr. 1 
12 couples . . . . . . $ 1  8/hr . : 
.11 s Jackson 345-1 544. 
SPARE-TIME SPORTSCAST 
Replace l i fe ' s  daily pressures with 
easy pleasures . . .  l ike th is cast of 
sporty energ izers from Fanfares .  
Priced to pleas e .  Sn eaker i n  
White or  Floral M u lt i  fahric . 
Low- rise aerobic in WHITE 
leather uppers . 
H igh-top in WHITE 
leath er u ppers . 
AND SO 
DO WE Special Low Prices 
INYART' S �:���-
North Side of U p t ow n  Charleston's  Sq . 
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Limel ig ht sh i nes on veteran gridders in  ' 86 
.Ai 
MICHAEL SIT ARZ I Staff photographer 
By CINDY BEAKE 
Sports editor 
Eastern's  football Panthers expect to have a 
"tough" season ahead of them, but it will also be 
brighter as they prepare to play their first season with 
night games under the lights . 
The new lights at O'Brien Field are part of the 
$440,000 " Brighten O'Brien" project which is ex­
pected to be completed by mid-August . 
The " Brighten O'Brien" campaign was started in 
1 985 as a way of raising funds for various im­
provements to O'Brien Field . These improvements 
include the addition of the lights to accommodate 
night sporting events , resurfacing of the track and a 
new pressbox .  . 
The Panthers hope to improve on their disap­
pointing 6-5 finish from last year . Panther coach Al 
Molde faces a difficult schedule which includes tough 
Gateway contenders Northern Iowa and new con­
ference member Indiana State as well as state 
powerhouse Southern Illinois . 
Eighteen of 2 1  starters from last season are 
returning for the fall including �ide receivers Roy 
Banks and Calvin Pierce as well as standout quar­
terback Sean Payton.  Sixteen recruits and transfers 
have also been inked for the upcoming season. 
A few veteran Panthers should · be watched 
carefully next season. 
Payton, the starting quarterback , could become 
only the fifth or sixth player in the history of the 
NCAA to pass for 1 0,000 career yards . Payton 
currently has 7 , 1 99 career yards in four years . 
Competition for the '86 season comes from Kevin 
Sweeney (Fresno State) who has 8 ,260 yards . 
receiving yardage career record of 2,522 yards.  
Pierce, who along with Payton and Banks were 
named to the pre-season all-American team, is yet 
another standout to watch, Molde said . 
Pierce , a 6-2 receiver was second on the team last 
season with 60 receptions . He had 900 yards and four 
touchdowns to his credit and is tied for 22nd in the 
country in Division I-AA in receiving last season . 
Fall training camp for Eastern 's football team is  
expected to begin on campus August 9 for the 
freshman and August 10 for varsity players , Molde 
added. 
· Molde said he looks forward to possibly the 
biggest change of all for the 1 986 season-night 
football . · 
" I  think it 's  (night football) going to give us more 
flexibility, "  Molde said . "People who work on 
Saturday can still come to our games . And we won 't  
be competing with Illinois for time . "  
Molde said there i s  only one draw back ; from a 
coach's standpoint. " I  hate to wait for night games . I 
have a nervous stomach. "  .,. · · '  � .. . .  
" We still remain young in certain positions , "  
Molde said . 
· · 
Aside from preparing the team for the fall season, 
for Molde and his coaching staff, recruiting is a big 
part of their j obs . 
The recruiting of high school players starts in 
December after the season is over. 
Freshman recruits are primarily from Illinois high 
schools , Molde said . 
However, he said that recruits have been "coming 
from places where we have developed contacts , like 
Detroit . "  
ther wide-receiver Roy Banks , a 1 985 first­
All-Gateway Conference selection , returns for 
1 986 season . Banks averaged 5 . 9  catches per 
last season.  The Panthers hope to improve 
t season's dissapointing 6-5 record . 
Banks and DuWayne Pitts , two other visible 
players , are both expected to have record-breaking 
seasons as well . 
Pitts averaged 9 1 . 5  yards last season with 9 1 4  
yards o n  2 1 2  carries . 
Banks is expected to pass Jerry Wright's pass-
When recruiting junior college players , Molde said 
they were "gravitating to the Southern California 
area. 
"There, we are finding the caliber of player we are 
looking for, " Molde said . "They can succeed 
academically and athletically (at Eastern) . "  
WELCOME NEW 
STUDENTS AND 
FACULTY! 
D & D HOBBIES 
has Art Supplies , Games, Paints , 
Tools , Balsa Wood , Trains, Models, 
and much more just for you! 
Bring this ad in and get 1 0% off 
Hours: Daily 1 :00 - 4 :30 ;  Sat . 1 1 : 00 - 4 :00 
718 Monroe St. 348-0664 
Across from the Will Rogers Theater 
., .. -- ., .. NP .... 
SPECIALTIES 
-Soft serve Frozen Yogurt 
in a variety of delicious 
flavors 
-Berry Patch Blizzerts 
& much more! 
Mon .-Fri . 9- 10, Sat . 9- 1 1 ,  Sun . Noon- 10 
FAST: 
-Roast Turkey 
-Baked Ham 
- Chicken Salad 
·BBQ 
ndwiches on your choice of fresh baked breads 
nt (25¢ extra) & topped with fresh vegetables 
s! 
(next to Coach Eddy's) 345- 1433 
- "" * •.w + "r • J1 
.. ...................................  ; Broken Spoke Bicycle .·Shep.:· 
* One Day Service 
on most repairs 
* Rebui lt Bicycles 
$50 and up 
1 1 43 6th Street • 345-9334 
(One block North of. Old Main) 
Linda's  Sporting Goods 
on the square - 510 6th St. 
Phone: 345-471 7 
• Special Orders 
• Trophies for All Groups 
• Intramural Team Uniforms 
• Plaques 
· • Dorm Floor Shirts & Sweatshirts 
• EIU T-shirts 
• EIU Fraternity & Sorority Jackets 
Linda Wass 
Owner 
Jerry Cole 
Manager 
" . 
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Aug . 1 4  
Sept. 6 
Sept. 1 3  
Sept. 20 
Sept . 27 
Oct. 4 
Oct . 1 1  
Oct. 1 8  
Oct . 2 5  
Nov. 1 
Nov. 8 
Nov. 1 5 
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE 
I l l inois State 
NORTHEAST M ISSOU RI (Hall of Fame) 
Northern Michigan 
SOUTHERN I LLINOIS 
OPEN 
LIBERTY UN IVERSITY 
NORTHERN IOWA ( Homecoming) 
Western I l l inois 
Southwest M issouri 
WINONA STATE ( Parent's Weekend) 
Indiana State 
WESTERN KENTUCKY 
7 : 30 p . m .  
6 : 30 p . m .  
1 2 : 00 p . m .  
6 : 30 p . m .  
6 : 30 p . m .  
1 : 3 0  p . m .  
1 : 3 0  p . m .  
2 : 00 p . m .  
1 : 3 0  p . m .  
1 2 : 30 p . m .  
1 :30 p . m .  
HOME GAM ES I N  CAPITAL LETTERS 
• ,  FOOTBALL ROSTER 
NAME POS YR Gregory Heggs WR FR Mark Petersen OG JR 
Gordon Acton PK J R  Daryl Holcombe DB FR Calvin Pierce SB SR 
Mike Altekruse DB so Eugene Humphrey DB FR Scott Pilkerton OT SR 
Eric Arnold QB FR Kevin Hunter DB JR DuWayne Pitts RB J R  
Roy Banks WR SR Paskle Jackson DB J R  Dan Polewski ILB SR 
Bob Benning OG SR Maurie� Johnson OT FR Dave Popp OT so 
Michael Bolian OT FR Scott Johnson FS SO Rod Reynolds DB FR 
Steve Bonnes OT SR Glenn Jones ILB J R  . Greg Rhea CB SR 
George Boykin OLB FR John Jurkovic OT SO Reggie Richardson OT FR 
Michael Briscoe OLB J R  Richard Labiak DB FR Jeff Rolson OT so 
Bob Bronaugh SS SR Uasi Lafo'ou Latu RB J R  J o h n  Schmitt DB so 
Ray Brown OLB FR Dave Lewandowski DE J R  Mike Scroggins TE FR 
Butch Brzeski oc J R  Terry Lewandowski WR JR Chris Severson OT SR 
Richard Burnett DB FR Chr is Loyet OT FR Darius Shavers DB SR 
Will ie Cain WR SR Mike Macek WR so Rodney Smoots WR FR 
John Candler WR FR James Marable RB SO Ben Stevenson RB so 
Clifford Cannon RB JR Shon McCray TE JR Dimitri Stewart OLB FR 
Pat Carroll QB J R  Richard McWhorter DL SO Ralph Steward WR FR 
Bill Cochrane ILB JR Stan Mi lan ILB FR David Singler DB so 
Mike Conner OT FR Jeff Mil ls LB so Aaron Thomas NG J R  
Jerome Covington ILB so Mike Mi losovic WR so Steve Til lotson P J R  
John Curtis 
Darwin DePina 
Robert Dixon 
Eddie Doxy 
Richard Ehmke 
William English 
Brent Fischer 
Joe Foster 
Ike Freeman 
Doug Fruendt 
Dan Garret 
Chris Geile 
QB 
OT 
WR 
WR 
PK 
WR 
TE 
OL 
DL 
TE 
RB 
OT 
FR Jim Miteff OG JR John Valenta OT SO 
SR Tom Mulchrone OLB FR John Vanderstaay' DB J R  
SR Pat Munda TE FR Charlie Vinson SB SR 
SR Matt Murphy OG FR Mike Watson OL FR 
FR Mel Nevels ILB FR Burgess Watts B FR 
J R  Sean O'Brien c so David Whitehead FS J R  
FR Jeff Oetting OLB FR Mike Will ian:is CB FR 
FR Marcus O'Neal WR FR Paul �ilson OLB J R  
J R  Carl Parker NG JR Robert Wilson ILB JR 
JR Altha Patton DB FR David Young RB FR 
FR Sean Payton QB SR Rick Zieman LB SR 
SR 
'Dolf n Suds® 
FREE GALLON of ROOTBEER 
with any combination 
of 1 0 sandwiches 
1 4 1 6 Lincoln 
3 4 5- 64 4 6  
Get your 
• party pictures 
• that girl or boy 
you met 
• pictures for 
Mom & Dad 
the very next day 
Today's Pictures 
Tomorrow!! 
Pick-Up Is At Your 
BACK DOOR! 
* The UNION CANDY COUNTER 
Bring in your film by 5:00 p.m.  
and get great pictures at 5:00 p.m.  
THE VERY NEXT DA Y!! 
New face 
Sycamores join Gateway 
By elNDY BEAKE 
Sports editor 
Indiana State has joined Eastern and 
five other schools in the Gateway 
Collegiate Athletic Conference in the 
football division and will be eligible for 
the 1 986 conference championships,  
the conference announced last month . 
The announcement comes after the 
Missouri Valley Conference dropped 
football from its sponsorship in May 
of 1 985 and the Gateway conference 
was formed . 
The Sycamores will join I llinois 
State , Northern Iowa, Southern 
Illinois, Southwest Missouri ,  Western 
I llinois and Eastern in the conference . 
Eastern has played Indiana State 
since 1 905 with the Sycamores ahead in 
the series 26-22-8 , said Don Kojich , 
assistant director of sports information 
at Eastern . 
" They have aways had good games 
with Eastern , "  Kojich said . "Last 
season we beat them 39-7 for only the 
second time since 1 962 . "  
With the addition o f  I ndiana State to 
the conference , some believe that the 
Gateway is one of  the strongest NCAA 
division I -AA conferences in the 
country . 
" I  think they ( the Syamores) w i l l  
make the  conference one  of  the  
toughest in  the country , "  Koj ich said . 
J im Sheehan , information director 
of the G a teway , echoed K oj ic h ' s  
t h OU !!h t� . 
"There's  is no doubt that we' re one 
of the top division 1 -AA conferences in 
the nation , "  Sheehan said . "With 
Southern Illinois taking the national 
championship title in 1 983  and Nor­
thern Iowa only one sweep away from 
being champs last year-we' re tough . "  
" We have nothing but good things 
to say about Eastern's program, "  said 
Bernard Cooper,  athletic d irector of 
I ndiana State . "We have always en­
joyed . playing them and they have a 
great coaching staff. " 
Sheehan refered to the fact that 
several players from the conference 
were picked up by NFL teams this 
year .  
Including three former Eastern 
s tandout s ,  Tom M o s k a l ,  Evan 
Arapostathis and Jerry Wright ,  who 
were signed as free agents by the St .  
Louis Cardinals . 
This season could also prove to be an 
exciting year for the conference as well 
as Eastern , Sheehan said . 
Eastern quarterback ,  Sean Payton,  
could be only the fifth player i n  the  
history of the  NCAA to t hrow for 
1 0 ,000 career yard s .  While  Roy Bank 
is  expected su rpass Wrigh t ' s  caree 
pass-receiv ing record of 2 , 5 22 yards .  
Sheehan summed u p  his  t h oughts  o 
I n d ia na State j oining the conference b. 
saying, "This  conference has a lot o 
ta le n t .  Now i t ' s  t ime to show the res t o 
the country what  we have . "  
Pleas�� Grffe Greens 
l -(?[)aou 
\S 
Beat the su m mer Blues 
on the Greens . 
- Daily 9 & 18 hole fees 
- Golf Club & Cart rental 
4 miles south of 
Charleston on 4th Street 
- Tee reservations 
on Sat. & Sun. 
- Sandwich bar 
348- 1 6 1 1 
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oters prepare to rebui ld 
3 return ing veterans set n ucleus 
editor 
Eastern soccer fans can look for­
ard to "an interesting season" as the 
thers get ready to rebuild their 
m after the loss of some key players , 
cer coach Cizo Mosnia said . 
"We lost some good players this 
r ," he said . 
The Panthers , who wrapped up their 
S season with a 1 1 -5- 1 overall 
rd, lost captains Rick Lansing , 
· Swindells and Paul Kelly as well as 
hman standout Larry Pretto last 
n. � ·  
�OCCER ROSTER 
E POS YR 
Barclay GK FR 
I Bruns FB FR 
Christensen MF JR 
y Egan FB so 
Elchuk . FW so 
I Farnham FB FR 
Gamache MF SR 
Glendinning FB J R  
r Gusioff FB SR 
Hartman MF so 
Hebeda GK so 
enn FB so 
Kompare MF FR 
Krohe FW so 
Laidlaw FW FR 
do Luna FW FR 
no Magaro M F  FR 
Muhr FR so 
Notte rt FW so 
Oldtman FW SR 
Shiekl ing FB SR 
Simpson GK JR 
Taylor FB so 
Vaughn FB JR 
Pretto , who had nine goals and one 
assist in his first year with the Pan­
thers, has returned to Canada where he 
is training with the Canadian national 
team, Mosnia said . 
Swindells , who was drafted by the 
San Diego Soccers of the Maj or Indoor 
Soccer League in the spring, is ex­
pected to report to rookie camp 
sometime this summer, Mosnia said . 
Swindells is the second Panther to be 
drafted by an MISL team. Albert 
Adade was drafted in the third round 
in 1 985 but was then cut . 
· Lanfilng, who had six goals and two 
assists last season, is " doing some 
camps on the East Coast," Mosnia 
said . 
Kelly, who was plagued by a knee 
injury most of his career, " took a good 
vacation to decide what he really wants 
to do," Mosnia said . 
The Panthers will work around a 
returning core of strong veteran 
players this fall including two seniors , 
mid fielder Matt Gamache and fullback 
Kevin Vaughn , as well as sophomore 
forward Mark Noffert . 
Aside from the returnees , Mosnia 
has signed seven recruits to help the 
Panther cause during the 1 986 season.  
Goalkeeper Mike Barclay was 
acquired from Wheaton North High 
School where he was an All-Stater his 
j u nior and senior years . 
" He is a good goalkeeper, " Mosnia 
said . " He 's  a very husky guy with good · 
sk ills . H e 'll be a good goalkeeper for 
the future . "  
Mosnia went north o f  the border to 
sign Canadian import David Kompare , 
a mid fielder who will play for the 
LISA HOFFERT I Staff photographer 
· - - . I 
Senior Eastern midfielder Matt and sophomore lol'Ward Mark Noffert . 
Gamache ( in  white) wi l l  return with Seven recruits fi l l  out the rest of head 
fellow senior ful lback Kevin Vaughn Coach Cizo Mosnia's team . 
Panthers this fall .  
" David is a very skilled midfielder.  
His high school took two provence 
(Ontario) championships , ' '  Mosnia 
said . 
John Krohe , a transfer from Lincoln 
Land Community College, was inked 
for a forward posit ion.  
" John may be a surprise-as to what 
he can do," Mosnia said . 
Southern California native, Ar­
mando Luna, was acquired also for a 
forward posi tion . 
' ' Armando is one of the top pl�yers 
out of the west .  He's  a very good 
athlete ," Mosnia said . 
F i l o m e n o  Mega r o ,  a n o t h e r  
Canadian, w a s  recruited for · a mid­
fielder position . 
" Filo is a good-size k id ,  and he' s  got 
very good skills ," Mosnia said . 
The ·Panthers also acquired Garry 
Laidlan from Canada to play at a 
forward position.  
"Garry has played in three coun­
tries , so  he' s  got a feel for the game. 
He's  a hard worker," Mosnia said . 
Daniel Farnham was also acquired 
by the Panthers for a fullback position. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
IN  THE UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
Welcome Back EIU Students 
Come in and see our large selection of: 
348-5087 
405 Lincoln  Ave. 
(Next to Tokens) 
• • 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• • 
• 
• • 
• 
• • 
- - - - - - - - - - - - · r - - - -- - - - - - - - ,  r - - - - - - - - - - - - - · � - - - - - - - - - - - ,  • 
COMPACT L--l LP'S �---1 CASSETTES �- -J. STEREO'S �--l 
DISCS I I 1 I I portable, car, home I e. - - - - - - - - - - - � �--- -- - - - - - - -� ------- - - - - - - - 4- - -- - - - - -- --� -
{TONS to CHOOSE from) 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • • 
• • 
• 
Register NOW for a FREE Compact Disc Player • 
� � �wn �ey : • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 
61 kck To School Edition 
Stop by . . . 
Look Us Over ! 
Take a 
Closer Look!· 
COPY EXPRESS 
TYPING SERVICES 
TYPEWRITER RENTAL 
THERMALS 
SS -$2.50 DS $2.00 
$ 1 .00 per hour 
$ 1 .00 each 
COPIES $ . 05 Reg. $ . 07 Legal 
DITTOS $ . 02 ea. 
COLLATING FREE-Up to 40 Sheets 
HOURS : Mon. -Fri . 9 a . m . - .4 p . m .  
Join the fun this fall 
at the 
Union Bowling Lanes & Rec Area 
(Junction) 
Tht;! JUNCTION offers 1 2  lanes for classes , 
open and league bowling, 6 billiard tables , 
video & pinballs , and camping equipment rental . 
Anyone interested in j oining a league this fall 
should.stop by the JUNCTION in the Union 
or call 58 1 -3 6 1 6 .  
The cost per week i s  only $2 . 50 
plus shoe rental (25¢) 
LEAGUE TIMES 
6 : 30 p .m .  & 9 p .m .  
6: 30 p .m .  & 9 p .m .  
5 : 00 p .m .  
7 :00 p .m .  
Monday Night COED 
Tuesday Night COED 
Peterson Point ( lndv . )  Wednesday 
Wednesday Night Men 
M-Th 
F 
Sat . 
Sun . 
HOURS: 
1 0:00- 1 0:30 
1 0: 00- 1 1 :30 
4 : 00- 1 1 :30 
4 :00- 1 0:30 
r--------�--------1 I COUPON I 
I I I Bowl 2 games for I 
l the price of 1 I 
I Must have coupon for special I L�l!�!:E.!!���.!�����J 
BOWLING 
LANES 
Monday, Au�ust 2 5, 1 986. 
The University Union Dining 
Announces the opening of: 
THE RATHSKELLER 
Now serving hot entrees, fresh baked 
desserts and large assortment of deli 
sandwiches . The RathskelleF (iocated 
in the lower level, East wing) is the 
perfect place to " meet and eat . "  . 
JOIN US! August 25 & 26 N oon - 10 p . m .  
In the Rathskeller and get $2 .00 off a large pizza ! 
PANTHER LAIR 
"> ANTI-IER We are not fast food-AIR We' re good food fast .  Now 
featuring a huge salad bar with a variety of fresh toppings . 
ITZA PIZZA 
There is plenty of pizza in this town, but 
none can compare with ltza Pizza. Thick 
homemade crust,  generous toppings,  
convenient location (in the Rathskeller) 
and an affordable price make us a s lice 
above the rest .  We deliver on campus too . 
LA CARTE 
Located in the center of campus . Can' t make it over to us? We 
are there for you . Serving pastries , sandwiches , chips , desserts ,  
and beverages . 
Get together with old friends, and try 
the town 's newest taste sensation. 
1U's Hottest Night Spot 
FREE ADMISSION 
SATURDAY , AUGUST 23 9-1 
M * A * S * H  BASH dance while 
searching for Hot Lips and sipping EIU 
moonshine. 
SUNDAY, AUGUST 24 9-1 
HAWAIIAN PARTY get lei'd in the 
Subway while enjoying the best of the 
summer beach tunes . 
TUESDAY, AUGUST 
MIX LAUGHTER 
WITH COMEDIAN ED 
sounds of 1 986. 
WEDNESDAY, AUGU 
Be amazed at the fast s 
caricatures and quick hit 
STEVE GIPSON follow 
dancing. 
Food and beverages available. 
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UNION 
SUGAR SHACK 
(West wing - 2nd floor) 
. ASSORTED CANDY 
B u l k  candy, candy bars , Life Savers , mints,  
gum, suckers, etc. 
82. SOOA 
Pepsi ,  Diet Pepsi , Dr. Pepper, Orange, 
Mountain Dew,  7-Up, Diet 7-Up 
CJ. ICE CREAM 
Ice Cream bars,  sandwiches, drumsticks, 
popsicles 
04. FRESH POPCORN 
ES . H OSTESS PRODUCTS 
Twinkies, pies, suzy Q's, snowballs, etc. 
F6. FRITO LAY PRODUCTS 
Poiato chips, corn chips, beef jerky, assorted 
crackers 
W E  A L S O  O F F E R  
PROCESS I N G  SERVICE 
C L EA N I NG SERVICE.  
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 am - 9 pm . 
A 
1 
Saturday /O am - 3 pm 
Sunday /O am - 9 pm 
B c 0 E F 
2 3 4 5 6 
G H I J 
7 8 9 10 
-
I ler  the reason-birthday , holiday, good luck , get well or j ust  to say 
a Nice Day " ,  the Eas tern I l l inois  University Union would l ike to 
ou brighten a college studen t ' s  day.  
n 8-inch, 2-layer cake or a balloon bouquet with your own special 
for just $ 1 0 .00 eac h .  
will b e  made Monday-Friday from Aug . 27 , 1 986 to Dec . 1 9, 
from Jan.  7 ,  1 987 to May 8, 1 987 with the exception of Labor 
nksgiving and Christmas Recess ,  Martin Luther King ' s  Birthday , 
Birthday, and Spring Recess (March 24-3 1 ) .  
s t  b e  received a week i n  advance and payment must accompany 
_____________ Phone ___ _ 
----------- Delivery date ___ _ 
---------- Phone ___ _ 
YOUR ORDER: CAKE 0 
Cake: 0 Chocolate 0 White 
Icing:  0 Chocolate 0 White 
Message on Cake (5 words or less) : 
BALLOONS D 
0 Happy Birthday 0 Good Luck 
0 Have A Nice Day 0 Get Well 
0 I Love You Balloon Color Choice ___ _ 
Message on Card ------------
Please make check/money order to Eastern Illinois 
University. 
---- Mad to: Cakes/Balloons Business Operations 
Martin King, Jr. 
University Union 
Charleston, IL 61920 
. /  Check out our 
Services & Activities . 
BOOKSTORE 
(East wing - 1 st floor) 
Visit your bookstore for school supplies, 
supplementary materials , souvenirs , Greek 
items , and your favorite Eastern clothing 
items . 
EIU 
.Athletic 
Sweats 
Bookstore hours:  
Monday- Thursday 
Friday 
Satu�day 
EIU 
Stationery 
and 
stickers 
8 qm - 8 pm 
8 am - 5 pm 
10 am - 2 pm 
CHECK CASHING 
(West wing - 2nd floor) 
Hours: Mon-Fri 9 am - 4 pm 
Saturday 1 1  am - 2 pm 
Services include: 
cas h checks for s tudents with validated I D  
personal checks - $25. 00 
· money orders and payroll - $60. 00 
EIU payroll - $100. 00 
$. 15 service charge on all checks cashed 
sell/refund P . E .  Clothing Rental Cards 
refund chemistry breakage cards 
refund Special Education course assignment 
cards 
collect bowling fees 
· sell bus tickest for EIU's charter service 
Eastern Illinois University in cooperation with the University of Illinois and 
Great Lakes Coach Lines offers a Weekend Motorcoach Service. The bus 
leaves the Eastern Illinois University Union each Friday during the school 
year, stops at the U of I and then on north - to make several Chicago area 
stops . The bus then picks up at these same stops on Sunday evening and 
returns to Charleston. 
Tickets may be purchased during the week, Monday - Thursday, at the 
Union ticket office or check cashing during their usual operating hours. All 
tickets purchased prior to Thursday closing are guaranteed. 
Tickets purchased Monday - Thursday may be refunded on Friday of the 
same week as purchase between the hours of 9 am - 12 noon only. Refunds 
will be made during these hours only. 
Schedules and prices will be available at the Union ticket office at the 
beginning of Fall Semester. 
/ 
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Cager coaches prepare for tough schedules 
By HARRELL KERKHOFF 
Staff writer 
Eastern's  men's  and women ' s  
basketball programs are busy this 
summer preparing for the upcoming 
1986-'87 season. 
"It looks to be a rebuilding year for 
us," said Rick Samuels , Eastern' s  
men's basketball coach. "We will b e  a 
very young team-no seniors." 
The Panthers lost seniors Kevin 
Duckworth , Jon Collins and Doug 
Crook last season. 
Both Duckworth and Collins were 
high draft choices in the NBA draft on 
June 17. 
"Next season we are going to have a 
little different style. We' ll have more 
overall quickness," Samuels said. 
Samuels said the addition of the. 
three-point shot is going to "vastly 
change the game." 
The Panthers have officially 
recruited three new players for the 1986 
season, Samuels said. 
Dave Steen, a junior college transfer 
from Parkland, will come in · for 
Eastern as a 6-6 forward. 
"Dave's team won the junior college 
Division II championships and he was 
MVP," Samuels said . 
Also ·recru ited was Chris White, a 6-
9 center from Seymour High School in 
Indiana . 
"Chris has exceptional athletic 
ability," Samuels said . 
Cass White, a 6-5 swingman from 
Mount Healthy High School in Cin­
cinnati, "has good skills for a kid his 
size," Samuels said .: 
Optimism is running high for 
Eastern ' s  women's  basketball coach, 
Bobbie Hilke, as she prepares her team 
to improve on last year's 18-10 record 
and fifth-place finish in the Gateway 
Conference. 
With the return of senior guard Pat 
Hamilton, who Hilke says is the 
"fastest player in the Gateway," and 
junior standouts Ann Brown, Michelle 
Newman, and Kerry Walsh, Hilke said 
she is really excited about the 1986-87 
season. 
"We have a great bunch of athletes. 
We should really be solid this year , ' '  
Hilke said. 
Among the other players Hilke 
believes will help out greatly for next 
season are sophomores Sheryl Bonsett , 
Lisa Tyler and Brenda Webb, plus 
freshman Shelly Ethridge, who red­
shirted last year after a shoulder in­
jury. 
"Our sophomores are the nucleus of 
our club," Hilke said. "They really 
helped us out as freshman last year.' ' 
Hilke will have two new freshmen 
and one junior college transfer to work 
with this season. 
The transfer student, Kim Green, a 
5-8 forward from Lincoln College, was 
named to the Kodak All-American 
team last season after she averaged 24 
points and 16 rebounds per game at 
Lincoln. 
Freshman recruits are Laura Mull, a 
6-2 forward from Anna-Jonesboro 
High School , and Barbra Perkes , a 5-8 
guard from Breese Mater Dei High 
School at Trenton. 
Hilke believes these three new­
Panthers will contribute greatly to this 
year' s  squad. 
"They should help us out in the 
strength and shooting departments ," 
Hilke said , adding that all three will 
probably have to work on their 
defensive game. 
Hilke said that because her team 
doesn't  have a big center, they will 
probably have to rely on a three-guard 
offense. 
"We ran a three-guard offense in th 
early '80s and we' ll probably have t 
go back to it now ," said the eight 
year coach. 
Rilke's three-guard offense will  hav 
to go up against some tough foes th' 
season as the Panthers' schedule is 
demanding as ever . 
"Our schedule for next season · 
very tough, but great," Hilke said 
"One of the highlights will be going t 
Hawaii to play in a Thanksgiving Da 
Tournament. We are very excit 
about that ." 
Besides the tournament in Hawai' 
the Panthers will also be involved i 
tournaments at the University 
Missouri and Northwestern University 
Both tournaments feature a number o 
tough Division I teams such as Wak 
Forest and the University of Texas 
El Paso. 
ADOUCCI FAMILY RESTAURANT 
"AMERICAN & ITALIAN FOODS 
-DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS FROM $1. 99 to $2. 95 
-LUNCHES SER'VED 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
-PIZZA & ITALIAN FOOOS SERVED 4 p.m. to close 
-FREE DELIVERY ALL MENU ITEMS after 5 p. m. 
Anyone can see that the real 
ADDUCCI FAMILY RESTAURANT 
PHONE-345-9393 or 345-9141 
taste ofBaskin-Robbins ice cr eams 
and Coke belong together. And now 
when you buy a 16 oz. Coke Float, 
we'll give you a Coke glass. 
CokeFloatwithCokeglass .. $1.99· 
Or the Coke glass with any 
purchase . . . . . . . . . . . . 99c 
716 Jackson Ave. 
Charleston, IL 
ICE CREAM STORE 
634 W. Lincoln Ave. 
West Park Plaza 
Charleston, IL 
345-3331 
HOURS: 11 :00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. Daily 
• .  !.. ·.·,,,,, ,, ., ,' 
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Harriers bring experience to_ stride 
By JOHN STROUD 
News editor 
Eastern's cross country team will take advantage 
of experienced gained by several key runners last 
season to stride into the 1986 season with confidence. 
·After several top upperclassmen were lost to injury 
last season, a strong core of freshmen and 
sophomores were called upon to pick up the slack 
midway through the season. Those harriers, in­
cluding junior Dale Righter and sophomores Jim 
factor as a strong sixth or seventh man, Moore 
added. 
"We're hoping to see the distance program turn 
around a little bit," Moore said . He doesn't usually 
recruit distance runners because they aren't  as 
versatile. Instead, the track middle-distance runners 
are required to run cross country to prepare them for 
track. 
Th e Dally Eastern New 
'86 Illini showdown 
gears cager season 
By CINDY BEAKE 
Sports editor 
Plans for the Eastern men's  basketball game 
with the University of Illinois have been 
finalized, said Eastern Athletic Director R.C. 
Johnson. 
· · Maton, John Wells and Jeff W;illiams, return a year 
For this reason, Eastern finds it difficult to match 
up to such regional powerhouses as Illinois, Illinois 
State and Southern. 
The game is scheduled for December 8 at the 
Assembly Hall in Champaign. 
Illinois is the second Big Ten Conference 
school on Eastern' s  schedule for the 1986-87 
season. The Panthers-are scheduled to play at 
Wisconsin in the first meeting of a three-year 
deal. 
I 
- I 
older and more mature. 
· 
Coach Neil Moore hopes the experience gained last 
year will be a springboard for a successful season this 
fall . 
"Our season will depend on how they do," Moore 
said . "They're our leaders ." 
Maton, a middle distance track runner who was a 
little skeptical towards running cross country as a 
freshman, used the experience to his advantage as a 
stronghold during the indoor ·arid outdoor track 
.seasons . 
"Jim did come on strong (at the end of the cross 
country season)," Moore said . "He's at the point 
.. where he can accept cross country as a positive 
thing." 
· 
Jim's brother, Phil, who joined the Panthers 
during the indoor season last year, could also be a 
The Panthers also hope to improve on a third­
place finish in the AMCU-8 after Southwest Missouri 
and Northern Iowa ran away with the top two spots 
last season. 
This will also be the first season the conference will 
run the 8-kilometer distance as opposed to the lOK. 
NCAA meets still run the longer distance. 
Moore believes this will help some of the freshman 
who often have a hard time adapting to collegiate 
cross country. 
"New freshman have not run 8K or lOK races 
competitively other than road races," he said . 
"Some have difficulty adjusting." · 
Some recruits who could be factors later include 
Tom Buchanan (DuPage), Scott Colver (Millikin); 
Steve Conlon (Buffalo Grove) and Vinram Wayb�ye 
(Thqrnton Thornridge) . / 
• • 
... women prepare to bounce back ·· 
By JOHN STROUD 
News editor 
Eastern' s  women's cross country team hopes to 
bounce back from a disappointing season last fall in 
which several key runners were felled with injuries . 
Three veteran harriers will be returning from last 
year's squad along with several track standouts who 
coach John Craft hopes will add depth to the team. 
Senior Janine Jarris looks to repeat as the clear-cut 
No. I runner for the Panthers as she comes off a 
successful track season. Jarris sustained an injury to 
her foot at the end of the ' 85 season hindering her 
goal to break 18:00 for the 5- kilometer distance. 
Sophomore Marcy Novak also returns after being 
injured most of last season. Senior Kerri Sperry will 
be the other returning runner. 
"I'm optimistic," Craft said of the upcoming 
season. "We' re anticipating a good season. 
"Hopefully everyone will come in in good con­
dition and we can move on from there. We're going 
to try to make it through the season without any 
injuries ," he added . "If you can do that, you can be 
successful." - ' 
It is important to get the runners in top condition, 
and yet "not push them to the point of breaking 
down," Craft said. 
Eastern is guaranteed $8,000 for their U of I 
appearance. Samuels explained that the money 
will be put into the general athletic fund for 
various uses, with the exception of scholarships. 
"The money is used for recruiting, traveling 
and equipment costs ," Samuels said . The 
money, therefore, "does not necessarily all go 
back into the basketball program." It gets 
distributed throughout the athletic department ." 
''I think the game will help the image and 
visibility of our basketball team," Johnson said 
of the Illini game. "Whenever you 're able to play 
a state university, like U of I, it ' s  a feather in 
your cap." 
Eastern's  men's  basketball coach Rick 
Samuels is also looking forward to the challenge 
of matching up against the perennial 
powerhouse. 
"I think it's a great opportunity for us," 
Samuels said. "It 's  going to be a great challenge 
for us. They (the Illini) are certainly one of the 
premier programs in our area." 
Senior Panther forward, Jay Taylor; who 
averaged 7 .8 points and 3.3 assists per game last 
.season, is also looking forward to the game with 
the Illini. 
"It 's always good to play a team of their 
quality," Taylor said. "It will be a confidence­
builder for them as well as us." 
�oach ���dy's NO NEED TO GO ANYWHERE ELSE . . .  
Panther Sport Shoppe 
Eastern 
Illinois 
Jackets 
-largest stock in 
the area and the 
lowest prices 
Pepe 
-Jeans 
_Shirts -Jackets 
-Crews 
-Pants 
-Hoods 
WE HAVE IT ALL! 
lliNSK.IN� .. 
Tights & 
Leotards 
Eastern 
Illinois 
Shirts & 
Jerseys 
Op & 
Spee do 
Swimsuits 
Gym Shorts 
& Coaches 
Shorts 
Greek Hal:$ 
Custom Silk Screening 
Dorms, Fraternities, Sororities ... 
• hats • shirts • sweats • wine skins, etc. 
WEDO IT ALL! 
Eastern Illinois 
Hats 
T-Shirts 
& Jerseys 
Tennis 
Balls 
Racquet 
Balls 
and 
Racque 
Socks � 
Running Gear 
-Tights, shorts, tops, etc. 
( everyth::-.g for the runner) 
Eastern Illinois 
Gym � 
Bags  
Back � 
Packs 
I ' 
Shoes-Shoes-Shoes-Shoes-Shoes 
Reebok-Nike-Adidas-New Balance 
Avia-L.A. Gear-Saucony-Tiger 
.. 
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olleyballers sign three 
mited scholarships hurt efforts 
mer is a time of little rest for 
e coaches , and Betty Ralston, 
's  volleyball - coach, is no 
tion. 
ton has been quite busy this 
summer with the signing of 
recruits for the upcoming 
ball season as she tries to 
ve on last year's  1 6- 1 7  mark. 
new Panthers are: Donna 
, a setter from Oak Forrest; 
hamberger, a left outside and 
hitter from Lena; and Ann 
a middle hitter from Rock-
recruit 's  all-around athletic ability, 
not just their volleyball skills . 
"In the past we just went after the 
good volleyball players, now we are 
going after the two- or three-sport 
athlete," Ralston said . "We feel if 
an athlete is only going to play 
volleyball for six or seven years , 
then by the time she gets to college 
she will not improve . But if she 
plays in several sports , she will be 
more rounded." 
All three of Ralston's recruits 
played at least two sports in high 
school. 
One of the most important 
factors in recruiting is the 
ston. feels this current availability of schotarships. 
·ng class is one of the best she Ralston said that about half of 
in her four years as head the 11 players on Eastern's  
of  Eastern's volleyball team. .volleyball team are on full 
were able to beat out a scholarships of $3, 700 starting this 
f big schools to. sign them," .• season .. The rest .of tne players will 
said,· adding that Sieber,· ·be.on partial scholarships of $1,500 
ger, and Ruef are top- . 'for the year. 
. 
yers. .. · IBesides scholarships, Ralston said 
said · she spends many the -main thing a potential recruit is 
ring the off-season looking· looking for when deciding which 
hool players . · . . , · . school to go to is the amount of 
busy recruiting schedule playing time available·to her . 
• March as she goes to a "We tell a potential recruit that 
of high· school ·volleyball playing time is not everything when 
ents looking for potential deciding· where to play volleyball,' '  
.She then spends the Ralston said . 
going to ·various high "We try to tell them to look at the 
to recruit . players she campus and decide if it is where they 
will help the team. want to go to school if they were to 
't have much time during get hurt and couldn't play volleyball 
n to see high school players any longer," Ralston said . 
I don't have an assistant "The recruits are always im-
to carry the team if I am pressed by Eastern' s  campus when 
'Ralston said . they come down for a visit, 
the season ''I spend a lot especially the ones from the Chicago 
looking at video tapes of area. They always seem to be 
ool players ," Ralston said . surprised to find out how nice it is." 
looking at a potential The fact that Chicago-area 
Ralston said she looks at the recruits find Eastern's campus so 
POS YR 
s so 
S FR 
OH FR 
MH SR 
OH JR 
OS JR 
MH SO 
MH FR 
OH S JR 
OH SO 
OH SO 
appealing is a good thing because 
Chicago is the No. 2 recruiting area 
in the country (California being No . 
1), accoring to Ralston. 
''A lot of the top players from 
Chicago go out to the University of 
California at Los Angeles or 
Stanford · to play volleyball ," 
Ralston. said . 
That' is important considering 
that Ralston can only recruit Illinois 
players since Eastern's  volleyball 
program has no out-of-state 
scholarships . 
.LARRY PETERSON/81aff� 
Panther outside hitter Diane Eiserman goes up against a Butler University 
player in last October'.s match. Eiserman �s returning this season to help 
improve last year's 16-17 record . 
VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE 
Aug. 29·30 
Sept. 3 
Sept. 5·6 
Northern Illinois Invitational (Loyola, Bowling Green, NIU, EIU San Diego State 
Uniwrsity of San Diego Classic (Idaho State, U.S. Intl., 
U. of San Diego , Northern Arizone, E.l.U.) 
Sept. 9 ILUNOtS 
Sept. 11 PENN STATE 
Sept. 12·13 DePaul Invitational (Cent. Mich., Marquette, Miss., DePaul, E.l.U.) 
Sept. 15 TOLEDO 
Sept. 27 Marquette 
Sept. 28 Loyola 
Ocl. 1 EVANSVILLE 
Oct. 2 SAINT LOUIS 
Oct. 7 ILUNOIS·CHICAGO 
Oct. 11 ·12 S.l.U. Classic (l.ouisiala State, Utah State, S.l.U., E.l.U.) 
Oct. 14 Butler 
Oct. 17 Bradley 
Oct. 18 Western IHinois 
Ocl. 21 SI. Francis (IL) Oct . 24 ORAKE Oct . 25 NORTHERN IOWA 
Ocl. 31 Indiana State 
Nov. 1 Illinois State 
Nov. 8 VALPARAISO 
Nov. 10 SOUTHERN ILUNOIS 
Nov. 14 WICHITA STATE 
Nov. 15 SOUTHWEST MISSOURI 
Nov. 21, 22 Gateway Conference Chompionships 
HOME GAMES IN CAPITAL LETTERS 
TBA 
9:30p.m. 
TBA 
7:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
TBA 
7:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
4:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
TBA 
7:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
4:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
2:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. • 
1:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
_7:00p.m. 
TBA 
rn star 'Sir Duck' signs with San Antonio Spurs 
's basketball team will likely feel the 
from their record-breaking starting 
ckworth, next season. 
who was the San Antonio Spurs' 
t choice in the June 17 NBA draft, 
with the San Antonio Spurs in July, 
highest draft choice ever from 
· he was "a little nervous, but 
ying for a major league team. 
be the Spurs' back-up center 
veteran Artis Gilmore. Gilmore 
'cago Bulls in the late 1970s and has 
in returning to the windy city to 
orth would not disclose the exact 
ct as far as salary. However, he 
of $100,000 plus a "fairly good 
bonus. 
tract specifically addresses a 285-
and a two-year, no-cut clause 
· t has been in controversy since 
with the Panthers. But he was 
'' 
"A little nervous ... but happy. I 
have been blending in pretty well.'' 
-Kevin Duckworth 
Former Panther 
San Antonio recruit 
��������-'' 
successful in lowering his weight from 330 to 290 
pounds within two years. 
Before being drafted by San Antonio, Duckworth 
said he would have no objections to a weight clause 
in his contract "as long as they put it at a reasonable 
weight." 
Duckworth said that his ideal playing weight is 
between 275 and 280 pounds. Currently, he weighs 
about 290 pounds, he said. 
The two-year, no-cut clause means that Duck­
worth cannot be cut for two years after the con­
clusion of rookie camp, he said. 
Duckworth said he was "pretty pleased" with the 
outcome of his contract. 
"I have met a lot of new people and I have been 
blending in pretty well," Duckworth said. "But it is 
getting a little lonely down here." 
Duckworth had a record-breaking four years with 
the Panthers . 
He concluded his last season by being named the 
AMCU-8 Tournament "Most Valuable Player" after 
scoring 70 points and snatching 27 rebounds in three 
tournament games. 
Duckworth, a product of Dolton Thornridge, 
was named the "Most Underrated Player in the 
Country" as a senior by CBS Sports. 
He finished his career as the Panthers' third all­
time leading scorer with 1,569 points and the all-time 
leading rebounder with 867 including 290 for last 
season to establish a new AMCU-8 season record. 
Another former Panther, John Collins, was also 
taken in the 1986 NBA draft. He was selected by the 
Denver Nuggets in the third round. 
Two other Panthers have been drafted by the NBA 
in the past. In 1976 Brad Warble was taken in the 
eighth round and in 1977 Rich Rhodes was also an 
eighth-round selection. 
"It worked out exactly as I'd hoped," said Rick 
Samuels, men's basketball coach. "I couldn't be 
happier for him." · 
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We Are 
CREDIT' .UNION 
·''The UnBank'' 
Offering EIU S.tudents and Staff MORE ... 
-= Savings 
-
-=Checking 
- -
a Accounts Accounts 
-
-
-
-
Paying 61f20/o interest Earning 61f20/o interest 
($10 minimum) ($10 minimum) 
- -
-
-
-
-
- CU 1 Travel 
-
-
-
-
- Loans 
At lowest interest rates For all your travel needs 
(As low as 7 .9%) (Cheap! Cheap!) 
E Convenient Location -
- On campus, 
one block west of Old Main 
Why Wait? 
Open Your Account 
Now . . .  
Fill out this form and: 
1) Mail it to us by Aug. 20. We'll have everything ready to 
open your new account when you arrive on campus. 
Or 
2) Bring it in "during the first week of school and we 'II get 
your new account set up immediately. 
Name ____________ _ 
· EIU Address __________ _ 
EIU Phone ___________ _ 
Home Address _________ _ 
Home Phone __________ _ 
Type of Account: DChecking DSavings 
Mail or bring completed form to: 
Credit Union 1. 250 Lincoln Ave .. Charleston. Illinois 
61920. 
.. . 
- --- � 
Then Make 
Credit Union 1 
Your First Stop • • • 
When you .arrive on campus. 
All of us are looking forward 
to 11!,eeting you! 
-
CREDIT ·uNION = 
-
I ;, 
250 Lincoln Ave. 
Charleston 348-5544 
9 am - 5 pm Mon. - Thurs., 9 am - 5:30 pm Fri. 
We Love Our EIU Members! 
he Dally Eastern ews 
Entertainment 
classes are over and studying is done, studednts at Eastern 
y ways to blow off steam. 
Ufeguard Eric Keiter, sophomore, practices his butterfly 
during a break at the Rotary Pool. 
right: Hitch a ride? Senior Chrissy Larson takes break by 
past Pemberton Hall. 
right: A barefoot John Lewis skates with ease in front of 
Hall. 
left: 12-year-old Johnathan Woolever awaits a nibble from 
fish at the Campus Pond. 
· 
left: What a kick! Sophomore Dallas Helber lofts a hackey­
a mule kick in the South Quad. 
os by I ROBB MONTGOMERY 
center offers both 
Wld residents a variety of 
8'KI radio entertainment. 
Seepa g e11C 
Fun in the sun! 
Springhaven offers a variety of 
summertime activities for visitors .  
Students can enjoy a waterslide, 
horseback riding, a swimming pool 
and even a statue of Abraham 
Lincoln 
Seepa ge12C 
I.ck To School Edition 
Mondav,Au•ust25.1986 
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NOW RENTING 
/\!EU' 3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWN HOMES 
Priva e o Occupancy from $150 er mo. 
Microwave 
Completely Carpeted 
Oven Ranges 
Curtains & Rods 
New A pl a_nces nclu ing: 
Deck off Living Room 
Garbage Disposal 
Cable TV 
Washer & Dryer 
348-1323 
Reserve yours for August today! 
Lincoln Plaza-655 W. Lincoln. Suite 4-Charleston 
Monday-Saturday- 10:00-5:00 p.m. 
The Wesley inistries 
Dishwasher 
2�12 Baths 
Refrigerator 
Central Heat & Air 
Involve Student 
AT THE 
CHURCH 
Sunday Worship and Study 
9 & 11 a.m. Worship 
1 O a.m. College church 
School Class 
Service Opportunities 
Choirs 
Bell Choirs 
Teaching & Education 
Social Service 
Worship Leadership 
Wesley United Methodist Church 
2206 S. 4th St. 345-3917 
Terry L. <;:lark, Pastor 
AT THE 
FOUNDATION 
Wednesday Worship· 
9:30 p.m. 
August 27 
Meditative 
Communion 
Other Opportunities 
Special Interest Groups 
Bible Study 
Counseling 
Social Times 
Wesley Foundation Student Center 
2202 S. 4th St. 348-8191 
George W. Loveland, Campus Minister 
''FREE'' Welcome Back Concert Sep�ember 7th at 5:00 p.m. 
(United Methodist Ministries across from Lawson Hall) 
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k out below! 
Steve Flippin of Memphis, Tenn., does a flip into the pool at Springhaven, 
TAKE $10 OFF 
and more ... --
Match any New Fall 
TOP & BOTTOM and receive 
$10 OFF 
Each Additional New Fall 
TOP or BOTTOM 
$50FF 
NO LIMIT! 
:1 
ffe 
-'>O'l 0-:�· {):!;'� .�' < 
DAN REIBLE I Photo editor 
which features fishing, camping, swimming and a variety of outdoor activities. 
DRY CLEAN YOUR FINEST 
616 6th St. 
345-3050-
with · . · 
.�=:;:CM( .. ""'\I 614 W. Lincoln - \ West Park Plaza 
" 
WELCOME BACK 
Full Service Station 
•Tune-ups 
• Tire Repair 
•Exhaust 
• Air conditioning 
• Wheel balancing 
• New&used 
• Brakes tires 
• Tire & road service 
Two close locations 
ready to serve you 
-University Marathon­
(Previously Old Main Marathon) . 
Now under new ownership 
515 Lincoln (Next to Ike's) 345-5958 
-Mikes :Marathon-
702 Lincoln (Next to IGA) 345-1511 
. I 
j 
I 
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NEW STUDENTS 
AND 
RETURNING STUDENTS 
The Dally Eastern News 
THIS BUD'S 
FOR YOU: 
Ronchetti Dist. Co. 
2621 Lakeland, Blvd. 
Mattoon, II. 
'"""'""e· •NG OF BEERSe• ANHEUSER·BUSCtt. INC • ST LOUOS 2 3 4-8 2 0 0 
Monday, August 25, l 986 · l•ck To School Edition SC 
Tarble Arts 
Center gives 
Union houses many supplies, services 
students_art 
Students attending Eastern may 
be away from the big city lights, 
but they do not have to miss out on 
the culture of the big city. 
Tarble Arts Center, located on 
Seventh St .  south of the Buzzard 
Building, provides students and 
local residents with their own art 
gallery . 
The center is open 10-5 p . m .  
Tuesday through Friday, 10-4 p . m .  
Saturday, and I-4 p. m .  Sunday . 
By KEITH KING 
Staff writer 
The University Union, located in the 
center of campus, offers many ac­
tivities and services to Eastern's 
students and facilty . 
(heck cashing is open between 9 
a . m .  and 4 p . m .  Monday thru Friday 
and I I a . m .  to 2 p . nt. on Saturday . 
Students with a valid Eastern I .D.  are 
able to cash personal checks, payroll 
and Eastern payroll checks, and 
emergency loan checks up to a certain 
amount at a charge of I5 cents per 
check. 
Copy Express, located one floor 
below Check Cashing, has typewriters 
available for rent and typists available 
if a student needs any typing done. 
Photocopiers are also available if 
anyone needs copies made of im­
portant papers . 
Students who are in need· of legal 
advice are able to receive it at the 
union's Student Legal Services located 
in the west wing of the union. A full 
time attorney and several pre-law 
interns are on staff to help students 
with legal/problems . 
The Union Bookstore in the union's 
east wing provides students with many 
kinds of school supplies . Many sup­
plies which the students needs, such as 
notebooks, pens and pencils, and 
Greeting the start of the new 
school year, Alice Baber: A 
etrospective Exhibition will be on 
isplay August 22-September 2I. 
Baber (I 928-I 982) was a hative 
harlestonian.  Her work were 
ost influenced by Van Gogh, the 
auves and Sontine. 
The exhibit is being loaned by 
e Greater Lafayette Museum of 
rt. Included in the exhibit are two 
YOUR BEST 
·ALTERNATIVE 
ber paintings which belong to 
stem's permanent collection.  
Also on display through August 
I are Selected Works From the 
mmer Classes, a collection of 
rks produced by individuals in 
art classes held at the Tarble 
ts Center throughout summer. 
Need to go to Chicago, or points In between? 
Choose AMTRAK! On-board food and beverage 
service, reasonable fares, convenient schedule, 
comfortable ride, and great on-time 
performance. 
Speclal cab rates to Mattoon Amt�ak station. 
For information call your travel agent or call 
Amtrak at 1·800-USA·RAIL • 
T�a;;c�B�� Beauty and Tanning Salon 
345-7530 �� \� 2 
PERM SPECIAL $24 & $29 reg. $32 � )� 3 HAIRCUTS $6.50 reg. $7.50 �Vt � 
EYEBROW ARCH $4 reg. $5 
\ �/' MEN'S HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY $8.50 reg. $9.50 \ t:- . . TANNING WITH ANY SERVICE $4 reg. $5 ·v � 1205 3rd St. 
1'h blocks North of Lincoln 
Open Mon-Sat 
By Appt. � 
Must have this ad for specials 2 tanning beds I 
�������� 
�l()llfl � S()ICIAlS 
�.MASON JAR $1, 75' REFILLS 
IJI. LG PIZZA & SPECIAL 2.00 OFF 
f(). 2.00 PITCHERS @ �. 3.00 CUPS FREE REFILLS ALL NITE 
�I. 6o'FROSTED MUGS (OUR USUAL) 
f. 3FOR$1 
'FROSTED MUGS 
'HAMBURGERS 
'HOT DOGS 
S'FRIES 
required reading material for class, are 
available . The Bookstore also has 
other items that the s tudent may want, 
such as Eastern clothing, greeting cards 
and magazines . 
If students are looking for ways to 
relax, the Union Station offers several 
ways to do so . Students who enjoy 
bowling are able to bowl at the 
Junction's I2 bowling lanes. Pool 
tables, pinball and electronic games are 
also available . 
The Craft Depot has many services 
and workshops available for students 
who enjoy working on crafts or want 
to learn more about them . 
ALL:>�== 
ABOARD 
AMTRAK 
s' DOMESTIC B OTTLES Call now for an appointment. 
, or1erea oy couege 01nc1a1s, neann 
:w enforcement officers. 
schools have begun voluntary or 
Regular Cuts {reg. $9.00) now $4.50 
�st Park Plaza · Charleston · 345-6363 
c10ser scrutmy OJ me tesung - to ensure mat urme 
samples can't be switched. 
.. 
•1mprovea re1anonsmp w1m me J:Joant OJ 
Governors, Eastern's governing body, which resulted 
� "':::N:Nt._,. ., ., 
.. . 
, 
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v\lobQeg cr1Qowe1r ghop 
Pe1111y Rose Sale! 
One dozen sweetheart roses for 
$7.99 and for 1 ¢more get 
13 more roses - 25 roses for $8.00 
assorted colors, all roses ore wrapped, 
wrapped, cash & carry only. 
5th & Jefferson 
_-, 
Piecing together your 
COLLEGE CAREER? 
Picture yourself 
working for 
StUdent Publications 
We're looking for reporters, artists, 
photographers and copy editors to work on 
our award-winning publications! 
Stop in our office in Buzzard Ed. Build. 
Boatmen'-s 
Student 
Loans 
A good education is 
not only important, it 
can be expensive. 
That's why Boatmen's 
Student Loan Program 
makes good sense. 
Learn now, pay later 
with a Boatmen's 
Student Loan. Contact 
Myron Salmon at our 
Lincoln Avenue Facility 
today! 
418 Sixth--Street 
Sixth and Lincoln Ave. 
Highway 16 in Ashmore 
345-2101 
r----------------------1 
I Please send more information on I : Boatmen's Student Loan Programs. : 
I I 1NA� I 
I I 
I ADDRESS I 
I I 
: CITY/STATE/ZIP : 
I I 
I TELEPHONE NU�ER I 
I I 
I Please mail to Boatmen's Natio"al Bank of Charleston. If you need more ·I 
I information or have any questions, please call Myron· Salmon our I 
I Student Loan specialist. I L-------��-------------� 
Member FDIC 
Equal Opportunity Lender 
Loans are subject to Federal and State Guidelines which may change .. 
The Dally Eastern News Monday, August ZS, 1986 
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I All This Week I say's I All This Week I 
WELCOME BACK ElU 
with a Bang-Up Sale! 
·$5 off Any Pair 
of Jeans 
Shaker Knit $1499 
Sweaters or 
Reg. to $30 2 for $20 
$10 off Any winter 
Coat (Layaway one today) 
Oxford Shirts 
solids, stripes, plaids 
Reg. to $25 
$1499 
or 
2 for $25 
20% off any dress or jumpsuit 
A statue of Abraham Lincoln 
nds over Springhaven. 
· ren visiting Springhaven 
y playing around the base of 
statue. Springhaven hours are 
a.m. to 7 p.m. 
'" 
-Use your VISA or MC 
or our convenient layaway plan 
HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 10-9 Sun. 12-5 
[;J:u.o'ii>·r-·�cc>:ric�itl 
GET OUT OF THE RUT 
Noo1scovER TED·'s ntertainment center} 
8 Reasons 
why people go to Ted's 
. Open Mon. Aug 25 
25¢ Beer nite 
2. Live Bands 
. D.J. Sound System 
. TUES. & THURS. 
z5c beer nite 
. TED'S can be 
rented Mon. or 
Tues. nite 
6. Best popcorn & 
hot dogs in town 
7. Most employees are 
Eastern students 
8. Non-alcoholic 
drinks available 
AIR-CONDITIONED 
ide of Square-Charleston • 1700 Rudy Ave.-Mattoon 
Featuring: 
thentic Mexican & American Food 
Salad Bar 
Daily Lunch Specials 
Mon-Thurs 5-7 pm 
DRAFT BEER 14 oz. 75$ 
Free 
hors d'oeuvres 
Carry out also available 345-2223 
Mon-Thur 10-9 pm Fri-Sat 10-10 pm 
WELCOME TO EASTERN 
550 W. Lincoln 
Charleston, IL 
YOUNGSTOWN 
OLDETOWN HERIT AG 
PINETREE LINCOLNWOO 
*Newly remodeled private 
bedrooms or share bedroom 
*Microwaves available 
*Close to campus 
*Laundry facilities 
*Balconies 
*Rates as low as $98 per mo 
*Individual leases 
*Two beautiful pools 
*24 Hour emergency maintenance 
*Professionally managed. · 
Call. today! or stop in soon j 
Office located at 916 Woodlawn 
Ph: 345 - 2363 or 345 - 2520 
Hrs. M - F 9 - 6 Sat lo -
• 
ec lack To Scllmol E•am 
-- E.l.U. 
COUPON -._ 
/. 
I . fREE 1-S'°'\R't 
rrst 50 jo th0 I whO dents 
\ st
u "th thiS ·oin "'' 
J coupon 
EXPIRES 1 0- 1 -86 
Monday. AUSlUSt 2 s .  I 986 
/ 
YOU R  
BODY 
DESERVES 
TH E 
BEST ! 
* STUDENT RA TES * 
1 semester . . . . . . . . . $ 7 0 
2 semesters . . . . . . . $ 1 1 5 
* M ust Present Student 1 . 0 . 
* Extra Charge for Tans & Aerobics 
I 
' FREE 
WEIGHTS 
WOLFF 
TANS 
The Dally Eastern N e ws Monday. Au�ust 2 5 .  I 986 a.ck To School Edition 9C 
Oodles ud oodles of summertime ho! 
top: 
Chamberlin and Nora Adams 
the midst of a heated chicken fight 
pool. Their partners, Brad Biazza 
, try to maintain · their balance, 
girls battle it out. 
Chris McCormick plays with her 
son Andy at Morton park near 
park, which is fully equipped with 
, merry-go-rounds, teeter totters 
h more, is open every day until 
Junior Laurie Fourez, an 
elementary education major, and graduate 
student Mike Vimmer study together at Booth 
Library on campus. 
Bottom right: Senior management major Phil 
Traywick bowls a strike at Eastern's bowling 
lanes in the Union. 
Bottom left: Tuby Wiley of Sullivan par­
ticipates in the mini tractor pull at the Coles 
County fair. Th!j fair is held annually on the Coles 
County fairgrounds west of town on Madison 
Ave. The 1 986 fair ran J uly 27 through August 
2 .  
I 
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l 'M ALL . MO VED IN­
SO NO W  WHA T?! 
Joi n us for a fun week of FREE activities 
Sunday ( 2 4th) 6 : 30 p . m . -Watermelon feed 
Monday ( 2 5th) 6 : 30 p . m . -Hamburger bash 
Tuesday ( 2 6th) ?TBA-Swimming Party 
Wednesday ( 2 7th) 6 : 30 p . m . -Concert 
Thursday ( 28th) 6 : 30 p . m . -Roller Skating Party 
Friday ( 2 9th) 6 : 30 p . m . -Movie Night 
WHERE? 
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE 
2 2 3 1 S .  4th (J ust south of Lawson Hall )  
Sunday A.M .  Worship 1 0:30 a.m.  
(Coffee & Doughnuts at 1 0 : 1 5  a. m . )  
Wed. P .M.  Fellowship and Bible Study 7:00 p.m. 
* * * * We have C hristian housing for female students 
For more i nfo cal l  
345-6990 
"YOU R  JO L L Y  HABE R DASHE R" ·O 
� '� alp · "ON . (\ \ - CAMPUS" � -_: �Jayl£.s J _  
407 L l l\IC OL N  A V E N U E  
C H A R L ES T O N ,  I L L I N O I S  ' 1 92 0  PH O N E  2 1 7  345. 5944 
We Specialize In : 
Eastern transfers 
Greek transfers . 
Silkscreen Printing 
Group orders 20 % Discount 
* Levis * 
Jeans , Jackets & Shirts 
20 % off 
* Russell * 
Athletic wear 
Shorts, Sweatshirts, 
& Sweatpants 
• Jantzen • 
Shirts , 
Shorts 
& Sweaters 
* Holloway * 
Jackets 
(Eastern & Others) 
WELCOME BA CK E.J, U. STUDENTS 
TRANSPORTATION IS A CINCH H ERE ! 
Go GreY,hound 
® And leave the Oriving to us. 
6 DEPARTURES DAILY 
Northbound 
8 : 50 a. m.  
1 : 35 p .m.  
5 : 55 p .m.  
Southbound 
5 : 55 a. m .  
4 : 1 0  p . m .  
7 : 30 p . m .  
Chicago $2 1 . 50 ONE WAY 
Champaign $7 . 35 ONE WAY 
Bloomington $ 1 5 . 7 5  ONE WAY 
Save 1 0 %  
ON 
Round Trip 
Group Charter Trips a specialty 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
CALL: 234-3333 
GREYHOUND, MATTOON, IL 
CHECKER TOP CAB 
Clean • Comfortable • Courteous 
EI U STUDENT SP ECIAL FARE 
Mattoon to Charleston (Anywhere) 
OR 
Charleston (anywhere) to Mattoon 
1 Person $1 ooo 
More than 1 person $6°0 each 
WE SERVICE AMTRAK 
AND GREYHOU N 
, ,/ CALL: 234-741 
MATTOON 
Eastern Ne
w
s Monday,  August 2 5 ,  1 986 · Back To School Edition I I C  
ad io-TV stat ions host variety ofal l  shows 
ose new students or even old ones 
ted in the field of broadcasting 
er it be radio or TV can be a part 
Eastern's radio and TV center 
in the Buzzard Buildi�g. 
e TV station is on the air from 6 
to 10 p.m.  Monday through 
day on Channel 5 1 ,  which is 
in Charleston on Premium 1 
el 1 2 , "  said Ken Beno, the TV 
's new station manager. 
channel, continued Beno, 
a different variety of shows 
financial news shows,  sewing 
, to interview shows on foreign 
t 6:30 p.m. , for example , we are 
a show called , "Time Out For 
", which is all about sports trivia 
ople can call in if they know the 
o win prizes," Beno said , "The 
r this and a few other shows will 
in the fall." 
TV station also produces local 
ming such as the EIU Con­
' which this week we had Joan 
on the show," said Beno, 
fall we plan to have the show 
Corner back and to have a 
· program about the Charleston High 
School's  sports . These shows will air 
at 7 p .m." 
On Sept. 1,  Beno said, they plan to 
start up again News Scan 5 1  which will 
be on the air at 5 p . m .  Monday-Friday 
and rebroadcasted at 9 p.m. The 
newscast will give local news and 
sports . 
"I don't  know as of yet who the on­
air talent will be. We lost some good 
production people last spring due to 
graduation, but we still have a lot of 
good on-air talent left," Beno said . 
"We hope for future plans to ex­
pand our films so we don't  have to run 
t hem four times a week . Also, to 
expand our news to be able to run some 
two-minute newscasts in the afternoon 
as well. We are going to try to expand 
the TV center from not just college 
students , but to senior citizens and the 
community to make it community­
wide, not j ust Eastern," said Beno. 
Beno added that they would like to 
see the station expand to Effingham 
and the other surrounding counties. 
"We wil l be working with the 
Mattoon cable company to try to get us 
on their cable, too." 
The advise Beno's gives to incoming 
ATTENTION STUDENTS ATTENTION 
Press the ri ght key to you r  futu re! 
"My Secretary" help you by providing word processing 
·ces , such as , resumes , letters of application , term papers , 
oxing,  or other items to fit your individual needs .. 
more information , call 345- 1 1 50 or stop by the office at 
18th Street between 9 a . m .  and 5 p . m .  
SO • • •  DON'T DELAY 
Let us take your worries awayll 
4 1 3  W .  Lincoln 
Rt.  130 & Jackson 
TWO LEADING PACKAGE 
STORES 
CITY'S LARGEST SELECTION OF 
E COLD BEER and. CHILLED WINES 
OM A CAN TO A KEG" 
We carry all sizes of major brands 
of Beer, Wine, & Liquor 
Monday thru Thursday: 9 am to 12 am 
Friday and Saturday: 9 am to 1 pm 
Sunday: Noon to 7 pm 
I freshmen is, besides trying to take TV production, to come over to the station 
l and tell them one is interested .  
1 "We will give training, short i seminars , to those about an in-
troduction to the equipment. If we can 
, get freshmen involved quickly in TV, 
· we can keep them here until their 
senior year . Anyone that 's  interested 
in TV we'll find a place for them to 
work," said Beno. 
Any student interested in  
programming or  on-air talent for News 
Scan 5 1  is welcomed to an in­
formational meeting on Aug. 27 at 4 
p.m. in Buzzard Auditorium or to 
contact Ken Beno. 
Eastern' s  radio station WEIU 88. 9  
FM , which has been i n  existence since 
July l ,  1 98-5 ,  plays no top 40 songs,  but 
instead plays a wide variety of other 
songs, said Joe Heumann, radio 
station manager. 
"Top 40 has been done all ," said 
H eumann, "We try not to p lay a song 
· no more than once a day or even if 
possible in the same week. We play 5 7  
minutes o f  music on the hour which is 
different than anyone else, too." _. 
"Right now we are broadcasting 
from 12 p .m.  to 12 a.m. Monday 
through Friday. In the fall, we plan to 
broadcast from 9 a .m.  to 12 a.m. with 
classical programming from 9 a.m. to 
12 p .m.  set to start the first or second 
week in September," said Heumann. 
The fall radio programming will be 
9- 1 2  p .m.  classical music , 1 2- 1  p.m. 
local news and public affairs,  1 -6 p.m. 
Jazz, 6-9 Monday through Thursday 
contemporary rock, 6-9 p.m. Friday 
Jazz. The 9- 1 2  a .m. period consists 
different types of programming such as 
Monday-reggae,  Tuesday-aYant garde 
jazz , Wednesday-oldies , Thursday­
country, bluegrass , folk, and Friday� 
blues. 
"In the fall we plan to have around 
30 DJ's  and right now between news 
and music we have 50 people working 
·for us ," Heumann said , "Anyone can 
be a DJ as long as they get in touch 
with  us when the term starts:" 
- - - - -·- - - - - - - r - - - - - - - - - - ,------- - - --1 $1 .79 ! $1 .79 $1 .79 ! 
2-PI�CE 2-PIECE 2-PIECE I 
COUPON COUPON COUPON . 1  
2 pieces of chicken (Original Recipe or I 2 pieces of chicken (Original Recipe or 2 pieces of chicken (Original Recipe or I Extra Crispy) • 1 individual serving of I Extra Crispy) • 1 individual serving of Extra Crispy) • 1 individual serving of mashed potatoes and gravy • fresh- mashed potatoes and gravy • fresh· mashed potatoes and gravy • fresh· baked Buttermilk Biscuit for only $ 1  . 7� I baked Buttermilk Biscuit for only $1 . 79 baked Buttermilk Biscuit for only $ 1  . 7 9  with this coupon. Limit one package per I with this coupon L1m1t one package per with this coupon. Umrt one package per coupon .  four coupons per customer. coupon,  four coupons per customer coupon, four coupons per customer. Good on comgmation white/dark orders I Good on comgmat1on white/dark orders Good on comgination white/dark orders 
only Customer pays all b- t only Customer pays all b- only: Cuslomer pays all 0 I r:�'.1;;."sb�:;'�':,5 tax �<-'!(; I �!111;::�:;'�':,5 tax �<-'!(; ��:�:b��:;'��s tax �<-'If; I I This � � I This � � This � � I 
I coupon good <!$>(, �
t; - I coupon good of$>c, �"' - coupon good <!$>(,. �t; - f 
I only at KFC .t..'t.<:: & . I only at KFC ..s..'f.<:: &
 _ only at KFC � & . I store In � store In � store In I Charleston. I • Chorleston. Charleston. I 
------------�- - - - - - ---��--�---------
GO 
Eastern IUinois Universit9 
FaU Rush 1986 
FORE 
GREEK 
Sorority Rush : Pledge day 
Aug 29,  1 986 
Fraternity Rush : September 
Sign up in the Union Walkway 
·september 2-4 
Watch the Daily East�rn News for details 
Any Questions? Write or call the 
Student Activities Office 
3 16 University Union 
Charleston, IL 61920 
(217) 58,1 -3967 
.... 
1 1C lack To SdlocifEdltlon 
Outdoor fu n 
available at 
nearby park 
By DANIEL H .  REIBLE 
Staff writer 
Waterslide, swimming, horseback 
riding or j ust about anything else you 
can think of to do outdoors, that ' s  
what' s  available at  Springhaven. 
Just four miles east of Charleston on 
Route 16 at Route 1 ,  Ashmore, Ill . ,  
and you can be at  Springhaven . 
The waterslide is 265 feet long, wet 
and very fast .  The cost of the slide is 
$3 .95 an hour, with the best deal being 
the all day pass at $6.95 . 
The slide is not slow; you can see 
people going half way up the side of 
the curves as they come down . 
The pool is $2 . 50 for an all day pass 
with a special all day package for $7 . 50 
which includes both the slide and pool. 
There is an age limit, though.  No 
one under the age of four is allowed on 
the slide. 
Springhaven is open from 10 a . m .  to 
7 p . m .  The slide closes at 5 p . m .  during 
the week and at 7 p . m .  on weekends. 
Along with the wet stuff, there is 
also a mini golf course with 1 9  holes 
for $ 1 .50 .  Paddle boats cost $2 .90 for 
30 minutes and canoes are $2.75 for 30 
minutes . 
Springhaven also has camping with a 
stocked lake for the campers to fish .  
Camping sites are $7 for a tent and 
$9.75 for a camper hook up . If you 
need sewage hook up, the site will cost 
$ 10.75 . A $2 charge is added if you 
plan to use air conditioning . 
I f  you don ' t  have camping equip · 
ment don' t worry , Springhaven rents 
everything from tents to self-contained 
trailers . 
Regular cost for the trailers are $37 
to $49 a night, but if you're a 
Charleston resident or Eastern student 
the price comes down to $24 to $35 a 
night. 
Tent rental is $20 a night for a six to 
seven-person tent . 
All of the tent and trailer rentals 
include the camping site . 
For those who enjoy spending time 
on horseback, Springhaven also has 
guided horse rides for $7 an hour.  
Springhaven also has video games, 
badminton and ping pong at no extra 
cost. There is a small food area were 
chips and soda can be purchased .  
Angela and B e n  L e e  own 
Springhaven . T h e  couple are originally 
from Seour, Korea. 
In 1 973 the Lees came to Chicago 
and started a grocery store. Then Ben 
started running a hotel while Angela 
worked as a nurse. It wasn't until they 
moved to Georgia, and then back to 
Chicago that they found Springhaven. 
Springhaven had been closed for 
about two years when the Lees came to 
the Charleston area. They did a lot of 
cleaning and fixing before they 
reopened Springhaven in September 
' 85 .  
One o f  t h e  attractions at 
Springhaven is a giant statue of 
Abraham Lincoln. It alone is worth the 
trip . 
So , if you enjoy the water, outdoors , 
horses or even just want to see what a 
waterslide is, take a ride out to 
Springhaven. They might have just 
what you' re looking for. 
Monday, Au�ust 2 5 ,  1 986 The Dally Eastern Ne 
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DAN REIBLE I Photo e 
Jason Bottorff a r ide down the watersl ide at Spr inghaven . 
ADDUCCl'S PIZZA �n 3\ C \Cf.)dp te OUR EVERYDAY PRICES WITH CHEESE AN D 
ONE I NGREDI ENT (TAX INCLUDED) 
SMALL - $4.40 
MEDIUM - $5 .60 
LARGE - $7 .30 
PL US FREE 2- LITER PEPSI (THIS WEEK ONL Y) 
WITH ANY SIZE PIZZA . (PICK� UP ON DELIVERY) 
ADDUCCI FAMI LY RESTAURANT 
ITALIAN AND AMERI CAN FOODS 
PHONE - 345-9393 or 345-9 141 
FREE DELIVERY 
AFTER 5 P . M 
(Minimum order $5) 
$20 off 
TVs 
(we sell 
Hitachi) 
THE 
l!!ta ft ft" 
� "'  
CO sHOP 
Video Prices : 
Mon - Thur 
$ 1  -
Fri - Sun 
$2 
FREE movies with VCR purchase! 
Mon - Sat 1 o - 1 1  
Sun - Noon - 1 1 
207 Lincoln 
r:f ::21�i��-!-7.;---1�ii��1 
I good Mon - Thurs I 
I _ I 
I offer expires December 31 ,  1 986 · I 
�------ ------�--------�-------� 
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ack Student 
ion open to 
Will Rogers, union, rentals offer movies 
ery student 
or those students who have a desire 
get involved, the Black Student 
n is on campus . 
ormerly the BSU was an 
· ation consisting of  only black 
ents . "But this year there's  going 
a change," said Kawan Cox-Bey, 
dent .  Any student with a serious 
st in BSU and its activities is 
me to j oi n ,  he said . 
By JANET NOBLE 
Staff writer 
Although away from home, students 
can still see many of their favorite 
movies . 
The Will Rogers Theater, 705 
Monroe St. , offers students a chance to 
see movies at $ 1  a show. 
The theater has one show at 7 p . m . ,  
Monday through Sunday, with a 
Saturday and Sunday matinee at 2 
p .m.  
Students can also rent movies and 
VCR's .  One place to rent is Royce 
Videos , 1 5  W. Lincoln Ave, where 
membership is free . 
Marsha Gilbert , employee of Royce 
Video, said , "About 1 3  of the 
customers are students and the best 
business is seen in the winter or on the 
weekends . "  
Each movie rental is $ 1  Monday 
through Thursday. On Friday and 
Saturday the rental costs $2, because 
the store is closed on Sunday. 
The store also rents out VCR's .  For 
the first rental, it costs $3 .99 plus a $50 
deposit . After · that , each rental is just 
$3 .99 for one night.  
The University Board also shows 
movies throughout the fall in the 
Union.  Times for the movies are 
Friday, 6 :30 p .m.  and 9 p . m .  Sunday 
movie times will vary .  
· 
UB movies scheduled to be shown 
include: " Spies Like Us , "  Sept .  S ;  
" Delta Force, "  Sept.  1 2 ;  "Pretty i n  
Pink , "  Sept. 1 7  and "Jewel o f  the 
Nile ,"  Sept . 28 .  
"Back to the Future" is set for Oct . 
3 ;  "Gung Ho, " Oct. 1 0; "Song 
Remains the Same , "  Oct 24 and 
"White Nights , "  Oct . 3 1 .  
" Down and Out in Beverly Hi l ls , "  
Nov. 7 ;  " Brian 's  Song , "  Nov . 1 2 ; 
"Crosswords , "  Nov . 1 6  and " FX, " 
Nov. 2 1 . 
U i s  a s e l f - s u p p o r t i n g 
ization whose main objectives 
rn helping new students adjust to 
e l ife,  including areas such as 
g and financia l a id .  
major functions that  BSU has 
red in the past are the annual 
TA K E  TH IS  ITAL IAN IMPORT 
FOR A SP IN • • •  
BJack EIU Pagean t ,  The Black 
nt R e u n i o n  Weekend , BSU 
s ,  H o mecom i ng act 1 v 1 t 1 e s ,  
i picnic , a L i p  Sync contest and 
nual banquet to  recognize and 
the outs ta nd i ng minority 
ts on campus.  
year they plan to  sponsor other 
ies in  addit ion,  . such as the 
Leadership Division Con­
' Art Exhibit ions , Parents 
d act iv i t ies ,  BSU community  
, and contr ibut ions  to the 
Negro College Fund . 
ly meet ings are held o n  
day nights at  the  A fro­
n Cultural Center o n  7 t h  
seeking fu rther i n format ion 
contact  e i t her BSU adviser 
Brinker , or Kawa n Cox-Bey. 
Wind er up and 
feed a gang of 
four for under $5 
Enjoy o u r  made­
from-scratch 
m eat sauce and 
noodles with the 
g reat taste of our 
fresh baked 
garl ic bread 
For carry 
out only 
DON'T LET US 
K E E P  Y O U  . . .  
O N  T H E  M O V E , 
T I M E  I S  P R E C I O U S .  
t p a t i e n t  C a r e  a t  S a r a h  B u s h  L i nc o l n  H e a l t h  
e r  i s  d e s i g n e d  t o  k e e p  y o u  o n  t h e  m o v e  w i t h  
e n i e n t  h e a l t h  c a r e  t o  f i t  y o u r  b u s y  l \f e s t y l e .  
-��?t e c h n i q u e s  a n d  n e w  i d e a s  ' . l o n g  h o s p i t a l  s t a y s  a 
: · · .,, · -, p a s t  a n d  
i fl d u c i n g  
c a r e c o s t s .  
C o n s u l t  w i t h  1 0 1sr p e r s o n a i  p h y s i c i a n  
f o r  m o re i • f o r m a  t i o n .  
H I O a a lC a r e  
H M O  
Ilf 
C H A R LESTON 
348-2 1 96 
C a r l e C a r e  
HllO 
P r o • i d e r  
�'tN��d> 
FOR 
.tlF'f>\ 
SARAH BUSH LINCOLN HEAL TH CENTER 
,,� X ·,·· .... . . . . . · . 
lhe Italian lakery 
anb npag17.ettf ijnus.e 
. 
fi 6 7  l inco ln  3 48-77 7 7  
7th & Lincoln 
INTRODUCING 
JERRY'S PIZZA & PUB 
Forffierly CAESARS PIZZA 
-Same Owner 
-Same Management 
-Just a new name 
Comer of 4th & Lincoln 
345-2844 
Deliver 
or 
Dine In 
.... . ·-····-··•·•9'••••••f!ii· ·�.......,., 
f. One ��=dien� -�, One ���rn�� i 
· 
Pizza and a Quart Pizza .and a Quart . • · 
· · ·650 · of c k 4''1 Coke . . . . . . o e . . . . .  . , �aesar's 345-2844 1 :  �aes�r's 345-�844_ ; 
- - ·-- ··-
OK 
So your busy 
college schedule 
doesn't give you 
time to write home 
BUT · 
Mom & Dad can 
still keep in touch 
with a 
· Daily Eastern 
News 
Subscription 
It's easy and inexpensive! 
Just fill out the 
Subscription form below! 
SUBSCRIPTION FORM 
(NAME) 
(ADDRESS) 
(CITY) 
(ST A TE) (ZIP) 
ONE SEMESTER ($16) 0 
ONE YEAR ($30) 0 
SUMMER ($6) 0 
Make Check(s) payable to: 
Student Publications 
Buzzard North Gym 
Charleston, IL 61 9201 ------ -
Mo�a_y, Au u_st 2 5 ,  1 986 
SCHWINN -
Th e Dall 
FUJI 
Complete line of bicycle accessories and repair pa rts : 
water bott les - hel mets - shorts - gloves - jerseys - bags - carr iers - ti res 
cab l es - com puters - l i ghts - locks - seat co�ers - m i rrors - more. 
Repairs for all 
brand bikes 
, _  � 
CITAllEJ;. 
LOCKS 
Some used 
bikes available 
\: - -: 
K. , 
,. Insured " 
�·· Protection 
· - - - - - - - - - - - � - - , 
6-ft. cabl e  Harr1·son's Schw1·nn Key or  Combi nation 
Pad l ock 
Cyclery 
303 Lincoln Ave. 
$4.99 Set with 
Coupon- Good until 
Sept. 30, 1 986 
Y2 block from campus, next to Hardee's 
Charleston 345-4223 
Winter storage avai lab le for you r bike. 
GE 
Studen charnP'o 
easY at . 
HERE'S HOW: 
1 .  Talk to your Financial Aid Office abOut eligibility. 
2.  Come to Champion Federal for an application and interview. 
3. After IGLP approval , Champion Federal will send check to 
your Financial Aid Office. 
4. No payments or interest until you graduate or discontinue 
your studies. 
Finance your education today - at Champion Federal . 
Champl.Dn 500 w. uncoln st. Charleston Hours: Weekdays 9-5 
A 
Sat. 9-Noon 
l!!ldl!!llial .or1ve-1n: Weekdays 8:30-5:30 I;; I;; Sat. 8:30-Noon 
Stop by any of our 29 offices throughout the state. 
345-2 1 74 
Monday, August 2 5 ,  l 986- mack To School Edition • SC 
� 
HAIA BIZ 
1 1 09 Lincoln • 348-561 1 
•Every Tuesday 9 a m  - 8 pm 
Present l .D. and get hairshaping 
for . . .  $6.50 
•Featuring Ladyfinger N ail  System 
the latest in Nail Ca re, com plete 
set of 1 0  only $25 
H O U RS: Tues · Thur 9 • 8 p m •Fri 9 • 5 
•Sot 9 • 3, closed Sun & Mon. 
elcome Back to EIU! 
isit the Men and Women's Cosmetics 
Headquarters 
Loreal 
Revlon 
Maxfactor 
Maxi 
Marcelle 
Shalimar 
' . 
: ) 
. __ .:. 
• l' ' . . - · '  
-·� . 
Chantilly 
Charles 
of the Ritz 
, , . � - - · - · 
valt Drug Store 
South Side of Square ,  Charleston 
I year individual leases 
le rent levels to suit 
eeds 
utilities 
facilities 
building 
•Club House 
•Pool Table 
•Color 1V 
•Stereo 
•Soda, Candy 
£\_ 
Cigarette machines 
� (} I  1. , •Newspaper 
-\NI� stands 
<ille cplteSttgiom 
$;&ue J\t CR«je1tcy 
fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii� Do 11 Q a'� Hair  Crea t i  o Q � 'Cmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiii� Get ready for a great 
Summer 
with a perm and cut at 
-�-- _ i)oQQa's! Call US! 
• Pam 
• Charlene 
• Janice 
• Vicky 
• Donna 
345-4451 
1408 
Sixth St.  
NEWMAN CATHOLIC COMMUNITY 
909 LINCOLN 
REV. BOB MEYER 
(Chaplain) 
ROY LANHAM 
(Lay Director) 
STAFF: Mary E l len Kammert - Litu rgist/ Campus Minister 
Anna Wal l  - Secretary 
Eucharistic Uturgies: Sat. 6 :30 p . m .  & Sun . 1 1  a . m .  
Wed . 10 :00 p . m . , Thurs . 6 :30 p . m .  (All i n  Buzzard Auditorium) 
Evening Prayer: Mon . & Tues. 6 :30 p . m .  
Morning Prayer: Fri . 8 :30 a . m .  
Reconciliation - Wed. 4 - 5 (anytime by appointment) 
7 t h  Ii I OU O E  
"U·TIBIVUf' 
CIAI LESTDN .  I L  *-
Welcome Back 
Students! 
·The HOT SPOT for Fall! 
,. i ' -The finest in jazz & rock -Beck's light& dark on tap . 
-The finest in atmosphere -An incomparable selection 
& entertainment of fine wines & liqueu� . 
-27 imported beers 
l 6C ladl To Sdlool Edition _ Monday, Au"ust 25. 1 986 
UNIVERS Y B  
Let Us Entertain You! 
The sure thing comes 
once in o lifetime . . .  
but the real thing 
lasts forever. 
Showing 
Monday, Aug . 25 
on the 
South Quad 
8 : 30 p . m .  
Rain Location: 
_ �l_PG=-·-1�3_1 _.��-�.!'_al_��-_u_R��_C:_�--1. Taylor Hall Lobby 
V DEO 
featuring music videos , 
classics, horrors , · 
mysteries , comedies . . .  1 
Located in the 
Video Lounge, 
2nd Floor-University 
Union 
Look for our day and 
nighttime schedules . l ? 
� 
Sponsored by U . B . Mainstage 
EIU' s 
Comedy /Rock Connection 
Located in the 
University Union Rathskeller 
Watch for upcoming events 
in the Subway ! 
" ALIVE 
(Tentative Schedule for 1 986-87) 
Big Band Machine September 1 9  8 p . m .  Grand Ballroom 
-Orchestra 
North Carolina Dance Theater October 1 9  8 p . m .  
-Dance 
A Christmas Carol December 1 1  8 p . m .  McAfee Gym 
-Play 
Chicago Brass Quintet January 22 8 p . m .  Grand Ballroom 
-Music 
One Mo' Time March l 8 p . m .  Grand Ballroom 
-Play 
Tim Settimi April 23 8 p . m .  Grand Ballroom 
-Mime 
Watch the talent of these professional performers 
as they create a masterpiece . . .  Arts Alive ! 
Sponsored by UB Performing Arts 
Watch for the 
EVENTSFUL 
The Calender booklet 
listing campus and University Board 
events for the 1 986-87 school year 
only $3 . 50 
on sale the first week of class 
Learn More About 
UNIVERSITY BOARD 
Stop by our 
RECRUITMENT TABLE 
Aug. 27 , 28 Sept . 2,3 ,4 
10 a.m. -3 p .m. 
in the Union Lobby · 
U.B.  has vacancies for coordinators 
Join a University Board Committee 
RECRUITMENT NIGHT 
OR Sept. 4 7 p.m. In the Rathskeller 
• Production Committee 
• Graphic Committee 
Watch for other upcoming U.B.  events throughout the year. 
1111:52; 
'· 
- " �-----
